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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and objectives of the present study
There is a growing awareness that measures should be taken to reduce the pressure exerted on the

environment by, amongst others, the industrial emission of air pollutants. As a result in many eountries
legislations for air pollution eontrol are beeoming tighter [Davids (1986) and NER (1994)] and a
growing number of industries is foreed to take measures for the purification of their air discharges.
Many of the emitted pollutants are volatile organic eompounds (VOCs) such as solvents and other
hydroearbon based substances. An appropriate method for the removal of these VOCs is eombustion to
CO:z and H:z(). The VOCs, however, are usually diluted with air to such small concentrations that they
cannot maintain the eombustion process. In these cases the eontaminated gas should be preheated to a
temperature level above the ignition temperature of the VOCs. To minimize the energy eonsumption and
eost of the cleaning process, the energy required for the preheating should be reeovered as much as
possible from the hot cleaned gas before it is discharged to the atmosphere. This is accomplished in a
packed bed regenerator.

!'

cp
Valve. open

-$
Valve, closed

...

Regenerator

Packodbod

llllllllllill!l
Packodbod
lOOO'C

lnsulalion

Figure 1.1. Packed bed regenerator with process fan and valves. By switching of /he valves the air flow
direction is reversed from upward to downward through the bed and vice-versa.
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The regenerator of this study consists of a packed bed of randomly dumped ceramic particles, air
distribution chambers at the top and bottom of the bed and thermal insulation at the sides, see figure 1.1.
Typical temperature profiles in the packed bed are 'hat shaped' with a maximum of approximately 1000
°C half way the bed and minimum temperatures at the top and bottom. The contaminated gas is blown
into the bed by means of a process fan. After entering the bed the gas is heated by the bed material. If the
gas temperature is sufficiently high the VOCs start to react exothermically with oxygen to form C(h and
H20. The heat taken up by the gas after the inlet of the bed and the reaction heat are partially recovered
before the exit resulting in decreasing gas temperatures. The cleaned gas leaves the bed at a temperature
of typically 40 to 70 °C above the inlet temperature.

By the removal of heat from the bottom part of the bed and the returoing of it at the top, the bed

temperature profile gradually moves in flow direction. This shifting and the corresponding increase of
heat losses at the outlet are limited by a periodic reversal of the gas flow direction, achieved by switching
the regenerator valves, see figure 1.1. In stable operating conditions heat losses from the bed
(corresponding to the 40 to 70 °C temperature difference) are balanced by the reaction heat from the
VOCs. If, however, the concentration of VOCs is too small, a supplementary amount of natural gas is to
be injected at the inlet of the regenerator1•
The applications of non-catalytic packed bed regenerators cover a wide range of discharge flow rates

(5000 to 100.000 m31h) and VOC concentrations (0 to 10 f!m\ Due to the increase of energy prices and
the limited resources of fossil energy carriers, the minimization of the energy consumption of the
regenerator is becoming increasingly important. A useful tool for that is a model for the prediction of
temperature and concentration profiles in packed beds. A large number of models was developed to
predict heat and/or mass transport phenomena in packed beds. In one-phase models, for example, no
distinction is made between gas and bed temperatures. These models are usually employed to predict
temperature profiles in wall-cooled or wall-heated packed beds with small temperature differences
between the gas and bed, see for example Borldnk (Borkink (1991)). Models in which gas and bed
temperatures are separately dealt with are classified as two-phase. In many two-phase models bed
temperatures were taken uniform in small slices of packed bed. Additionally, the gas temperature at the
inlet of each bed slice was taken constant in time [Bhatia (1991) and Schmidt (1981)]- These models are
useful for the prediction of heat transport in catalytic packed beds where temperature gradients in flow
direction are small, typically around 100 °C/m (Nieken (1993)]. In non-catalytic packed beds, however,
temperature gradients are typically 1000 °C/m and should therefore be accounted for.
The emission ofNOx from industrial combustion processes such as occurring in furnaces and boilers is
another important air pollution problem. A reduetion of NO, concentrations to a value as high as 30"/o
was measured in the combustion gases from these processes after the injeetion of NH3 in a combustion
1

A regeuemlor of a similar kind but with a catalyst bed is known as a Matros reactor, see for example (Nieken
(1993)]. In such a reactor the maximum bed temperature is considerably lower, typiC<~lly 500 •c.
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cbamber [Jedal (1992) and Lyon (1977)]. This decontamination with 70% was achieved by selective
ll01KIItalytic reduction (SNCR) of NO,. to N2 at a temperature of 950 °C. Temperatures half-way the
packed bed of the regenerator of the present study are of approximately the same level. Literature of the
applicability of non-catalytic packed bed regenerators for NOx control has however not been found.

This study aims at improving our understanding of heat and mass transport phenomena that occur in
non-catalytic packed beds, the optimization of the design of packed bed regenerators and an extension of
their application range, for example by the control ofNO,.-emissions.
In this thesis a new model is presented for the prediction of temperature and concentration profiles in

packed beds. It is based on analytical solutions derived using Laplace transformations and explicitly
accounts for temperature gradients, transient gas temperatures and heat sources in gas and bed.
Based on the predictions of the model, the design of a packed bed regenerator has been optimized. A
large-scale test rig with such an optimized packed bed (1.6 m diameter and 2.85 m height) of toms
saddles has been built. New design features of the test rig are the thermal insulation of the bed, two-way
regenerator valves and a system for heating up the packed bed by hot gases from a burner.
The model predictions and the adopted heat transfer and pressure drop correlations are checked with
experiments in the test rig. The thermal behaviour of packed beds in full operation is investigated by
theory and experiment. A method for the minimization of residuals in the gas Oow from the
regenerator is examined by measuring concentrations of hydrocarbons to and from the regenerator. The
applicability of the regenerator for the control of NO,. emissions is experimentally investigated.

l.l Outline of the text
Optimization of the thermal performance of packed beds requires full understanding of the transport
phenomena that occur in these beds. Chapter 2 analyses the interaction between Oow and heat transfer
in packed beds. Overall heat transfer rates in packed beds depend on the llow conditions of the gas in the
interstices of the bed and on the geometry of the bed particles. The accounting for these characteristics
by heat transfer correlations in the literature is examined and differences in predicted heat transfer
coefficients are analyzed.
Chapter 3 describes a new model for the prediction of temperature and concentration profiles in packed
beds, as already referred to in section l.l. The model is validated by, for example, comparison with the
predictions of two existing models that use finite difference schemes.
In chapter 4 the test rig is described. The performance of the improved regenerator during start-up and
during stand-by periods is examined from temperature histories that have been measured in the packed
bed. A method for the minimization of VOC concentrations at the outlet is presented. Its usefulness is
examined from measured hydrocarbon concentrations at the inlet and at the outlet of the test rig.
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The model predictions and the adopted heat transfer correlations are experimentally checked in chapter
5 with measurements from the literature and with measurements in the saddle bed of the test rig. The
input parameters of the model that are known with relatively low accuracy and have a large influence on
the governing heat transport mechanisms are assessed with the aid of a sensitivity analysis. If necessary,
they are determined more precisely with additional experiments. Measured pressure drops over the bed
are compared with predictions of correlations from the literature.
The usefulness of the regenerator for the control ofNO.-emissions is examined in chapter 6 by injecting
mixtures of NO and NH3 in the gas flow to the regenerator and measuring the concentrations of NO. at
the outlet. A cleaning procedure for fouled packed beds is described.

Chapter 2
Flow and heat transfer in packed beds
2.1 Introduction
Packed bed regenerators are used, amongst others, for the reduction of air pollution of the industrial
discharge of gases contaminated with volatile organic compounds (VOCs), see chapter I. In a packed
bed regenerator heat and/or mass is transferred between randomly dumped ceramic particles, the packed
bed, and a gas that is forced to pass the bed. Purification of the gas happens in the bed at a high
temperature of typically 1000 °C. The contaminated gas is heated in the first part of the bed by heat
transfer from the bed to the gas. If the gas temperature is sufficiently high the VOCs start to oxidize to
CO:z and H20. About half-way the bed the oxidation (decontamination) is completed. The heat taken up
in the first bed half is released again by the gas to the particles in the second bed half. The cleaned gas
leaves the bed at an average temperature of 40 to 70 °C above the inlet temperature. By the continuous
removal of heat from the bed in the first bed half and the returning to the bed in the second the
temperature profiles gradnally shift in flow direction. The flow direction is periodically reversed in order
to limit this shifting and the corresponding increase of heat losses at the outlet.
A uselUI tool for the optimization of the thermal performance of packed bed regenerators is a model for
the predictioD of heat and mass transport in packed beds. Various models have been found in the
literature that predict temperature profiles in packed beds. Figure 2.1 categories these models. In singlephase or homogeneous models no distinction is made between gas and bed temperatures. These models
are often used to model steady state heat transfer in wall-cooled or wall-heated packed beds with small
temperature differences between gas and solid. The heat transport processes in the bed are lumped into a
few eft'ective dispersion coefficients (Borkink (1991)]. The several kinds of single-phase models and
transport coefficients were reviewed by Vortmeyer [Vortmeyer (1971)), SchlOnder [SchlOnder (1988})
and more recently by Borkink [Borkink (1991 )).

Chapter2

JCmen, 1991
Sclunidt, 1981

c......,.~

Figure 2.1. Classiftcation ofmodels for the prediction oftemperature profiles in packed beds.
Models in which gas and bed temperatures are separately dealt with are classified as two-phase
(heterogeneous). The governing equations for heat transport in gas and solid phase were derived by
Levee [Levee (1985)) by averaging the enthalpy balance for a point over the respective phase volumes.
Heat release by the exothermic conversion of VOCs was not accounted for by Levee. The derivation of
equations for the volume averaged gas and solid temperatures including heat source terms in gas and
solid phase is presented in appendix A. In this appeudix the temperatures of gas and solid are seen to be
related by convective, dispersive and transfer coupling terms in the transport equations. These coupling
terms are, however, not known due to lack of experiruental data and due to the complexity of the
transport agencies in packed beds (Dixon (1986)). If heat transport by forced convection is dominant, the
transport processes are well described by a single coupling term: the lumped heat transfer coefficient
[Handley (1969)]. Jeschar (Jeschar (1990)) and Jeffreson [Jetfreson (1972)] adapted this coefficieot to
accommodate for conduction inside particles and Balakrishnan [Balakrishnan (1979)) for radiation.
In heterogeneous models the convective heat transfer coefficient plays an important role in the
prediction of temperatures of gas and solid phase. Convective heat transfer in packed beds is the result of
local heat transfer phenomena at the particle surface and of the flow patterns of the gas mixture in the
interstices. The understanding these phenomeua is essential for the prediction and optimization of the
thermal performance of packed beds. Flow patterns and heat transfer will therefore be aualyzed in more
detail in this chapter.
In packed beds of spheres several flow regimes were observed [Karabelas (1973), Lafiti (1989) and
Matros (1985)], each in a typical Re-number range. Here Re denotes the Reynolds number based on the
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superficial gas velocity1 and the sphere diameter. For Re < 1 the flow between the spheres is dominated
by viscous forces. For Re between I and 10 the flow separates from the sphere surface and forms a free
boundaly layer (Lafiti (1989)). The volume between the particles now encompasses a core flow region
and a separated zone. In regions with flow onto the particles, so-called downwash zones, velocity
gradients close to the particle surface are relatively large. These regions are characterized by large
temperature gradients and a good heat transfer. Heat transfer in separated zones is relatively poor due to
the presence of stagnant fluid (Adam (1986), Fiebig (1994) and Karabelas (1973)). With increasing Re
the separation angle of the boundaly layer decreases, as does the separated zone size. For Re between
150 and 300 (Lafiti (1989) and Matros (1985)] the intensely rotating wake in the separated zone
oscillates and the non-flow zone is a volume of ideal mixing. As soon as flow oscillations set in heat
transfer is increased.
Heat transfer appears to be highly sensitive to both geometry and flow conditions, as demonstrated by
Fiebig et al. (Fiebig (1994)] and Tiggelbeck et at. (Tiggelbeck (1993)). Above Re = 300, the flow is
highly chaotic, the separation angle is no longer dependent on Re and vortices are periodically shed.

Due to the highly complex flow field in packed beds the prediction of heat transfer has reached limited
success so far. In this chapter, the interstitial flow field and heat transfer are further analyzed in order to
gain more insight in the transport mechanisms in packed beds and to be able to assess the resulting heat
transfer rates from appropriate correlations. These correlations will be adopted in a new model,
described in chapter 3, and verified in chapter 5 by comparing the model predictions with measurements
from the literature and with new measurements in a test rig which is described in chapter 4.

2.2 Interstitial flow and beat transfer
An extensive review of the literature on heat transfer to or from particles in a packed bed was given by
Adam [Adam (1986)). Adam theoretically investigated heat and mass transport in packed beds. He

represented the geometry of the flow passages in a packed bed by a seqnence of interstices in a cubic
array of spheres. The temperature of the spheres was taken constant and axial conduction in the gas
neglected. Temperatures and velocities in a flow passage were computed using finite differences. The
numerical results showed the presence of separated zones in the peripherals of contact points between
the spheres and the core flow region in the center of the channel. Local heat transfer is maximum in the
downwash zones where the gas stream passes the sphere surface and is minimal in the separated zones.
These solutions are, however, steady state and therefore do not predict effects of flow oscillations on heat
transfer.

Fiebig (Fiebig (1994)) investigated the influence of flow oscillations on heat transfer for a laminar flow
(Re = 350) through a channel with a periodical arrangement of ribs attached to one channel wall. At rib
1

The superficial gas velocity in a packed bed is defmed by the total volwne flow rate of the gas divided by the
cross-sectional area of the bed.
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heights of 35% of the channel height flow oscillations set in which increases heat transfer. For nb
heights of 500.4 of the channel height heat transfer was enhanced by a factor 1.8 as compared to plane
channel flow. In a packed bed the size of the flow passages continuously varies with axial position,
which more or less resembles the periodical variation of the flow passages in the ribbed channel Fiebig
studied. In this section the overall effect on heat transfer in packed beds of the reduction of heat transfer
in separated zones and the enhancement in downwash zones is investigated and the influence of flow
oscillations is assessed.
A homogeneously packed bed is considered with a constant temperature Tp. Gas enters the bed with
Tg,in· If u is high enough to neglect the local rate of heat
accumulation in the gas with respect to convectiou and if axial ditfusion of heat in the gas phase is
negligible. the energy equation for the gas can be written as

superficial velocity, u, at a temperature

n

l""g

·cg ·U·Afr ·L· ~
OZ =h·A·("'"'p -T)
g

(2.1)

which is a stripped version of equation (A.26). Variable z denotes the axial coordinate in flow direction,
L and Afr the length and cross-sectional area of the bed, p9 and c9 the mass density and heat capacity of
the gas, A the heat exchanging surface area of the bed and h the convective heat transfer coefficient. For
constant p9 and Cg and heat transfer coefficient h, (2.1) is easily solved for the temperature difference of
gas and solid at ontlet of the bed, Tq,out-Tp, divided by the difference at the inlet [Schlilnder (1988)]
Tg,out-~

(2.2)

Tg,in -TP

NTU denotes the number of transfer units which is a well known parameter for assessing thennal
performance [Schlilnder (1988)] that is nsed for brevity only

NTU

=

h·A

(2.3)

With the following definitions for the Nusselt number and the Prandtl number
(2.4)

NTU

is expressed as

NTU

=

Nu

A

(2.5)
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with A., and v9 in (2.4) as the conductivity and kinematic viscosity of the gas and dp denoting the
equivalent particle diameter. For spheres dp is the sphere diameter. The equivalent diameter of other
particle shapes will be discussed in section 2.3.
The ratio

(T....,-Tp)/(T.,., -Tp} is an indication for the thermal performance of the bed. The inftuence

on this performance ratio of separated zones. doWllWIISh zones and flow oscillations that occur at Re
numbers ranging up from 300 (Lafiti (1989) and Matros (198S)] is now assessed. As discussed in section
2.1, the gas volume V9 in the bed consists of two subvolumes: a core flow zone with volume Vcz and a
separated flow zone, v••. A part. ~ •• of the surface area of the bed, A, is in contact with a part of the
core flow zone. The remaining part, A,., is in contact with separated zones. This is schematized in
figurel.l.

Gas

Solid

r----~------~-~------~

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

~~~~--~------

1

l_~------~---T-T----

Figure 2.2. Schematic of a volume, Vpt>o ofpacked bed consisting of the solid phase volume v•. and gas
volume, Vq- A portion ofV9 consists ofthe flow zone volume Vc. and the remaining part ofthe separated
zone volume v ••. The surface ofthe solid phase in contact with the flow zone is denoted by At., that with
the separated zone by As •.
In V9 a distinction is made between the temperature of the core flow region, Ttz. and that of the
separated zones, Tsz. Heat is transferred to the gas core flow by convection from the bed particles
through ~ •• by convection from the separated zones through Afb (see figure 2.2) and by the periodical
shedding of parts of separated zones (Matros (198S)). The energy equation for the core flow zone is
written as
2
"·C
·U·Afr ·L·0Tr
t"'g
g
OZ

(2.6)
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with Vshed denoting the vortex volume, periodically ejected at frequency f, htz the coefficient for
convective heat transfer between the solid surface and the flow core zones and hfb the one for convective
transfer between the separated zone and the core flow zone. Temperature gradients in the separated zone
are small due to inadequate exchange of fluid with the core flow [Fiebig (1994)). As a result
temperatures in the separated zones are close to the surface temperature of the particles [Matros (1985)),
which justifies the replacement ofTu by Tp in (2.6). The thermal performance of the bed is derived in a
similar fashion as (2.2) and (2.5) with the result
(2.7)

with T9 ,out as the valne of the gas temperature Tfz at the outlet of the bed The first, second and third
terms in the RHS of (2. 7) represent the contnbutions to the thermal performance of the respective terms
in the RHS of (2.6). The shedding frequency f is expressed in dimensionless form by the Strouhat
number, Sr

deff•d

Sr=--P

u

(2.8)

Vortex shedding in a bed of spheres was observed by Matros by injecting smoke in the air flow through
the bed. At Re ~ 300 Matros observed pulsations in the separated zones and measured that 20 to 30% of
the volume was periodically ejected [Matros (1985)]. The experimental Sr number was in the range 0.5
to 0.6. Heat exchange between the separated zone and the core flow zone occurs merely by this
periodical ejection of fluid pockets (third term in (2.6)) and only for a small part by convection through
the free boundary layer (second term) [Matros (1985)]. The contribution to thermal performance of the
second term in the RHS of (2. 7) will therefore from now on be neglected.
The overall effect on heat transfer of separated zones, downwash zones and flow oscillations is evaluated

by comparing (2. 7) with the thermal performance of an imaginary heat exchanger with streamlines

attached to the particles. Let us assume that this heat exchanger consists of a ceramic block with a
number of parallel channels through it, all having the same hydraulic diameter dp. The temperature of
the block is Tp. The gas enters the channels with superficial velocity U at temperature T9 , 10• The total
surface area of the channel walls is taken to be the same as that of the packed bed, A If Jocal heat
accumnlation rates and axial heat diffusion in the gas are neglected, the thermal performance of the heat
exchanger follows from (2.2) and (2.5) with Nu and Re based upon the hydraulic diameter of the
channels. The thermal performance of the bed with separated zones, downwash zones and flow
oscillations is compared with that of the imaginary heat exchanger by division of (2. 7) by (2.2) with the
result
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~}"actual) =

-~~(imag.)

(2.9)

with NTU defined by (2.5). If the LHS of(2.9) is less tban 1, the thermal performance of the bed exceeds
that of the heat exchanger indicating that the flow phenomena in the voids of the bed enhance heat
transfer. The ratio ( 1-

h~. ·A:) in the first exponent accounts for the overaU effect of the reduced

accessibility of the panicle surfaces (Ar.IA < 1) on convective heat transfer. It also takes 8Q)Oilllt of the

increase of the heat transfer coefficient in downwash zones (hrz/h > 1). The second exponent represents
the enhancement of heat transfer by the periodical shedding of parts of the separated zone.
To give an impression of the value of the performance of the actual bed as compared to that of the
imaginaly heat exchanger, the exponents in the RHS are computed for a bed of spheres with air passing
through and for the heat exchanger described above. The Reynolds number is taken to be 300 and a
lypical Prandtl number for air is 0.7 [WI (1991)). The diameter dp of the spheres and the hydraulic
diameter of the cbannels are both taken to be 0.01 m and void fraction£ 0.4, frontal surface area Arc I
m2 and length L I m. The volumetric sorface area of the bed, abed. follows from 6·(1
t:)/dp. The
heat transfer surface area A ( =a,..·A., ·L) of the bed and of the channel walls is therefore 360m2. The
value ofNu in NTU, see (2.5), is computed using correlations of (Dubbel (1979)] for a laminar air flow
through a channel with velocity u. =U/&, which is the average ps velocity. The corresponding Nu
number is 4.1 and hence N11J is 7. In view of the measuring data of Fiebig at Re = 3SO in a ribbed
channeJ (Fiebig (1994)], see above, the ratio hto/h for the packed bed is set equal to 2, just to assess the
effect of pore size variations. Kambelas et at. [Karabelas (1973)] experimentally investigated pressure
distributions and stmmllines near the surface of a sphere in a packed cubic array for Re ranging from 5
to 3000. Based on their results the ratioAr.IA at Re =300 is taken to be 0.9.
The resulting value of the first exponent in (2.9) is -5.6.
V

.Sr

The seamcl exponent in (2.9), - ~, is computed using measuring data or Matros (Matros

s,, <~.

(1985)). The portion of the gas volume V9 occupied by the core flow volume Vrz was determined by
Matros by measuring the passage time of tracer through a bed with known length. For spheres and
Re~ 300 the ratio v•• IV9 turned out to be approximately 0.1. Since Vshed is approximately 20 to 30% of

v ••• see above, the value ofVshed is set to 0.01 m3• With s r in the range 0.5 to 0.6, see above, the value
of the seamd exponent in (2.9) is -0.55.
The result for the LHS of (2.9) is less than 1. Hence, the thermal performance of the packed bed is

higher tban that of the imaginary heat exchanger with parallel channels, merely due to the presence of
downwash zones at a relatively large portion of the sphere surface (the first exponent in (2.9)). This
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confirms the conclusion of others mentioned in section 2.1 that the thermal performance of packed beds
is highly sensitive to both geometry (via Afz/A) and flow conditions (via hfz/h).
The next section investigates how the effects of geometry and now conditions on heat transfer, as shown
by (2. 9), were incorporated in heat transfer correlations in the literature.

2.3 Heat transfer correlations in the literature
From the previons section it is concluded that the thermal performance of packed beds depends for a
large part on flow conditions in the interstices and on the geometry of the flow passages. If
characteristics of the interstitial flow and pore geometry would have incorrectly been accounted for in
correlations predicting heat transfer rates, reliability these expressions would probably be poor. This
section investigates how flow characteristics and pore channel geometry were incorporated in heat
transfer correlations in the literature.
Convective heat transport in packed beds was subject of numerons investigations. Results were
compiled, amongst others, by Barker [Balker (1965)] and Balakrishnan [Balakrishnan (1979)]. A large
spread in the values for the heat transfer coefficient was found. A possible explanation for these
differences is that some of the measurements were performed in relatively small-scale test sections, not
always satisfYing the requirement that the ratios of bed dimensions (diameter and height) to particle size
should both exceed 20 in order to avoid wall effects [Borkink (1991)). For low flow rates particularly,
secondary flows through the wall region reduce the overall heat. transfer performance [Schliinder
(1988)]. Experiments by Barker [Barker (1965)] on randomly packed beds of spheres showed that
orderly clnsters with reduced void fraction are formed near flat surfaces and may grow by vibrations of
the test section. Geometry and history of the packed beds should therefore be taken into accOunt when
comparing heat transfer data.
The convective heat transfer coefficient, h, is usually expressed in dimensionless form by the Nnsselt
number Nu, see (2.4), which for a characteristic length scale Ltr is written as

Nu=h·Ltr
/..g

(2.10)

Alternatively the Colburn factor Jn
(2.11)

is used with Pr defined by (2.4). The parameter Ucr denotes a characteristic velocity of the gas flow in
the bed. For the characteristic velocity usually the average gas velocity in the interstices, u., (= U/&) is
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substituted [Bradshaw (1970), Glaser(l958), Gnielinski (1982), Handley (1968) and Whilaker (1972)).
Some definitions of the characteristic length scale are presented in table 2.1.

Lu

Partkle

Refereaee

sllape

Slnl!le particle

Packed bed
di!V

Whilaker
(1972)
Gnielinski
(1982, 1983)

sphere, saddle,

dp,v

cYlinder rirut
sphere, saddle,
cylinder, ring

J>,p
-~dp.A

Bradshaw

sphere, pellet

10970)

Glaser (1958)

sphere.
cylinder, cube

Handley (1968) sphere,

L,

'

-

-

A.

-~dp.A

L,

•

~

..[;;

s

+

1 - &

--·-dw

cvlinder rina
..
..
Table 2.1. Dejimt1ons of the length scale Ltr character1zmg
convective heat transfer at the surface of a single particle and in
packed beds. Utr U,far packed beds and Utr = U for a single
particle in all references.

=

Glaser [Glaser (1958)} computed wbich portion of the surface area of a particle is in contact with that of
neigbboring particles and therefore not in contact with the gas. The coeft"JCient in the definition of Ltr
by Glaser, see table 2.1, accounts for this local inaccessibility and is defined as the ratio of the paJticle
surface in contact with the gas to the total particle surface area. For spheres, cylinders and
is I,
0.88 and 0.81 respectively [Glaser (1958)).

+

cubes+

In table 2.1

~

and dHV denote the following mean hydraulic diameter of the Row passages [Whilaker

(1972))

d

HJ\

=d

·-&p,.A]-E:

8

d HV =dp,V}-£
· --

(2.12)

(2.13)

with ci,..A and dp,v the so-called effective diameters of non-spherical particles, the equivalent diameters
of spheres with the same surface area Ap and volume Vp respectively:

(2.14)
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v

d p,V =6·-p
A

(2.15)

p

Table 2.1 shows that in the literature different length scales are used. Predicted heat transfer roeffi.cients
may hence differ, as is now further investigated.
TheRe-dependence ofNu can be expressed as [Gnielinski (1982) and Whitaker (1972)]
(2.16)
and that of Jn [Bradshaw (1970),Giaser (1958) and Hand1ey (1968)]:
(2.17)
with the Re based upon Ltr

Re

(2.18)

Substitution of the definitions ofNu (2.10) and Jh (2.11) in (2.16) and (2.17) respectively with (2.18) for
Re yields the following dependence of h on Utr and Ltr
(2.19)
Let the subscripts l and 2 indicate two different heat transfer correlations. The ratio of the heat transfer

roeffi.cients predicted by these correlations follows from (2.19) as

(2.20)

Equation (2.20) indicates that predicted heat transfer coefficients can only be in agreement if a. 1 =a 2
and if the characteristic velocities (term 1 in the RHS) and characteristic length scales (term 2) are aU
the same. In the literature different values are found for the exponent a in (2.19). For spheres, for
example, Bradshaw predicted a value for a of0.618 for Re ranging from 100 to 600 [Bradshaw (1970)]
whereas Hand1ey found a value 0.665 [Hand1ey (1968)]. The spread of heat transfer coefficients found in
the literature is therefore likely to be partly due to these different values for a and the different
definitions used for Lu as shown in table 2.1.
The length scales and characteristic velocities presented in table 2.1 do not take into account all effects
of pore geometry and flow characteristics on heat transfer. The variation of the cross-sectional area of
the flow passages with position in the bed is for example not accounted for. This geometry characteristic
is associated with heat transfer enhancement, as conclnded in the previous section. This shortcoming of
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the definitioDs used for L,.. was noted earlier by Handley [Handley (1968)]. Handley performed beat
transfer measurements on beds of spheres, cylinders and rings respectively, with air passing through.
Results were expressed in dimensionless form by the Colburn factor J h. see (2.11). The definitions used
by Handley for Utr and Ltr are presented in table 2.1. Constants a and bin J• =a·Re-• were fitted to

the measuring data. For each kind of bed material a different pair of constants were found This shape
dependence of a and b indicates that the definitions used for Utr and Ltr do not take into account all
effects of pore geometry and flow characteristics on beat transfer [Handley (1968)].
For the geometry of a ribbed channel it is known that beat transfer depends on the ratio of no height to
channel height [Fiebig (1994)) (see also section 2.2) and hence on the ratio of the maximum and
minimum hydraulic diameter of the channel. Let Ltr,bed,

~~~bed and ~~~bed be the average,

maximum and minimum hydraulic pore diameters in a packed bed respectively. Let ns assume that in a
similar fashion as (2.20) has been derived the following expression can be derived for the ratio of the

heat transrer coefficient in packed bed (index 'bed') to that to or from a single particle (index 'sol')
h-

h

with

s

.sol

..'

=(~·.-)
L

·(utr,bed)"-·-l·U
..... - ...... L
....... -a...•.
U
tr,bed
tr,bed

tr ,sol

s

(2.21)

tc ,sol

ac:eoualing for pore size variations. The heat transfer enhancement due to these variations

probably depeods on the ratio ~~bed I L~:~bed (see for example (Fiebig (1994)]). Let ns assume that s

follows

s=(L:;-)11

(2.22)

1\r,bed

with exponeDt jJ unknown. A beat transfer correlation of a similar kind as (2.21) was presented by
Gnielinsl<i (Gnielinski (1982) and (1983)]. Gnielinski investigated heat transfer data for a variety of
partk:1e shapes. The ratio Nu..., /Nu ••, turned ont to be independent of Re if the Re-number of the
single partk:1e was based upon

u. (Gnielinski (1982)]. Hence, am,d =

O.sol

in (2.21). A so-called form

factor Fwasdefined as the(constant) ratio ofNubed and Nu.o1 (Gnielinski (1982) and (1983))
(2.23)

The form factor F derived for spheres is

1+1.5.(1-~>)

(Gnielinski (1983)]. That for cylinders amounts to

1.6, Raschig rings 2.1 and the one for Berl saddles 2.3 [Gnielinski (1982)]. The absence of a void
fraction dependence for the latter cases is probably due to differences in the range of void fractions
investigated. F for spheres was based on data for beds with
(1983)]. For cylinders

&

&

ranging from 0.26 up to 0.94 (Gnielinski

ranged from 0.37 to 0.48, for Raschig rings from 0.52 to 0.75 and for Bert
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saddles from 0.6 to 0.7 [Gnielinski (1982)]. For these particle shapes the ranges were probably too small
to deted. any void fraction dependence.
Using the definitions (2.16) and (2.18) for Nu and Re, (2.23) for F and
<Xsol

= <Xbed

UtH sol

u,

UtH bed

= U/& and

=a, the ratio of hbed to hsol according to Gnielinski can be expressed as
(2.24)

The comparison of (2.24) with (2.21) reveals that the form factor of Gnielinski takes into account the
difference in length scale ofLtr,be<i and Ltu sol (Gnielinski used for both (2.14), see table 2.1), as well
as the parameter s. The form factor of Gnielinski hence accounts for all effects of pore dimensions and
pore size variations on heat transfer and unfortunately not accounts for these effects explicitly.
More detailed research on the geometrical characteristics of packed beds is needed to establish more
general heat transfer correlations. A first approach could be the determination of values for L~:oed,

L~~~bed, and the use of (2.22) and (2.21) to re-interpret measurement data in terms geometrical
characteristics of the packed bed. In chapter 4 the form factors of Gnielinski will be used to compare
predicted heat transfer rates with measurements for spheres ofHanc;lley [Handley (1968) and (1969)] and
with our own measurements for saddles.

2.4 Conclusions
The thermal performance of packed beds depends strongly on both geometry of the interstices and the
flow conditions at the particle surfaces.
The characteristic velocity used in heat transfer correlations in the literature was usually based on the
interstitial gas velocity. For the characteristic length scale different definitions were used. The large
spread of predicted heat transfer coefficients can be explained partly from the use of these different
length scales.

The hydraulic diameter of the flow passages and the interstitial gas velocity do not take into account all
effects of pore geometry and flow characteristics on heat transfer. Gnielinski [Gnie1inski (1982)] defined
a so-called form factor that explicitly accounts for these effects, although all lumped together.
More detailed research on the geometrical characteristics of packed beds is needed to establish more
general heat transfer correlations. The applicability of the form factor of Gnielinski will be examined in
chapterS.

Chapter 3
Modeling of heat transport in packed beds
3.1 Introduction
Packed beds of randomly dumped ceramic particles are applied in a large variety of industrial processes
where heat and/or mass is transferred. In a packed bed regenerator gas is blown through the bed with a
reversing direction, see section 1.1. The packed bed regenerators of this study are applied as an end-ofpipe measure for the reduction of air pollution by industrial emissions of volatile organic compounds
(VOC). The applications cover a wide range of discharge flow rates (5.000 to 100.000 m3/b) and VOCconcentrat.ions (0 to 10 gtm\ The decontamination or deodorization of the gas streams occurs in the
packed bed at a high temperature of typically 1000 "C.

3.1.1 Typieal temperature pror.Jes
Typical temperature profiles in the packed bed are 'bat-shaped' with a maximum occurring half-way the
bed
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Figure 3.1. Computed temperature and mass fraction profiles in a packed bed of saddles after 45 s of
flow from the left ofa mixture ofair and 2.47 g/kg natural gas. The superficial air velocity is 0.42 mls.
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Figure 3.1 shows temperature profiles computed for a mixture of air and natural gas entering the bed.
The profile of the mass fraction of natural gas, defined as its mass density divided by that of the gas
mixture, is also presented. After entering the packed bed the gas is heated by the bed in the so-called gas
heating zone. The driving force for the heating of the gas is a small difference between bed and gas
temperatures of typically 30 to 40 "C. If the gas reaches a sufficiently high temperature the VOCs start
to react with the oxygen present to CO:z and H:P. The temperature at which significant oxidation starts
depends on the chemical reaction kinetics of the VOCs. For natural gas this temperatUre is about 700
°C, see figure 3.1. If the gas temperature increases beyond, the mass fraction of VOCs decreases rapidly.
The end of the gas heating zone corresponds to the location where the mass fraction of VOCs and
consequently the reaction heat release have become zero. Subsequently the gas enters the so-called mid
bed zone that is characterized by the absence of temperature gradients. In the mid bed zone possible
temperature gradients would be reduced by heat transfer between gas and bed. This is illustrated by the
temperature profiles in figure 3.2 with imaginary gradients in the mid bed zone.
Flow dinx:tion
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Figure 3.2./maginary profiles illustrating the accommodation ofbed temperatures to that ofthe flowing
gas in the mid bed zone.
In this figure, the upstream part of the mid bed zone is heated by the gas and the downstream part is
cooled. As a result the average bed temperature in the mid bed zone increases and accommodates to that
of the flowing gas. The bed temperature profile in figure 3.2 has to be symmetrical relative to the center
for reasons given below. The heat taken up by the gas from the heating zone and the reaction heat are
partly returned to the bed in the so-called gas cooling zone, resulting in decreasing gas temperatures.
The cleaned gas mixture leaves the bed at an average temperature of 40 to 70 "C above the inlet
temperature. By the continuous removal of heat from the bed in the gas heating zone and returning of it
in the cooling zone the bed temperature profile gradually shifts in flow direction. In order to limit this
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shifting and the corresponding increasing heat losses at the exit, the flow direction is periodically

reversed. This is illustrated in figure 3.3.

Top
Gas beating

zone

Mid bed zone

Periodic

Gas cooling zone

flow
reversal

<

Gas cooling zone

>

Mid bed zone
Gas heating zone

Figure 3.3. Schematic of periodic flow reversal. The gas mixture enters the bed alternatively from the
top andfrom the bottom.
Because of the alternating flow direction temperature profiles are symmetrical and temperature gradients
in the heating and cooling zones are nearly the same. Furthermore, in stable operating conditions time
averaged temperatures of the gas and the bed are the same since the time averaged heat exchange
between gas and bed is zero. Nieken [Nieken (1993)] described a similar packed bed regenerator, but
with a catalyst in the mid bed zone (a so-called Matros reactor). In this regenerator mid bed zone
temperatures are less, typically 500 °C.

3.1.2 History aod scope of this chapter
The wide range of applications of packed bed regenerators necessitates frequent reconsideration and
mndifteation of the regenerator design. An important tool for design optimization is a theoretical model
for the prediction of temperature and concentration profiles in packed beds. A classification of the
single-phase and two-phase models that were developed in the literature has been given in chapter 2.

The so-called Schumann model [Schmidt (1981)) is based on analytical solutions for the gas and bed
temperatures. In this model, as well as in many other non-analytical two-phase models (see for example
[Bhatia (1991) and Matros (1993)]) the initial bed temperature is taken to be uniform in a slice of
packed bed and the temperature of the gas at inlet of the slice is taken constant during a time step. These
models are appropriate to predict temperature profiles in catalytic beds, with temperature gradients
typically aronnd 100 °C/m [Nieken (1993)]. Temperature gradients in non-catalytic beds are typically
1000 °C/m, as shown in figure 3.1. It is evident that appropriate models have to account for these large
gradients.

Chapter3

In this chapter a new one-dimensional, two-phase model for the prediction of temperature profiles in
packed beds is presented. The model is based on analytical solutions in small slices of packed bed and
explicitly accounts for large temperature gradients, transient gas temperatures at the inlet of the slices
and heat sources in the slices. This Multiple Analytical model for Transients will from now on be
referred to as MAT model. Heat release by the exothermic oxidation of VOCs is accounted for by a
source term in the transport equation of the gas. The MAT model is also applicable for the prediction of
temperature profiles in catalytic beds, by the inclusion of a source term in the solid phase. This term is
however zero for the non-catalytic beds considered in this thesis.

The MAT model is validated by comparing predicted temperatures with those of the Schumann model
and two other models that have been developed at the Energetisch Studiebureau [Van der Kerken
(1991)] and at the Stuttgart University (Frauhammer (1992)] and use finite difference schemes to
approximate spatial and time derivatives.

3.2 Modeling Assumptions
Temperatures of gas, T 9 , and bed, TP> are assumed to vary merely in flow direction, z. In this direction,
the packed bed is divided into slices of small height Az, as shown in figure 3.4.

Stice#:l
2

SliooN

Padced bed

Figure 3.4. Schematic ofthe packed bed and a bed slice with cross-sectional surface area Afr· The gas
mass flaw rate is denoted by

m•.

The parameters that determine heat transport, flow rates and reaction kinetics are assumed to be
constant in a slice. These parameters encompass the heat capacity, c, and mass density, p, of gas and
bed, the wnvective heat transfer coefficient, h, the activation energy of the oxidation reaction E and the

collisional frequency factor, 1\c. Coefficients h are computed with the method of Gnielinski [Gnielinski
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(1982)] and are corrected for etTects of internal conduction in the bed particles with the method of
Jeschar [Jeschar (1990)] as described in appendix B. The applicability of these heat tJansfer coefficients
and, particularly, of the form factor F for saddles (see appendix B) will be examined in chapter 4 by
comparing measured and predicted temperature profiles. The reaction parameters Ae and E are more
fully discussed in the next section.
The mass flow rate of the gas,
the gas. S•Pg ·Cg ·Az·Afr.

m.•• is taken to be high enough to neglect the heat accumulation rate in

~ • with respect to convection, mg ·Cg ·(Tg,z,

-

~.z,). Heres denotes the

void fraction of the bed, defined as the volume of gas per unit volume of packed bed and

(~.z,

-

~.z,) the gas temperature difference at the axial positions z 2 and z1.

The importance of conduction of heat in the gas and in the bed as compared to convective transpon is
assessed as follows.
The governing equations for the gas and bed without heat sources are (Nieken (1993)]

OTg __l_.lf~ + h · A ·(T -~)=O

oz

Peg

oz

2

ril9

•

c9

(3.1)

9

(3.2)

z

with A denoting the heat excbanging surface area and and t a dimensionless length and time based
on the length of the bed, L, and the residence time of the gas in the bed, At 1, respectively:
A

z

z=-

(3.3)

L

z,

Instead of L, the slice thickness Az could have been used in the definition of
with t based on the
residence time of the gas in the slice, AtAz· Slice thickness Az and residence time AlAz depend on
temperature profiles in the bed and are hence a priori unknown. L is therefore used in (3.3) along with
(the unknown) AtL rather than Az and AtAz, without being essential for the result.
The Peclet numbers of gas, Peg, and bed, Pep, in (3.1) are defined by

Ih 9 ·C9 ·L

Pe
P

=(1-s)·A.

p

·Afr

(3.4)

with 1g and "v denoting the conductivities of the gas and packing material respectively. These Penumbers are a measure for the imponance of heat transpon by convection as compared to that by
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conduclion. Typical values of Pe9, and Pep are 103 and 105 respectively, indicating that the second
(conduclion) term in the LHS of (3.1) and (3.2) is relatively small as compared to the others.

The intluence of gravity on the temperature profiles is assessed in Appendix C and is shown to be
negligible.
These assumptions permit to write the governing equations as described in the next section.

3.3 Modeling Equations
The governing equation for the gas mixture and the packing material are reduced with the aid of the
modeling assumptions of section 3.2 to
(3.5)

01;,

. .

(1-e)·n
·cp ·A!r ·Az·-=h·A·(T
-Tp )+q p
"'
ot
g
The terms

4.

and

4.

(3.6)

represent internal heat sources in gas and bed respectively. In the non-catalytic

4. =0. Heat release by the exothermic
q• . Boundary conditions at the inlet of a bed

bed considered no reaction heat is released in the solid phase:
reaction of the hydrocarbons is accounted for by the term

=

slice, z o , and at the beginning of a time step, t = o, are
(3.7)
(3.8)
Constants ai and bi are derived by fitting to the resnlts of previous computations. The accounting for
(3.7), (3.8) represents the essentially new feature of this model as compared to others (see the
introduclion). Equation (3.8) enables to model large temperature gradients as frequently occurring in
non-catalytic packed bed regenerators. That the polynomial expressions (3.7), (3.8) have a sufficiently

high degree is shown below in section 3.6.

The heat source term

4.

is computed in the following manner. Let

x: , x:,

0

and

x:

1

denote the mass

fractions of hydrocarbons, water vapour and carbon dioxide that are present in the gas entering a slice
Az. The conversion of a hydrocarbon species to carbon dioxide and water vapour is modeled by the onestep reaction mechanism
(3.9)
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or

with n and 4m the number
carbon atoms and hydrogen atoms in the hydrocarbon molecule
respectively. Reaction rates are computed by finite cbemiallldnetics at constant gas temperature Tq with
the Arrhenius term, Ac,, as closure [Cooper (1982) and De Lange (1992))
E

OxHC
in
--=-x
·A
Ot

lfC

·e

c

-

R·"'-.

(3.10)

Here E is the activation energy for the reaction and R the universal gas cons1ant (8.3144 J/(mol•K)). The
values or Ac and E in (3.10) correspond to the chemistJy or the second order reaction (3.9). The
n:sideaoe time ~t.u or the gas mixture in the slice follows from the slice thickness divided by the

intel'Stitial gas velocity as s·p.-A,, ·~z. Integration of (3.10) over the time interval

m.
yields the mass fraction orhydrocaJbons at the outlet or the slice, x;:'

te[o.. ~t.,]

E

~

t

=

i

-"' ·11t._·e-R·\

x~ · e·""

~

Mass fractions or water vapour and carbon dioxide at the outlel,

(3.11)

x:; and x:; • follow from (3.9) and

the computed laydrocarbon mass fraction decrease x;; - x; .

or

or

The enthalpy combustion the bydrocaJbons, AHzo, is defined as the reaction beat released at the
complete c:ombuslioll
a unit mass reactants at a constant temperature T ret
20 °C [Oasunie
(1988)] and is. by definition, a negative quantity. The reac:lion beat release at temperature T9 , ~H...,, is

or

or

or

compuled from AHzo as (Eastop (1987)]

AHt, =H( T.:.t ,x~,x~~ ,x~)- H( ~~~~~~~~.)+

+AH20 ·(xi•
-xout)+
HC
HC
(3.12)

Here

H(T.,x:,X:o,x:,)

denotes the sensible beat (in Jlkg mixture) of the gas at the inlet oftlte slice,

at temperature T9• The dift'eren<:e

H(T,.,,x:;,x;,,x:.)-H( ~••• x:;' ,x;,x;;:;)

in (3.12) accounts

for

the Change in the latent beat or the gas mixture at temperature T ret due to the formation or water vapour
and carbon dioxide and the disappearance of hydrocarbons. The reaction heat release rate <i. (a positive
quantity) in slice ~z follows from AH,. (< 0) as

q9 =Ih 9 ·( -AH,J

(3.13)
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The governing equations (3.5) and (3.6) are rewritten by defining the dimensionless temperatures
and

T
9

Tp
(3.14)

and the dimensionless length !; and time 11 by

l'J def h·abed ·t
(1-s)·Pp ·cP

(3.15)

Here abed denotes the heat lransfer area of the particles per unit volume of bed. The coefficients b 1 and
b 2 from (3.8) are expressed in dimensionless form as
(3.16)

and the heat source terms
(3.17)

Substitution of(3.14) through (3.17) in (3.5) through (3.8) yields the following dimensionless transport
equations and boundary conditions

oT9

A

~

A

~=TP-T9 +q 9

0~

~=o:

A

A

(3.18)

A

~=Tg-~+qP

(3.19)

T9 =1

(3.20)

l'J=O: 'i;,=k·~+l·~

2

(3.21)

lf the inlet temperature of the gas at t=O, ao, equals the initial bed temperature at z=O, bo, the

dimensionless temperatures

T and T., coefficients k and 1 and heat sources
9

~. and ~. are no longer

defined because of denominators becoming zero in (3.14), (3.16) and (3.17). This case is considered
separately in Appendix D. The set of equations (3.18) through (3.21) is solved in section 3.4 using
Laplace transformations.
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3.4 Analytical solutions for a segment
The ooupled equations (3.18), (3.19) and boundary conditions (3.20), (3.21) are Laplace transfonned
and solved,. see Appendix E. Jnvene transformation yields the following solutions for

T• and T. :

i;, =(1-~ +k-2·1)·e-~·e- 11 ·Io(2·.Jfil)+
+(1-2·~ -4p +2·k-6·1)·e-~·re-u ·I0 (2·~·du+
-(4g +eJP -k+6·l)·e-~ ·fr e-u ·Io(2·~·dU·dm+
-2·1·e-t·1 fo"' fo"e-u ·I0 (2·~·du·dn·dm +
11

+1·{/ +l;·(k-2·1)-2·1;·11·1+(~ -k+2·:1.)+11·(~ +4p -k+4·1)+112 ·1

(3.22)

~=(l-49 +k-2·l)·e-~·i e-u·I0 (2·~·du+
11

-(~ +4P -k+4·l)·e-~-rr e-u·I0 (2·~·du·dm+

r

-2·l·e-~·L''f e-u·I0 (2·~·du·dn·dm+
+1·(1;2 +112 )+k·l; -2·1; ·11·1 +11-(c~g +4p -k+2·1)

(3.23)

with Io dcDoling the modified Bessel function of the first kind:
(3.24)

The intepals in the RHS (3.22) and (3.23) are solved analytically in Appendix F with the following
results:
(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)
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Dimensionful temperatures T9 and
(3.14).

Tp

are derived by substitution of the solutions (3.22) and (3.23) in

3.5 Computational algorithm
To this end, the bed with length Lis partitioned into slices of thickness Az, as shown in figure 3.4. In a
similar fashion time is discretized in a number of equal time steps, At, which are small enongh to have
material properties constant. The analytical results for a slice, (3.14), (3.22) and (3.23) are used for
reconstrocting new temperatore profiles in the entire bed in the following manner.
Coefficients a 1 in the boundaly condition for the gas (3.7) are derived from previonsly computed gas
temperatures at the outlet of the previous bed slice. The coefficients bi in the polynomial (3.8) are
computed from the known bed temperatures at the inlet of the slice, at z = 0 , halfway the slice and at the
outlet, z=Az. With an adaptive step algorithm each distance step Az is tuned to the gradient variation,
ifT

.·

- " , which is proportional to b 2 • Ifb 2 exceeds the limit value b 2 ,,.., (typically 10 °C/m2), then Az is
{)z'

reduced a factor 2. In this way temperatures are computed in the entire bed from earlier results. This
procedure is repeated after the uext time step.
Let T0 (N,Az,At) denote the gas temperature at the ontlet of slice N at the end of a time step, at
t =At . Upon flow reversal, after NT time steps, temperature profiles of gas and bed are reversed from
the inlet to the outlet of the bed. The bed slice at the outlet, N= ND , becomes· inlet .slice, N= 1. Hence,
upon reversal we obtain for the temperatures in slice N: T,(N,Az,At)=~(ND-N,Az,o), with i=g
and i=p indicating the gas and bed respectively. Directly after a flow reversal gas remainders in the
reactor that have not reached the outlet are blown back into the bed by the new incoming gas. The first
time step after a reversal is therefore set equal to the traveling time of the gas mixture from the inlet
valve of the regenerator to the bed surface, 'tnush· Furthermore, in this time step the inlet temperature is
decreased liuearly from the ontlet temperature just before the reversal to the temperature of the incoming
gas. Interval 'tnush therefore depends on the flow rate and on reactor geometry.
The reaction rate of the hydrocarbons, equation (3.10), and the physical properties of the gas mixture
(p9 , c 9 , As. H) are computed at the guessed temperature of the gas half-way the slice, in the middle of the
time step (at t=At/2). Values of ep and A, of the bed material follow from the guessed bed
temperature at this location and time instant. The physical properties of the gas mixture and packing
material are calculated with the correlations of Appendix G.
Executable files of the MAT model are available from the author of this thesis.
A flow chart of the computatioual algorithm is presented in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. Flow chart for the reconstruction of new temperature profiles in the entire bed front
previous results in bed slices.
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3.6 Validation oftbe analytical solutions for Tq and Tp
In this section the analytical solutions for Tg and TP are checked with the energy conservation in a slice
of packed bed and are compan:d with predictions of three other models.

3.6.1 Energy conservation in a bed slice
Agreement of the analytical expressions for T g and TP as derived from the local and instantaneous
enthalpy balances (3.5) and (3.6) with energy conservation in a fmite volume element and over a period
of time is now examined. This is merely a consistency check. The solutions for Tq and Tp from (3.14),
(3.22) and (3.23) are substituted in the enthalpy balance which is formulated for a volume element of
packed bed as:
The power generated in each volume element by internal heat sources equals the sum
ofthe enthalpy taken up by the gas flow through the volume element and the enthalpy
stored per unit time in the volume element.

Let the volume element be a slice of packed bed with thickness Az, as shown in figure 3.4. The average

residence time of the gas in the slice, Att.z, follows from thickness Az divided by the interstitial gas
velocity as &·P. ·Atr ·Az. Note that if heat capacities, mass densities and the convective heat transfer

m.

coefficient are constant, the solutions for Tg and Tp remain valid irrespective of the slice thickness and
the period of time considered.
The enthalpy balance as formulated above reads

After substitution of the expressions (3.22), (3.23) and (3.14) in (3.28), the result of the RHS of (3.28) is

(4. + 4.) ·Att.z again, which shows that the enthalpy balance is satisfied.
3.6.2 Comparison of predictions with those of the Schumann model
The MAT model of section 3.3 renders to the so-called Schumann model [Kiinkenberg (1954) and
Schmidt ( 1981)] if the gas temperature at the inlet of a slice of packed bed is constant (a, = 0 in (3. 7)),
if the initial bed temperature in the slice is uniform (b, =b, =0 in (3.8)) and if no heat sources occur
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(4. = <'!,. =0 ).

With these assumptions the expressions for the dimensionless gas and bed temperatures

(3.22) and (3.23) reduce to

T9 =e-~ ·e- 11 ·I0 (2·Jfli)+e-~ ·fe-u ·I0 (2·Jf.U}·ctu

(3.29)

(3.30)

These expressions were derived earlier by Klinkenberg (Kiinkenberg (1954)) and are presented
graphically in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. Dependencies of dimensionless temperatures of gas and packing,

11

Tv

and

T••

on

dimenslanless length ~and time '11·
The solutions for

T and T.
0

from (3.29) and (3.30) are in agreement with predictions of the Schumann

model that were given by Schmidt et al. [Schmidt ( 1981 )] for all ~and 11 values.

3.6.3 Comparison of predictions with that of two numerkal models for selected test

Predicted temperatures from the MAT model described in section 3.3 are compared with predictions of
two other models. These models have been developed at the Energctisch Studicburcau1 and at the
Stuttgart University2 and are indicated from now on as the E.S. model and the Stuttgart model

respectively. The one-dimensional E.S. model [Van der Kerken (1991)) neglects heat transport by
1

Energetisch Studiebureau bvba. W. Nestor and A van der Kerken. Nedcrrij 52, 2200 Herentals, Belgium. Tel:
+32 14 221093. Fax: +32 14 226066.

z Universitllt Stuttgart. Lehrstuhl und Institut filr chemischc Verfahrenstcchnik. Prof. Dr.-Ing G. Eigenbcrger.
Bohlinger Stral3e 72, D-70199 Stuttgart, Gcnnany. Tel: +49 711 641-2248. Fax: +49 711 641-2242.
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conduction in gas and solid phase just like the MAT model. The governing equations of the E.S. model
are the same as those of the MAT model, i-e. (3.5) and (3.6). The boundary conditions of the E.S. model
prescnlle the initial bed temperature profile in each slice and the time dependent gas temperature at the
inlet of the slice. This model computes new gas and solid temperatures by substituting OT0 / az and

&I;, I ot

as given by (3.5) and (3.6) in a trapezoidal rnle. This procedure is outlined in Appendix H. The

Stuttgart model solves one-dimensional parabolic partial differential equations [Frauhammer (1992)].
Again the numerical treatment of these differential equations is based on a discretization in space and
time. The finite difference schemes to approximate spatial and time derivatives are presented in
Appendix I. The Stuttgart model is not directly applicable for solving hyperbolic differential equations
such as (3.5) and (3.6). For equations of this kind local discretization errors would angment in each
successive time step [Frauhammer (1992)]. Numerical stability has to be guaranteed by addition of the
o'~

axial conduction term &·A. ·A, ·Az·-- to the RHS of (3.5). The relative importanCe of this

•

'

oz'

dispersion term is expressed by the Peclet number, Pe9 , as defined by (3.4). For large l'e9 the governing
equations of the Stuttgart model reduce to those of the E.S. model and the MAT model.
With all three models temperatures are computed in a packed bed with length L (given below),
volumetric surfuce area, abed, of 197 m·1 and void fraction, &, of 0. 704. A mass flow rate of gas, m.. , of
1.188 kgls enters the bed throngh a cross-sectional area, Afr. of I m2• The inlet temperature of the gas,
T9 , in, is 20 "C. To facilitate comparison, thermophysical properties of gas and bed and the heat transfer
coefficient are taken constant in the entire bed: the heat capacity of the gas, c 9 is 1007 J/(kg•K), that of
the particles, cp. 840 J/(kg•K), pg is 1.188 kg/m3 and PP 2400 kglm3; the heat transfer coefficient, h, is
100 W/(m2•K). The initial bed temperature profiles are prescribed: a constant, a linear one and one
described by a second order polynomial, as given below. With this choice of initial conditions and
(constant) thermophysical properties the analytical solutions for the gas and bed temperatures (3,22) and
(3.23) should be reproduced at each arbitrary time instant t. During t (= 300 s) gas flows through the
bed in one direction only. The time interval t and length L are discretized in NT time steps and ND bed
slices respectively. During each time step in each slice new temperatures are computed, as outlined in
section 3.5 and in the appendices Hand I. At t=t, temperatures are predicted at ND+l discrete
locations, equally distributed throughout the bed for the MAT model and the E.S. model. The distance
between successive computational nodes varies throughout the bed in the Stuttgart model. This
distribution of nodes is automatically selected to reduce errors dne to discretization. In a similar fashion
this model selects its time step [Frauhammer (1992)]. The values ofND and NT nsed by the three models
range from approximately 10 up to 500.

The mean square difference, E9 , between the analytical solution of Tq, T9 ,,., at
temperatures derived numerically,

T9 ,o, is computed with

t=t

and the gas
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(3.31)
with i = 0 denoting the inlet of the bed and z1 the distance from the inlet of the bed to the end of bed
slice i. ~ is a measure for the accuracy of the predicted gas temperature profile at t =t and Ep is a
similar measure for bed temperature computations. The calculation of E9 and Ep for the Stuttgart model
is performed using a spline interpolation to transform the non-equidistant results to an equidistant grid
of 500 nodes per meter length of bed. E9 and Ep are computed from these interpolated temperatures and
the known analytical results. Interpolation errors are always negligible compared to the local
discmization errors. The discretization errors of each model are examined for a variety of ND and NT.
Case 1: Uniform Initial bed temperahlre.
The constant initial bed temperature is 1000

oc and L is I m. The analytical results for the gas and bed

temperature profiles are presented in figure 3. 7.
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Figure 3.7. Temperature profiles at the end of a flow period.
temperature Is 1000 °C. The inlet gas temperature Is 20 °C.

't,

of 300 s. The uniform initial bed

E9 and Epare less than I °C for the MAT model ifND <! 10 and NT<! 50, corresponding to a distance

steP size, Az, smaller than 0.1 m and a time step size, At, less than 6 s. If the time steP is decreased to 3
s the accuracy of the predicted temperature profiles is better than 0.1 oc. Accuracy of the temperature
predictions of the E.S. model is better than I °C for Az s; 0.04 m and At s; 6 s. This model's accuracy is
better than 0.1 °C if Az is less than 0.01 m. Upon further reduction of Az and At both models are found
to reproduce the exact solutions of figure 3.7. The values ofEq and Epfor the Stuttgart model are 2.1 °C
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and 2.2 °C respectively if the tolerance on temperature predictions is set at 0.1% and Peg is taken to be
103• The increase of Peg to 105 reduces E9 and Ep both to 0.4 °C. Further reduction of the tolerance
showed that the Stnttgart model also converges to the exact solutions for constant initial bed
temperatures.
Case 2: Linear initial bed temperature.

In the second test case, the initial bed temperature profile is varied linearly from 20 oc at the inlet of the
bed to 1000 OC at the outlet. The length of the bed is augmented to 2 m. The analytical solutions of the
MAT model for the temperature profiles at t"'t are presented in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8. Temperature profiles at the end of a flow period, t. of 300 s. The initial bed temperature
varies linearly from 20 OC at the inlet to 1000 OC at the outlet. The inlet gas temperature Is 20 OC.
The accuracy of the predicted temperatnres of the MAT model is better than I °C for ND ~ 10 and NT ~
10, corresponding to Az less than 0.2 m and At less than 30 s. If At:::; 6 s the accuracy of temperature
predictions is better than 0.1 °C. Ac<:macy of the E.S. model is better than I "C if Az S 0.1 m and At:::;
30 s. The accuracy is better than 0.1 °C if Az s 0.04 m and At~ 6 s. In this test case these models have
similar accuracies for relatively larger Az and At values. Aeeuracy of the Stnttgart model is better than
in the first test case: For a nser specified tolerance ofO.l% and Pe9 = 103 both Eg and Epare 0.3 °C. In
contrast to the first test case an increase of Pe 9 to 105 or a decrease of the tolerance to 0.01% hardly
affects the accuracy of temperature predictions.
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Case 3: Initial bed temperature described by

'I;, =20+270·z+110·z' [OC}.

The analytical solutions for the temperature profiles of gas and packing at t = t , a bed length of 2 m and
initial bed temperatures described by the function '1i> =20+270·z+110·z'ec, z in m) are presented in

figure3.9.
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Fipn: 3.9. Temperature profiles at the end of a flow period. 1:, of300 s. The initial bed temperature is
'I;, =20+270·z+110·z' (z in m). The inlet gas temperature is 20 "C.

given in OC by

For the MAT model the distance step and time step sizes corresponding to accuracies of I "C and 0.1 "C
are similar to that of the previous case. The accuracy of the temperature predictions of the E.S. model is
better than I "C if Az s; 0.2 m and At s; 30 s. It is better than 0.1 "C for Az s; 0.04 m and At s; 30 s.
The accuracy of the Stuttgart model is 0.2 "C for a user specified tolerance ofO.I% and Pe 9 103. An
increase of Pe 9 to 105 enhances the accuracy to 0.1 "C. A subsequent decrease of the tolerance to 0.01%
improves the accuracy of temperature predictions to 0.04 "C.
The conclusion is drawn that for the three cases investigated the temperatures predictions of the MAT
model are in agreement with that of the E.S. model and of the Stuttgart model. In all three models

temperatures converge to the exact solutions if distance and time step sizes are
they should.

suff~eiently

reduced, as

Discretization errors of the MAT model are due to the imperfect fit of the boundary conditions (3.7) and
(3.8) to previous results only (note that the integrations in time and space are exact). The agreement of
temperatures derived after discretizing time and space with the analytical results for relatively large
distance and time steps, see above, demonstrates that the boundary conditions fit accurately to the
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previous results and hence tbat the polynomial expressions of (3.7) and (3.8) have a sufficiently high
degn:e.
In chapter 4 predictions of the MAT model are compared with experimental data from the literature
with packed beds of lead and glass spheres and with the aid of new measurements with a packed bed of
saddles.

3.7 Conclusions
A new, one-dimensional heterogeneous model for the prediction of temperature distributions in packed
beds is presented. This so-called MAT model is based on analytical solutions for gas and bed
temperatures in small slices of packed bed and explicitly accounts for large temperature gradients and
transient gas temperatures at the inlet of the slices. Heat release by the exothermic oxidation of VOCs is
accounted for by a source term in the transport equation of the gas.
The implementation of the analytical solutions of the MAT model has been compared with predictions
of another model, based on analytical solutions but for a uniform bed temperature in a slice of packed

bed and a constant gas temperature at the inlet of the slice. The predictions have also been compared
with those of two other models that use finite difference schemes to approximate spatial and time
derivatives. Predicted temperatures of these models are in agn:ement with each other and with those of
the MAT model.
In chapter 5 the MAT model and the adopted heat transfer correlations will be further validated with the
aid of literature data with packed beds of lead and glass spheres and with new experimental results with
a packed saddle bed of actnal size.

Chapter 4
Design and performance of a non-catalytic packed bed
regenerator
4.1 Introduction
The packed bed regenerators of this study are applied as an end-of-pipe measure for the removal of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from industrial emissions where VOC-concentrations are in excess
of the maximum allowable ones [Davids (1986) and NER (1994)), see chapter I. Typical temperature
profiles in the packed bed are 'bat-shaped' with a maximum of approximately 1000 °C occurring halfway through the bed. as described in section 3.1. The gas streams are decontaminated at this high
temperature level by the exothermic oxidation of the VOCs with oxygen to CO:! and H:z(). The cleaned
gas leaves the packed bed at a temperature of typically 40 to 70 oc above the inlet temperature. In stable
operating conditions heat losses from the bed (corresponding to the 40 to 70 °C temperature difference)
are compensated for by the reaction heat from the oxidation of the VOCs. If, however, the concentration
ofVOCs is too small, a snpplementary amount of natural gas is injected at the inlet of the regenerator.

4.1.1 Desip optimization of packed bed regeneraton
Due to the increase of energy prices and the limited resources of fossil energy carriers, the minimi2ation
of the energy consumption of the regenerator (by natural gas and electricity for the process fan) is
becoming increasingly important The designer usually bas to optimize the size of the bed particles, their
shape and the dimensions of the bed. A useful tool for that is a model for the prediction of temperature
and concentration profiles in packed beds. A new model based on analytical solutions bas been presented
in chapter 3. This so-called MAT model (Multiple Analytical model for Transients) explicitly accounts
for large temperature gradients in the packed bed (typically 1000 °C/m) and transient gas temperatures.
This RlOdel is recommended for the optimization of the design of packed bed regenerators. Executable
files of the MAT model are available from the author of this thesis.
A method for the optimization of the performance of a packed bed was presented by Schmidt [Sclunidt

(1981)]. The thermal performance of the bed was defined as the amount of heat transferred from the gas
to the bed in a given time interval. It was expressed as a function of the length of the bed, L, and the
mass flow rate
of the gas. The cross-sectional surface area of the bed was taken to be constant. The

m.
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functional dependence of the thermal performance was derived using the Schumann model, see Schmidt
[Schmidt (1981)] and section 3.6.2. The initial bed temperature was taken to be uniform and
thermophysical properties were taken constant in the entire bed. The values of L and :m. corresponding
to maximum performance were derived using the Complex optimization method (Adelman (1972)]. This
method searches the optimum values of L and :m. by comparing the performances for three different
combinations of Land

:m •. The combination with the worst performance is rejected and replaced by a

new combination which is found by rellecting through the centroid of the two other combinations. This
procedure is repeated until the performances of three consecutive worst combinations differ less than 1%
of each other. The MAT model is more accurate since less assumptions are made, see section 3.2. If
combined with a similar optimization method, the thermal performance is therefore better optimized
with this model
Based ou the predictions of the MAT model the design of a packed bed regenerator has been optimized.
A regenerator with a packed bed of torus saddles has been built and used as a full-scale test rig. Gases

transported to the test rig are either ambient air or the contaminated gas from an industrial process.
In this chapter new design features of the test rig such as the thermal insulation of the bed, a system for
heating up of the packed bed and leak-tight two-way valves that direct the gas Oow upwards or
downwards through the bed are discussed. A tool for the assessment of mid bed zone temperatures is
presented. It provides quick results with small computational effort and may be of use for engineering
purposes when first order estimates are sufficient.

4.1.2 Performance of packed bed regenerators
Minimization of the total energy consumption of a packed bed regenerator requires also a minimization
during stand-still periods when the regenerator is kept stand-by. In stand-by heat losses occur through
the thermal insulation of the bed and due to natural convection inside the bed, from the hot mid bed
zone to the colder bed parts at the top. This convection results in decreasing mid bed zone temperatures
in the bed parts near the insulation. If during stand-by no measures are taken to preserve the high
temperatures in the mid bed zone, the oxidation of VOCs might be far from complete in the colder bed
sections after restart since reaction rates depend strongly on temperature, see equation (3.10). The lower
bed temperatures tend to decrease further due to the reaction heat release in the colder bed sections being
relatively small. The bed temperatures are therefore continuously monitored during stand-by. As they
reach some minimum value, a mixture of ambient air and natural gas is fed to the bed to increase the
bed temperatures again. This heat release is distributed equally over the entire mid bed zone. Only a
(small) percentage is therefore released near the insulation where it is needed most. The total energy
consumption of the regenerator during stand-by is therefore mainly dependent on the heat losses through
the insulation of the bed. Several insulation constructions have been investigated by experiment and
theory, as descnbed in [Nijdam (1994)]. The results show that free convection inside some insulation
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materials may be considerable. Heat losses are high in these cases and hence also the energy
consumption during stand-by. Free convection of this kind should be avoided by using a proper
iosulation material in which the free convection flows are impossible.
In this chapter, the regenerator performance during stand-by and warm-up of the bed is examined from
measurements of bed temperature histories and the consumption of natural gas.
The removal of VOCs usually should be close to 100% in order to meet the enviromnental legislations
[Davids (1986), NER (1994)]. This is only accomplished if the entire gas t1ow reaches the high
temperature level half-way through the bed. After each flow reversal, however, gas remainders are
exhaosted that did not reach the bed center and therefore stiU contain VOCs. There is another cause that
reduces the cleaning efficiency. High-boiling point hydrocarbons of the contaminated gas may stick at
the inlet of the bed where temperatures are relatively low. Some of these hydrocarbons evaporate wben
bed temperatures increase again after a Oow reversal. These hydrocarbons mix with the cleaned gas
leaving the bed and reduce the cleaning efficiency.
A method for the minimization of residuals in the gas leaving the regenerator is described in this
chapter and evaluated by measuring the concentrations of VOCs at the inlet and at the outlet of the
regenerator for stationary conditions.

4.1 Description of the test rig
The test rig basically consists of a cylindrical reactor vessel confming the packed bed, two especially
designed two-way valves that alternately direct the air flow upwards or downwards through the bed, a
process fan, ductworlc and control equipment (P.L.C. and frequency controller). A schematic of the lay-

out of the test rig is presented in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic ofregenerator, process fan and air ducts.
During slart-up of the regenerator, the bed is heated by means of a 70 kW burner producing 1000 °C
combustion gases that are distributed by perforated pipes in a horizontal plane half-way the packed bed.
This section describes the new design features of the test rig. Only the puff-cleaning system, described
below in section 4.2.4, was introduced earlier by Adtec1•

4.2.1 Two-way valves for flow alternation
The flow direction of the gas mixture in the bed is controlled by two two-way valves, one at the inlet and
another at the outlet of the regenerator. A schematic of the inlet valve is presented in figure 4.2. The
outlet valve is identical.

1

Adtec AB, P.O. Box 8415, S-402 79, Gothenburg, Sweden.
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To bottom of
pocked bod

Figure 4.2. Top view and side view ofthe inlet valve. All lengths are in mm.
In figure 4.2 the gas mixture entering the valve is directed into the lower duct towards the bottom of the
bed by shutting off the upper one by discs. The disc package consists of two smaller (0 625 mm) and
one larger (0 750 mm) disc and two separation rings (0 390 mm) iD between. The disc dimensions and
that of the valve box are selected such that the pressure drop over the valve is negligible as compared to
that over the packed bed. The disc material is steel (Fe 360) and has a thickness of 3 mm. The smaller
discs fit oo the ducts ending in the valve box. see figure 4.2, whereas the larger disc is pressed on a steel
strip surrounding these ducts. The discs are connected to a rod. the other end of which is connected to a
compressed air actuator. This actuator alternatively pulls the rod upwards, dosing the upper duct as in
figure 4.2 or pushes it downwards until the discs are pressed onto the lower duct. The position of the
discs of the outlet valve is in the opposite way which is controlled by a PLC. When the disc package
reaches its upper or lower end position the force exerted by the rod slightly bends the package. This
bending results in a small, horizontal shifting of the disc surfaces in the contact area with the duct-end
and the steel strip. This shifting prevents corrosion in the contact area which would reduce the air
tightness of the valve. The pressure difference between the valve chamber and the closed duct equals the
pressure drop over the packed bed (typically I to 3 kPa). Any coosequential leakage of contaminated gas
from the valve chamber into the closed duct would reduce the cleaning efficiency of the regenerator.
This leakage is therefore prevented by a slight over-pressure of compressed air (Pair > 3 kPa) in the
circumpheral chamber between the duct and the steel strip surrounding the duct, see figure 4.2. This
over-pressure increases the force at which the smaller disc is pressed on the duct and decreases that of
the larger disc on the steel strip. As a result, a small flow of compressed air may leak from the pressure
chamber into the valve chamber preventing the leakage of contaminated air.
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The valves of the test rig have been operating for approximately 2 years, implying some 500,000 flow
reversals, without any problem.

4.2.2 Thermal insulation
The thermal insulation of the packed bed consists of blocks of ceramic material (40.6% AlA, 49.5%
Si~, 9.90.4 others) at the inside of the reactor vessel. The insulation blocks have been formed by the z.
wise folding of an insulation blanket and the subsequent compression to a wedge-shaped block, as shown
in figure 4.3.

~\

I~
Insulation
blanket

Figure 4.3. The compression ofinsulation blanket to a wedge-shaped block.
This wedged shape guarantees a proper fit of the blocks in the cylindrical vessel. After the compression

two plastic strips are tightly wrapped around each block in order to preserve its shape. The strips are
removed after the installation in the reactor vessel. The blocks then form a stiff, self-supporting
insulation construction.

4.2.3 Hot gas distribution system for heating of the bed
The warm-up procedure of the regenerator is actually the preheating of the center of the packed bed in
the absence of flow. This is done until the bed temperature is sufficiently high for the oxidation of

contaminants and natural gas to maintain temperatures in the mid bed zone when the gas flow is slarted.
In earlier regenerators the bed was electrically heated by means of coils half-way the bed. The heating
coils and the process fan were never nsed at the same time. The power demand of the heating coils

was

limited by that of the process fan in order to minimize the cost for the electrical wiring and control
equipment. The installed heating power per m2 cross-sectional surface area was therefore limited to
approximately 5 kW, resulting in a typical warm-up period of 2 days. In the Netherlands the indnstrial
price rating of electricity (per MJ) is approximately 4 times higher than that of natural gas. Electricity is
hence a relatively expensive kind of energy if merely nsed for heating purposes.
The saddle bed of the test rig is in the new design heated by means of gases from a burner that combnsts
natural gas. The installed heating power in the test rig is 70 kW in a bed with a cross-section of 2m2•
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The combustion gases have an inlet temperature of approximately 1000 °C. These gases are distributed

over the mid bed zone by the distribution system shown in figure 4.4.

Insulation
Packed bed

Heating
system

Figure 4.4. Schematic of the perforated pipes for distributing the combustion gases from the burner
dluing the heating ofthe bed
It consists of a central tube closed at the end and S smaller tubes each welded crosswise through it. The
material of the tubes is Kantal APM. The gases from the burner are blown into the central tube, 0 128
mm, and enter the five distributing tubes, 0 40 mm, through oblong holes, see figure 4.4. The gases are
blown into the bed through holes, 0 15 mm, in the tubes at intervals of approximately 20 em. The
diameters of the tubes are selected snch that pressure drops inside the distribution system are negligible
as compared with the pressure drop over the small holes in order to guarantee that the amount of gas

blown into the bed is about the same for all holes.

During the heating of the bed, the temperature of the mid bed zone is continuously monitored. The
burner is shut oft" if a mid bed zone temperature of 955 °C is reached and is started if temperatures have
decreased to 945 °C there. Temperatures at the top and at the bottom of the bed are also monitored in
order to be able to protect the steel construction from excessive temperatures. If one of these
temperatures reaches 300 °C the burner is shut otJ, the process fan is started and a flow of cold, ambient
air of approximately 1.2 kgls is blown through the bed, 45 s downwards and 45 s upwards respectively.
If all temperatures are below the threshold values the burner is started again. This procedure is carried
out antomatically by a PLC.
The performance of the bed during heating is examined below in section 4.3.1.
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4.2.4 Puff-cleaning
The periodical reversal of the flow direction in the bed is essential in the operation of a regenerator, as
described in section 3.1. Each flow reversal, however, causes a volume of contaminated gas, the socalled puff, to be exhausted which has not passed the mid bed zone. This puff is due to the contaminated
gas that flows during the switching of the regenerator valves from the inlet valve directly to the outlet
without passing the bed and to the volume of gas in the bed which bad not reached the mid bed zone
when it is blown out again after a flow reversal. Prevention of the exhaust of contaminated gas is
accomplished by directing the puft" in a duct (length 25 m, diameter 0.8 m), the so-called air bulfer,
where it is stored temporarily, see figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5. Schematic ofregenerator, flow controlling and puff-cleaning.
This is achieved by shutting off the flow to the stack prior to a reversal by opening valve 2 and closing
valve I in this order. The flow direction through the bed is reversed by switching the two two-way
regenerator valves. The valves 1 and 2 remain in their position for another two seconds in order to direct
all gas remainders that did not reach the bed center into the air bulfer. Then respectively valve 1 opens,
valve 2 closes and the cleaned gas flow is directed to the stack again. The puft" in the air buffer is added
gradually at the suction side of the process fan to the contaminated flow to the regenerator, see figure
4.5. The driving force for this additive flow is a pressure difference of 0.5 kPa over the hand-controlled
valve. This pressure difference remains constant by adjusting the rotational speed of the process fan
according to the measured under-pressure at its suction side, see figure 4.5. The hand controlled valve is
empirically adjusted to a position for which the entire puff volume is removed from the bulfer just before
it is filled again. Note that one end of the bulfer is open allowing the refilling by ambient air.
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1be puff-cleaning should guarantee that most of the contaminated gas bas passed the mid bed zone
before it enters the stack. This is verifted below in section 4.3.2 by measuring the amount of
hydrocalboos in the stack with and without puff-cleaning system.

4.2.5 Experimental set-up
During measurements in the test rig, either ambient air

or contaminated gas from an industrial offset

printing process is fed to the regenerator. These gases are blown through the bed by means of a speed-

controlled 45 kW process fan. 1be gas is transported to the regenerator through a straight duct with
diameter, o, of 0.6 m and length 6 m, see figure 4.1. Gas flow rates are measured in this duct at a
distance of 7 •D downstream of the duct inlet Velocity measurements are performed at 6 radial positions
in the duct (0.032•0, 0.135•0, 0.321•0, 0.679-o, 0.86S•D and 0.968•D) on a horizontal and vertical
traverse respectively. 1be radial positions are chosen such that the mean velocity in the duct,
4 J.r·" U·2·x·r·dr, is obtained directly from the average of the 12 measurements,
--.
lt·D

u More
L" _.....
12
1• 1

details can be found in [Perry (1984)). Velocities of the ambient air are measured with a hot wire
anemometer (Airflow Model TAS, accuracy ± 2%). Since temperatures of the contaminated gas of
typically ISO °C fall beyond the application range of the anemometer (0 to 80 °C), velocities of this gas
are measured with a pitot static tube (length 1.22 m; diameter 9.5 mm) and manometer (Airflow
Developments Ltd, Type 5 test set, accuracy± 1%).
Temperature of the air at the inlet is measured using the built-in thermocouple of the anemometer
(accuracy :1: I °C). 1be humidity of the ambient air at the inlet is measured by a wet bulb indicator (Sato
Keiryold, Wittich ct Visser, accuracy :1: 5%), that of the contaminated gas by adsorption of water vapour
in CaCI (accuracy :1: 3%). 1be mass fraction of oxygen is measured paramagnetically (accuracy :1: 2%).

1be packed bed is installed in a cylindrical vessel of2.2 m diameter and height 3 m, see figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. Side view ofreactor vessel and thermooouple locations and schematic of the composition of
the packed bed All lengths are in mm.

The vessel is insulated at the inside by blocks of ceramic material (40.6% AI~. 49.5% Si02 and 9.9%
others), as described in section 4.2.2. Thickness of the insulation is 0.3 m and hence the bed diameter is
1.6 m. The bed material consists of ceramic torus saddles, specified in appendix J. During the pouring of
the saddles into the reactor vessel they were frequently spread out and tamped to minimize future
settling by weight. The bed consists of four layers: First a support layer of 0.1 m height of 38 mm
saddles, then a layer of 1.23 rn height of 25 mm saddles, the third of height 0.37 m consists of 38 rnm
saddles and the top layer of 1.15 rn consists of 25 rnm saddles again. The perforated pipes used during
start-up for distribution of the combnstion gases from the burner, see section 4.2.3, are installed half-way
the third layer to benefit from the higher void fraction of the 38 rnm saddles in this layer, see appendix J.
Usually it takes four to six hours of regenerator operation to attain stable temperatures due to the low
(order 10·3) thermal capacity ratio of gas and bed,

&•P, •C

•

•

(1-s)·P. ·c.
Sixteen 6 mm diameter type K (NiCr-Ni) thermocouples (accuracy ± 2 °C} have been installed at
different locations in the bed. The thermocouples have been inserted horizontally in the bed in order to
minimize temperature gradients and measuring errors by conduction. The thermocouple locations are
indicated as MPf# in the figures 4.6 (side view) and 4. 7 (top view).
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MP13 and MP14

MPlO

Figure 4.7. Top view ofthermocouple locations. All lengths are in mm.
Figure 4. 7 shows how each thermocouple is bent to prevent excessive forces due to thermal expansion of
different materials. Temperatures are measnred using a digital thermometer with cold junction
compensation (Eirelec model 5001, accuracy :1:0.5 oq and a six channel temperature recorder (Kipp &.
Zonen Model BDIOO, accuracy± 1 °C). Any lifting out of the horizontal plane of a thermocouple resuJts
in a positioning error of the thermocouple tip. The positioning accuracy of the tip is mainly determined
by a rotation of :1: 4 o at maximum out of the horizontal plane.
The temperature of the thermocouple stabilizes at a level wbicb balances the beat fluxes between the
probe and the gas (by convection) and between the probe and the bed and the ambient air (by
conduction). Due to the curved, complex shape of the saddles only a small portion of the probe surface is
in contact with the bed. The major part of the surface is in contact with the flowing gas. The
tbermocoop1es are therefore assumed to indicate the gas temperature rather than the temperature of the
bed. Steady state measuring errors due to condnction are 8 ± 2 °C, see appendix K. Transient gas
temperatures are not responded to correctly by the thermocouple due to its thermal capacity, resuJting in
so-called transient errors. These are corrected for in the way described in appendix K. At the moderate
temperatures in the beating and cooling zones, radiation is negligible compared to beat transfer by
forced convection (Herzfeld (1962)). In the mid bed zone, however, the temperatures are typically 1000
OC, causing radiation to be important. In this bed section gas, bed and thermocouple temperatures are
virtually the same and do not vary in time, as discussed in section 3.I. Steady state and transient errors
are therefore negligible in the mid bed zone.

The pressure drop over the bed is measured with an electronic differential manometer (Solomat Model
2018, accuracy :1: 0.1%). The measurements are performed during 30 s with a sample frequency of 30
Hz, twice for flow upwards through the bed and twice for downwards flow.
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In the duct between process fan and inlet valve, see figure 4.1, a small amount (0.4 % of volume
typically) of natural gas (composition in %volume [Gasunie (1988)): methane 81.30, nitrogen 14.35,
ethane 2.85 and others 1.5) is injected in the air now through a multi-hole tube: A tube of 33 mm
diameter and 250 mm length, closed at the end. with 6 mm holes in various directions. The inlet mass
fraction natural gas, X~ , follows directly from the measured now rates of natural gas and air. In
addition, x~ is computed from the time-averaged difference of the specific enthalpy, H, of the gas

mixture at outlet of the bed and of the air at inlet by
(4.1)
with .ll.Hzo denoting the lower combustion value of natural gas (3.8.107 Jlkg (Gasunie (1988))), 1: the flow
cycle of the regenerator (upwards & downwards), T9 ,out the time-dependent temperature of the gas

mixture at outlet of the test rig, T 9 , in the inlet temperature,

x: and x: the mass fractions of water

vapour and calbon dioxide respectively at the outlet and x:, and x:_ those at the inlet. The enthalpy
correlation for dry air, see appendix G, includes a contribution of0.03 vol.% CO:! in the air [Gasunie
(1988)]. The computation of (4.1) is facilitated by rewriting the integrand in the RHS:
(4.2)
with c 9 the heat capacity of the gas,

TMB

the maximum gas temperature half-way through the bed (in the

so-called mid bed zone, see figure 3.1) and 6H the increase of enthalpy due to the formation of H:P and

CO:! at temperature Tg,in:
(4.3)

Gas temperatures at the inlet and at the outlet are virtually the same, as explained in section 3.I.
Equation (4.2) therefore reduces to
(4.4)
Typical values of Tq,out and T 9 , 1 n are 120 °C and 15 °C respectively. The heat capacity of the gas,

c.(T., x::, x;:), in (4.4) can therefore be taken constant. With the time-averaged outlet temperature,
<T 9 ,out>, defined by
def

1

<Tg, out> :;;: -·
t
eq. (4.1) then renders to

i' Tn out(t)·dt
0

..,,

(4.5)
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(4.6)

The value of x~ used in the computations below is the weighed average of this computed result and the

measured value.

A Flame Ionization Detector (FID) (Thermo Environmentallnstnuuents Inc., Model 51, accuracy ± 2
%) measures the mass fractions of hydrocaibons at the inlet and at the outlet of the regenerator. The gas

is transported to the FlD through a tube of 4.5 m length which is kept at a temperature of 200 °C in
order to prevent condensation of hydrocarbons in the tube. The sampling rate is 2.5 1/min. Before
starting the measurements the zero and span values of the FID are IK\justed using ambient air and a
calibratiou gas with 231 ± 2 mglkg methane in air respectively. Mass fractions of CO and ~ are
measured before and after the regeneratur with a Siemens Ultramat SE-2R gas analyzer (accuracy±
1%). The sample flow to this analyzer is 2 1/min. Span values of CO and ~ are calibrated with
mixtures of88 ± 9 mglkg CO in air and 1S ± 2 mglkg ~ in air respectively. Mass fractions of No. are
measured with an Eco-Physics chemiluminescence NO/NO,. analyzer (Model CLD 700 EL th, accuracy
± 1%), sampling 2 1/min and calibrated with 9S ± I mglkg NO in air. The flow rates of NH3 and NO
injected at the inlet are measured with rotameters (Rota Oeftingen, type Rota 10/400, accuracy ±
O.IS%). The inlet concentrations of NH3 and NO subsequently follow by division by the total gas flow
rate to the regenerator.

Heat losses to the atmosphere have been measured with a heat nux sensor which was especially
developed for this purpose by TN<i. The sensor cousists of a thermopile, a large number of
thermocouples in series connection, embedded in a filling material. The diameter of the sensor is 25 mm
and its thickness is 3 mm. The sensor was Slicked on the steel wall at the outside of the test rig and has
an accuracy of± S%.

4.3 Performance measurements
In sectiou 4.3.1 the performance of the improved regenerator during start-up and stand-by is examined
from temperature histories that have been measured in the packed bed. The cleaning eff'lciency of the
regenerator is investigated in section 4.3.2 from measured bydrocaibon concentrations at the inlet and at
the outlet of the test rig.

2 1NO Industrial

Research. Institution of Applied Physics (TPD), P.O. Box 155,2600 AD Delft. The Netherlands.
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4.3.1 Assessment of the regenerator behaviour during start-up and stand-by
During the start-up of the regenerator, the cold bed is heated by means of the combustion gases from a
burner which are distnouted by perforated pipes half-way the bed, as described in section 4.2.3.
Typical temperature histories measured during the heating of the bed are presented in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8. Temperature histories during the healing ofthe bed. For thermocouple positions see figures
4.6and4.1.
Measuring points MPS, MP12 and MP16 are located in the same horizontal plane as that of the
perforated pipes, whereas MP2 and MPIO are positioned at 0.81 m above and below this plane
respectively, see the figures 4.6 and 4.7. During the fll'St 4 hours MP16 in the plane of the pipes lags
behind MP8 and MP12. This is probably due to heat losses by radiation from the combustion gases via

the wall of the transport pipe to the relatively cold bed material surrounding the pipe. As soon as this
bed material is heated, the temperatures of MP8 and MP12 stabilize. After approximately S hours of
burner operation the high temperature front reaches MPIO, see figure 4.8. Another 3 hours later
temperatures at MP2 start to increase as well although less rapidly than at MPIO. Apparently the
temperature increase in the lower bed half exceeds that in the upper half. This is easily explained as
follows. During the warming-up procedure free convection from the packed bed is reduced by putting
both regenerator valves, see figure 4.5, in the upper position. The combustion gases from the burner
therefore leave the regenerator through the lower bed half, resulting in an early increase of the
temperature at MPI 0.
After approximately 7 hours MP16 is virtually the same as the other mid bed zone temperatures MP8
and MP12. From this moment on the temperature in entire mid bed zone is approximately 800 °C,
which suffices for starting up the regenerator. The homogeneously heated mid bed zone illustrates that
the distribution of holes in the heating system, see figure 4.4, is probably chosen correctly.
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The natural gas consumption of the burner during start-up is approximately 7 kg/h. The total amount of
natural gas required for one start-up is hence approximately 47 kg, which costs 14 DFI (Dutch industrial
price rating in 1995). If the bed was heated eledrically, the installed beating power would be

approximately 10 kW, see section 4.2.3. The total electricity cost for the heating of the bed, which takes
two clays typically, would then amount to 60 DFI (Dutch industrial price rating in 1995). The new
heating system with burner and perforated pipes hence considerably reduces the heating-up time as well
as the cost
starting-up the regenerator. Maintenance of the heating system is restricted to a yearly
inspection of the burner.

for

Typical temperature histories during stand-by near the top, at MP2, and in the center, at MP8, are
presented in figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9. Temperature histories during stand-by. For thermocouple pasitions see figures 4.6 and 4.1.

In the first 19 minutes a flow of ambient air (approximately 1.2 kgls) and natural gas (approximately 4
glkg air) goes through the bed. Near the top of the bed, at MP2, the gas takes up beat from the bed
(downward flow) or returns it (upward flow) resulting in decreasing and increasing temperatures
respectively. During these 19 minutes the oscillating behaviour of the temperature at MP2 is clearly
observed. In the mid bed zone, at MP8, temperatures hardly vary during a flow cycle, as outlined in
section 3.1. The reaction heat release from the natural gas results in cycle-averaged temperatures at MP2
that increase with every successive flow cycle. After about 19 minutes this cycle-averaged temperature
has reached 900 °C. The air I natural gas supply is then shut off and remains so until the temperature at
MP2 has dropped down to 850 °C which takes about SO minutes, see figure 4.9. The high temperature
zone at MP8 is then relatively thick since the temperature at MP2, 0.81 m above MP8, is only 50 to 100
°C less. The temperature at MP8 therefore hardly varies during this stand-still interval.
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The natural gas consumption during stand-by is approximately 4.7 kg/h and the total cost of natural gas
for a typical stand-by period of 8 hours 11 DFI (Dutch industrial price rating in 1995). The total
electricity consumption of the process is in this period approximately 3 kWh, which costs 0.36 DFI. The
ratio of the yearly energy cost for stand-by compared with the energy cost during operation depeods on
the ratio of stand-by time versus operating time, but is nsually less than 0.3.

4.3.2 Cleaning efficiency and puff-cleaning
In this section, measurements of hydrocarbon and carbon-monoxide concentrations at the inlet and the
ontlet of the regenerator are presented and discussed.
Concentrations of hydrocrubons have been measured during the cleaning of gas that was contaminated
with solvents from an industrial offset printing process. The mass fractions of hydrocarbons at the inlet,
x;;, and at the outlet, x;';', follow from their respective volume fractions, y;; and y;';', measured by
the flame ionization detector as [VDI 3481 (1980))

(4.7)
with Me denoting the molar mass of carbon (0.012 kg/mol), vH the molar volume (0.0224 m3/mol, at 0
°C and 1.013•10s Pa) and pg the mass density of the gas mixture (at 0 °C).
The cleaning efficiency of the regenerator, 'flo,, is defined by
(4.8)
During the measurements the value of x;; was kept at 748 ± 22 mglkg. Results for x;';' and
corresponding 'flox are presented in table 4.1.
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m. (kgls)
(::t: o.os kgls)

Puff
deaiag

2.34

No

27.1 :1::0.8

96.4:1::0.2

1.90

No

28.6±0.9

96.2::1:.0.2

1.90

Yes

14.3 ±0.4

98.1::!:.0.1

XIIC

" - (%)

lma C lka mixture)

Table 4.1. Measured hydrocarbon mass fractions, x::;' , at the
outlet ofthe regenerator. The mass fraction at the inlet is 748
22 mg!kg. m. is the mass flow rate of the gas and 'lox the

:1::

oxidntion efficiency ofthe regenerator, see (4.8). The mid bed
zone temperature is 940 °C.

The values of x: and

X:'

are obtained by sampling for more than 6 minutes, taking more than 8 flow

n:versals, at a frequency of 120 Hz. The effectiveness of the puff-cleaning system is examined by

measuring the mass fractions at the outlet at two locations: directly after the outlet valve of the lest rig,
upstream of valves 1 and 2, and downstream of valve 1, see figure 4.5. The gas at the first measuring

point is not deant by the puff-cleaning procedure, the gas at the last point is.
The results of table 4.1 demonstrate that the puff-cleaning system reduces the mass fraction of residuals
at the outlet by about 50"/o. Measured mass fractions at the outlet, with and without puff-cleaning, are
well below the Dutch legal maximum of 78 mglkg [NER (1994)].

The toneentration profile computed for natural gas, see figure 3.1, shows that all natural gas has
oxidized at the beginning of the mid bed zone. Nevertheless, the measured cleaning effiCiency is a bit
less than 1000.4, despite the puff-cleaning. The contaminated gas from the printing process consists of a
mixture of different hydrocarbons, each with its own reaction chemistry. A possible cause for residuals
at the outlet could be the presence of contaminants which need a longer time to oxidize completely than
the residence time at the high temperature level in the bed (typically 0.2 s). This possibility of
in<:omplete oxidation is now investigated. The hydrocaroons are transformed step by step into the final
product gases HP and c~. the final step of the main chain of reactions being the transformation of co
to C~ (De Lange (1992)). High CO concentrations at the outlet of the bed would hence indicate too
short a residence time. Concentrations of CO have been measured at the inlet and the outlet of the
regenerator for the highest mass flow rate of table 4.1. The results are 180 ± 20 mg CO/kg mixture at
the inlet and 4.4 ± 0.5 mg CO/kg mixture at the outlet. This 98% reduction of the inlet concentration
indicates that the residence time of the contaminants at the high temperature level is sufficient.

The residuals at the outlet are probably due to the condensation and evaporation of hydrocarbons in the
colder bed sections, as explained now. Due to heat losses, the temperature of the contaminated gas
gradually decreases as it is transported to the regenerator. The temperature of the gas might become less
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than the boiling point of some of the contaminants. When the gas reaches the bed these contaminants
will partially stick to colder bed particles directly downstream of the inlet of the bed and therefore not
reach the bed center. After the flow reversal the temperature profile shifts back and the temperature in
the outlet part of the regenerator increases, as pointed out in section 3.1. If the temperature is sufficiently
high the sticked hydrocarbons evaporate and leave the bed without passing the bed center, so without
being oxidized. This phenomenon occurs if high boiling hydrocarbons are to be removed from a
contaminated air flow and can not be prevented. As a result cleaning efficiencies of table 4.1 are a bit
less than IOOo/e.

Sticked contaminants that not evaporate again result in a fouling of the bed. A procedure for the
cleaning of fouled packed beds is presented in chapter 6.

4.4 Assessment of mid bed zone temperatures with the Arrhenius
equation
In this section, an algorithm is presented for the assessment of mid bed zone temperatures employing the
Arrhenius equation (3.10). It provides quick results due to a small computational effort compared with
that of the MAT model described in chapter 3. Once typical values of the temperature gradients in a
packed bed are known, for example by measurements, the method provides a means to assess mid bed
zone temperatures for other operating conditions, such as for other mass fractions of hydrocarbons or
different chemical reaction kinetics.
The temperature, T9 , of the gas at distance z from the inlet of the packed bed, t seconds after entering

the bed follows from

(4.9)
Here T9 ,1n denotes the inlet temperature of the gas and

Ushift

the shift velocity of the temperature

profile during flow in one direction, as discussed in section 3.1. Temperature gradient

oz

in the inlet

part of the bed merely depends on the thermal performance of the bed and on the mass flow rate

m. , as

f1r.
ontlined in appendix L. Since both are constant in the gas heating zone, - 9 is taken constant in this
Oz
part of the bed. The third term in the RHS of(4.9) represents the temperature decrease during the time
interval [0, 't) due to the shifting of the temperature profile in flow direction with velocity u shift
(typically l mm/s). The traveling distance, Aztcaveh of the gas after t seconds follows by the timeintegration of the interstitial gas velocity. The subsequent result for dZtravel exceeds (u..... ·t ), with
u •·"' the gas velocity at the inlet of the bed, since interstitial gas velocities are higher than u •· ,. due to
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decreasing mass densities in the bed. The ratio of the third term to the second term in the RHS or (4.9) is
therefore less than u ...., lu •. ,. (order to·), which permits to neglect the third term.
The packed bed is cut into slices witb thickness Az. Using (4.9) the gas temperatuie half-way slice i,

T:, equals

1

T'
"''I

1)

OT9
=Tg,in + ( i-2 ·-·.1z
j)z

(4.10)

witb i = l corresponding to the first slice at inlet. The mass fraction of hydrocarbons at outlet or the
slice i, X~c, is derived from the mass fraction at the outlet of the previons slice, x~~ , by time1

integration or the reaction rates

ex

predicted by tbe Arrhenius equation (3.10) over the residence
8t
time ortbe reaction mixture in slice i, tr,i. with the result
-----l!L

(4.11)

X::C

The mass fraction

is that at the inlet oftbe bed. The residence time tr,i follows from the total gas

mass flow rate, m9 , through the frontal bed surface area Ate as
1l.

t . ::::: "'fr
r,1

·.1z.n
l"'g
•

mg

(4.12)

Since pressure differences in the packed bed (typically 103 Pa, see above) are small compared to the
absolute pressure (105 Pa), the mass density p9 depends on tbe temperature only as does an ideal gas
(Gasunie (1988)] 3:
(4.13)

Substitution of(4.12) and (4. 13) in (4.ll) results in

(4.14)

3

STP denotes Standard Temperature (273.15 K) and Pressure (1.013•ltY Pa)
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Tbe degree of conversion from inlet to slice i, X.i> is defined as
(4.15)

Using (4.14), X.1 is derived for each T; from equation (4.10). Figure 4.10 shows a typical result.
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Figure 4.10. Gas temperature T; versus the degree of conversion,
and

x:'.,

x.1,

computed form.

=

J.069lrgls

2.506 glkg.

Tbe curve in figure 4.10 is obtained for a slice thickness Az ofO.OOI m. The sensitivity of predicted
values ofTMB on Az is low: An increase of Az by a fi1ctor 10 (to 0.01 m) results in a reduction of the

predicted value of TMB by 5 <>c (0.5 o/o). At X.1 = 1 the oxidation is completed ( x~c = 0). As outlined in
section 3.1, the heating of the gas stops at the location in the bed where x~c and consequently the
reaction heat release have become zero. Equation (4.10), however, predicts a further increase of the gas
temperature T:. resnlting in the asymptotical behaviour near x, 1 = 1 of figure 4.10. Tempemture T;
corresponding to the value of i for which X.1 = 0.99 is therefore assumed to yield the mid bed zone
temperature TMB. Using a value 0.995 for X.1 in the computation of TMB instead of 0.99 results in an
increase of predicted mid bed zone temperatures by 0.8%; a reduction from 0.99 to 0.985 reduces the
predicted value of TMll by 0.5%. Results for TMB derived employing (4.10) and (4.14) are presented in
table 4.2.
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•.

•

x ..

o'JVaz

'l'..,(meas.)

("C)

1.069

["C/m]
1059

T..,(eemp.)
("C]

ReL dill'!

12/ke mixt.l
2.506

982±2

988

..0.611

1.103

2.387

968

970:1:2

985

-1.55

1.337

2.469

902

981:1:2

992

-l.l2

1.454

2.717

980

1011 :1:2

1002

0.890

2.033

2.876

925

1014:1:2

1018

..0.394

llkrfs)

(%]

Table 4.2. Measured and computed (eq. (4.10) and (4.14)) mid bed zone
temperatures, TMB. m. is the mass flow rate of the gas, x:'., the mass fraction
of natural gas at the inlet, OT9 I IJz the gas temperature gradient. The inlet
temperature Tg,in is always approximately 15 "C. A::. and
l.68•UP s"1 and 217990Jimol respectively.

E

in (4.U) are

These results show that the predicted mid bed zone temperatures derived employing equations (4.10)

and (4.14) are in agreement with the measured values. Hence for given

Tg,in

and

a: ,

iJT

the residence

time tr,i is derived using (4.10), (4.12) and (4.13) and, with tr,io the mid bed zone temperatures are
predicted using (4.14).

4.5 Conclusions
A test rig with a packed bed or turns saddles or actual size (1.6 m diameter and 2.85 m height) has been
designed and built. New design features of the test rig are the thermal insulation or the bed by blocks of
ceramic material, leak-tight two-way valves that direct the gas flow upwards or downwards through the
bed and a system for beating up the packed bed by means of the combustion gases from a burner.
Temperattm: histories in the packed bed have been measured during warm-up of the regenerator and
show that the regenerator is ready for operation after 7 hours or warming-up.
In stand-by periods of the regenerator, the high temperatures in the mid bed zone are maintained by the
periodical supply of a mixture of ambient air and natural gas. Temperature histories and the natural gas

consumption during stand-by have been measured. The energy cost for a typical stand-by period or 8
hours is for the test rig approximately II DFI (Dutch industrial price for natural gas in 1995: 0.25
DFIIm\

A (Measured

-Computed) I Measured
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After each flow reversal, regenerators exhaust a certain volume of gas, the so-allied puff, that did not
pass the high temperature mid bed zone and was therefore not decontaminated. A method is presented,
named puff-cleaning, that catches these puffs and reroutes them to the inlet of the bed. Its effectiveness
is evaluated by measuring concentrations of contaminants at the inlet and at the outlet of the bed with
and without the puff-cleaning system. The puff-cleaning reduces the amount of exhausted residuals by
50%. The cleaning efficiency of the regenerator with puff-cleaning is 98.1%.
A simple algorithm for the prediction of mid bed zone temperatures using the Arrhenins equation is
presented. Once temperature gradients in a packed bed are known for one operating condition, for
example from measurements, the mid bed zone temperatures for conditions with other concentrations,
different hydrocarbons or other mass flow rates are easily predicted. Predictions with this algorithm have
been found to diJfer less than 2% from mid bed zone temperatures that have been measured for mass
flow rates of gas through the bed ranging from I to 2 kgls.

Chapter 5
Measurement and prediction of heat transport and flow
resistance in packed beds
5.1 Introduction
The various models for the prediction of heat transfer between the ceramic particles in a packed bed and
a gas that is forced through the bed have been discussed in chapter 2. In chapter 3 a new, two-phase

model has been presented for the computation of heat transfer and of the oxidation of VOCs in packed
beds. This is the so-called MAT model (Multiple Analytical model for Transients) that predicts heat
transport between gas and bed material by using heat transfer correlations from the literature.

5.1.1 Convective heat transfer
In a packed bed the gas and bed temperatures are connected by convective, dispersive and heat transfer
coupling terms as shown in appendix A. If, however, heat transport by forced convection is dominant
these transport processes can be descnbed by a single coupling term: the lumped heat transfer coefficient
[Handley (1969)), that is adapted to accommodate conduction inside particles (Jeschar (1990)] and
radiation [Balakrishnan (1979)). The accommodation for conduction inside bed particles was studied by
Handley (Handley (1968, 1969)). He measured the temperature evolntions of the gas at the ontlet of beds
of lead and glass spheres after subjecting the inlet temperature to a step change. Theoretical outlet
temperatures computed by the Schumann model (see (Schmidt (1981)) and section 3.6.2), were
compared to the measurements. A value for the heat transfer coefficient, including a correction for
particle conduction was reconstructed employing an iterative corve fitting procedure.
Typical temperature gradients in the packed bed of the test rig, see section 4.2, are 1000 "C/m. These
large gradients are explicitly accounted for by the MAT model, as described in section 3.3. The value of
the heat transfer coefficient in this model, an essential parameter, is computed using the heat transfer
correlation ofGnielinski [Gnielinski (1982)) in conjunction with a correction method of Jeschar [Jeschar
(1990)} for conduction inside bed particles.
Convective heat transfer is highly sensitive to particle geometry and flow conditions, see chapter 2. The
correlation of Gnielinski accounts for geometry effects by a so-called form factor, F. This factor is
defined as the ratio of the Nu-number or heat transport in the packed bed to that or a single particle, see
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section 2.3. Here Nu is defined as

, with

deq

denoting the surface equivalent diameter of the

A.g
particles. Values of F were derived by fitting predicted Nu-values to heat transfer data of the literature.
This procedure was carried out for beds of spheres, cylinders, rascbig rings and saddles.
Many heat transfer experiments were performed with non-<:atalytic packed beds of spheres

(Balakrishnan (1979) and Barker (1965)]. Other shapes were merely investigated in scrubbers and other
applications with two-phase flow and mass transport, see e.g. Mackowiak (Mackowiak 1991)]. Only
Taeker (Taeker (1949)] and Shulman [Shulman (1955)] seem to have performed single-phase flow
measurements of the heat transfer coefficient for saddles, using the analogy of heat and mass transfer.
These measurements were, however, obtained with relatively small-scale test sections, not satisfying the
requirement that the ratios of bed dimensions (diameter and height) to particle size should both exceed
10 in order to avoid wall effects (Borkink (1991) and Schliinder (1988)]. For saddles, a value ofF of 2.3
was derived [Gnielinski (1982)] using the data ofTaeker and Shulman. Other data of saddle beds for the
validation of F have not been found in the literature. Whether the value 2.3 of F can be applied to saddle
beds of actual size is therefore an open question. So there is a clear need for additional experimental
data, especially for large-scale saddle beds where the influence of the wall can be neglected.
In this chapter, the accuracy of the correlation of Gnielinski [Guielinski (1982)] in conjunction with the
correction method of Jeschar [Jeschar (1990)] for internal particle conduction is examined for beds of
lead and glass spheres. This is done by comparing predictions of the MAT model with the measurements
ofHandley [Handley (1968, 1969)]. By comparing model predictions with temperatures measured in the
test rig the value of the form factor F for saddles is examined in a large-scale bed.
The usefulness of the MAT model for the prediction of the thermal performance of packed bed
regenerators is analyzed.

5.1.2 F1ow resistance or packed beds
The energy consumption of a packed bed regenerator not only depends on the thermal performance of
the bed. Also the pressure drop over the bed determining the energy consumption of the process fan for
given mass flow rate should be considered. A review of the semi-empirical pressure drop correlations of
Braner (for spheres), Ergun (for granular material, cylinders and tablets) and Kast (for saddles and
rings) is given by Brauer (Brauer (1971)]. More recently, Mackowiak [Mackowiak (1991)] studied mass
transport and fluid dynamics in two-phase (gas-liquid) flows through packed beds in scrubbers. He
derived, amongst others, pressure drop correlations for the case of one-phase (gas-) flow through packed
beds of saddles, cylinders and rings using his own experimental data.
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Whether the pressure drop correlations of Ergun [Brauer ( 1971 )], Kast [Brauer ( 1971 )] and Mackowiak
[Mackowiak (1991)) are appropriate for the saddle bed is analyzed by comparing predicted values of the

pressure drop with measurements of a bed in full operation and of a bed in isothermal conditions.

5.2 Validation of the heat transfer correlations in the MAT model with
measurements from the literature
Handley [Handley (1968, 1969)] measured the response of the gas temperature at the outlet of packed
beds of lead and glass spheres respectively after subjecting the inlet temperature to a step change. In this
section the experimental results of Handley are used to validate the MAT model of section 3.3, the heat
transfer correlation of Gnielinski [Gnielinski (1982)] and the correction method of Jescbar (Jeschar
(1990)).

The experimental set up of Handley consisted of two cylindrical test sections with an inner diameter of
7.6 em and lengths of 15.5 and 20.8 em. Each test section was insulated by a flexible rubber sleeve of 3

mm thickness in which the onter layer of particles became embedded thus eliminating excess voidage at
the wall. An electrical heater was installed directly upstream of the test section. A step change in the
inlet air temperature was achieved by switching on the electrical heater. From this moment on the outlet
temperature was recorded until stable values were attained. The rig was operated at approximately
ambient temperature and the temperature step was always smaller than 10 °C. Breakthrough curves were
measured for a packed bed of lead spheres for two different now rates and for a bed of glass spheres.
Specifications of the packing materials are presented in table 5.1.

Run#

Packing
material

1

Lead

dp
Pbed
(mm] •lk&lm31
9.07
7107

Cp

~

(J/(kgoK)1 (W/(m•K))
125.6
34.6

·-

&

(ml/m3)

(%)

393.7

37

Ref.
(Handley

(1969))

l

Lead

9.19

7107

125.6

34.6

400.3

37

(Handley

(1968))

3

Soda glass

6.05

1587

791.3

1.04

593.8

37

[Handley

•(1969)]
Table S.l. Specifications ofpackmg matenals used by Handley for expenments and m th1s sectton
for predictions by the MAT model. dp is the sphere diameter, P.,ed the mass density of the bed. Cp
and Ap the heat capacity and conductivity of the bed material, abed the volumetric surface area
and & is the voidfraction.

The effective inner diameter and length of the packed bed of lead spheres are 0.0699 and 0.155 m
respectively. For the glass spheres the effective bed diameter is 0.0693 m and the length 0.208 m. The
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initial bed temperature and the gas temperature step are denoted by Handley as 'ambient' and 'smaller
than 10 °C' respectively. In the computations the initial bed temperature, Tp, is taken to be 20 °C and
the step size, ATg,iru 5 °C. Measured and computed air temperatures at the outlet of the bed,
expressed in dimensionless form by T•.••, as defined by
A

~,out

det

~,out -

;

Tg,out.

are

(5.1)

The computations are performed for a time step, At, of l sand a distance step, Az, of 2 mm. The
convective heat transfer coefficient, h, in (3.5) and (3.6) is computed using the correlation of Gnielinski
[Gnielinski (1982)] and is corrected for internal conduction in the solid phase by the method of Jeschar
[Jeschar (1990)] as shown in appendix B. For each run the computations are carried out twice: with and
without correction for internal conduction in the solid phase.
For the packed bed of lead spheres of run 1, see table 5.1, the air mass flow rate is 0.0290 kgls,
corresponding to a superficial velocity, u, of 5.92 m/s. Measured and computed breakthrough curves for
run 1 are presented in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Measured [Handley (1968, 1969)} and computed breakthrough curves for a packed bed of

lead spheres and superficial air velocities of.5.92 mls and 2. 78 mls. Computations are performed with
and without correction of heat transfor rates for internal solid conduction producing similar
breakthrough CIUVes.
The small difference between measured and computed curves is probably due to a slight tailing of the
step input which was not a perfect Heaviside step function in the experiment [Handley (1969)].
Computations performed with and without correction for internal solid conduction produce similar
results. Hence, for the lead spheres a correction of the heat transfer coefficient for internal conduction
hardly affects temperatures. The internal heat transport resistance of the solid phase by conduction with
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h·d
respect to the outer convective resistance is expressed by the Biot number, Bi=--• (Jeschar (1990)).
2·A.

•

For the values of A.p and dp of table S.l and for the typical value of h, 457 W/(m2•K), the Biot number is
0.06 which indicates that the internal heat transport resistance by conduction inside the lead spheres
should be negligible indeed.
The results for a reduced mass flow rate of0.0136 kgls, u being 2.78 m/s, are also presented in figure

S.l. Computed dimensionless outlet temperatures are in this case slightly higher than the measured
temperatures, the differences ranging from 00.4 initially to approximately 5% of the measured value after
90 s. The computed breakthrough temperatures corrected for effects of internal conduction coincide with
the uncorrected temperatures again. The heat transfer coefficient, h, is 291 W/(m2•K) resnlting in a Biot
number of 0.04. The experiment of run 3 is carried out with approximately the same mass flow rate as
for run 1, 0.0288 kgls, but with a bed of soda glass spheres. The conductivity of glass is 33 times lower
than that of lead, see table S.l, resulting in a relatively high Biot number of 1.6 (h = 541 W/(m2•K)).
Measured and computed temperature curves are presented in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Measured [Handley (1969)] and computed breakthrough curves for a packed bed of soda
glass spheres and a superficial air velocity of 5.98 mls. See also figure 5. 1.
It shows that for the glass spheres the breakthrough curves with and without correction for solid
conduction are different and that the Jeschar correction is necessary. Because of the relatively important
internal heat transport resistance (Bi = 1.6) the sphere surface attains the gas temperature without
transporting heat inwards. Consequently, heat is transported by the gas further downstream to colder bed
sections. As a result the initial steep gas temperature front disperses more rapidly in flow direction and
the slope of the curve in figure 5.2 reduces. The breakthrough curve computed with the correction
method of Jeschar for internal particle conduction is in fair agreement with the measured curve.
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These results for Bi ranging from 0.04 on to 1.6 show that the use of the correlation of Gnielinski for

the prediction of convective heat transfer coefficients in conjunction with the correction method of
Jeschar for internal particle conduction predicts heat transport rates fairly accurately in these cases. This
is further examined in the next section with our own experimental data with Bi ranging from 0.09 to
0.14.

5.3 Measurement and prediction of heat transport in a packed bed of
torus saddles
Experiments are performed in a full-scaJe cylindrical bed of torus saddles to validate the predictions of
the MAT model presented in chapter 3 and the predicted heat transfer rates. Temperatures are measured
for a variety of air flow rates through the bed and are compared with the predictions of this model if a
form factor of 2.3 is adopted for the saddles in the convective heat transfer correlation of Gnielinski
[Gnielinski (1982)]. The parameters that are known with relatively low accuracy and have a large
influence on the governing heat transport mechanisms are assessed with the aid of a sensitivity analysis
and, if necessary, are determined more precisely with additional experiments.

5.3.1 Experimental results
The lay-out of the test rig has been described in section 4.2.5.

In each test run, mixtures of ambient air and natural gas are fed to the regenerator at a constant flow
rate. Table 5.2 smnmarizes the main process conditions of the test runs.
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Rua#

1

l

J

5

6

7

m0

"'

1.069

1.103

1.337

1.454

1.667

2.033

2.204

Tg,U. [OCJ (:1: lOC)

l1.5

18.7

15.3

l1.8

19.9

18.0

20.6

X:, (g H10/kg mixture)

4.5

4.6

6.8

5.0

9.8

4.5

7.4

2.506

2.387

2.469

2.717

2.597

2.876

3.175

't (s)

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

'tn....,. (s) (:1: 0.1 s)

1.6

1.6

1.3

1.2

1.0

0.85

0.79

(kgls) (U.OS kgls)

(:1:0.2 glkg)

...

Xoo:

(g aatural gas/kg mixture)
(:1: 0.08 glkg)

Table 5.2. Main process parameters ofeach test run.

m.

is the mass flow rate of the gas,

Tg,in its inlet temperature and X~~ its humidity. The mass fraction of natural gas is

denoted by X~~ and the cycle of the flow (upwards & downwards) by 't.
time after a flow reversal as defined in section 3.5.

Errors indicated are computed according to [Kline (1953)). The values of

m9

'tnush

and

is the dead

Tg,in

have not been

rounded off in order to prevent cumulative errors in the computations below. The Re-number of the
process conditions of table 5.2 ranges from 300 (run 1, mid bed zone) on to 1500 (run 7, bed surfaces).

m

Here Re is based upon the interstitial gas velocity, - - • - , and the mean hydraulical pore diameter,
&·p. ·A,,

v &
6·-L·--, with Vp and Ap denoting the volume and surface of a toms saddle respectively. The ReA p 1-&

range is limited by the operational range of the regenerator, but is large enough for a validation of the
MAT model and the heat transfer correlations.
Temperature histories measured at MP2 (in the heating I cooling zone, see figure 4.6) and MP8 (in the
mid bed zone) for run I and 7 are presented in figure 5.3.
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Temperature history at MP8

Temperature hiltoly at MP2
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Figure 5.3. Typical temperature histories ofmeasuring points in the mid bed zone and in the
heating/cooling zone.
Measuring point MP2 is located at the top of the packed bed where the gas takes up heat from the bed
(downward flow) or returns it (upward flow) resulting in decreasing and increasing temperatures
respectively. Temperatures at MP2 increase or decrease approKimately linearly in time, independent of

the flow rate. MP8 is located in the mid bed zone where temperatures hardly vary, as discussed in

section 3.1. Temperatures at MP2 in the heating I cooling zone are less for run 7 than for run I, whereas
in the mid bed zone the temperature at MP8 is higher for run 7, see figure 5.3. The same conclusions are
drawn for the other runs, 2 through 6. An explanation is given in appendix L, where the dependence of
temperature gradients in the bed on the mass flow rate through the bed is investigated for MP2. Thermal
performance of the bed is found to be proportional to

m;-l with a. between 0.5 and 0.9. As a result, for

increasing mass the temperature gradients decrease, resulting in lower temperatures at MP2 for run 7 as
compared to run I.
That temperatures in the mid bed zone for run 7 are higher than for run I is explained as follows. The

mass fraction of natural gas for run 7 (3.18 :1: 0.08 glkg) is higher than for run 1 (2.51 ± 0.08 glkg) and
the amount of reaction heat release per unit mass of gas is therefore higher, resulting in higher
temperatures. In addition, for the higher mass flow rate of run 7 the residence time of the gas mixture in
the oKidation zone is shorter. This implies that for a complete combustion more natural gas has to react
in a shorter time-interval, which is only possible for higher reaction temperatures, see equation (3.10).
According to figure 5.3, the time-averaged temperature at a measuring point, Tavg. is given by
T_.=(T_, +T..J/2, with Tmax and Tmin denoting the measured maximum and minimum temperatures

during a flow cycle. Table 5.3 summarizes the values for Tavg for all test runs.
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'1'....., (:i: 3 "C)

MP

hHP [m)

65

Runt

RunZ

Ruo3

Run4

Run5

Run6 Run7

235
743
323

233
706
775

219
661
724

225
700
774

212
642

222
671
740

rMP [m]
(:i: 0.01)

1
2
3

.5

2.80:1:0.06
2.31:1:0.06
2.24:1:0.06
2.00:1:0.06
1.90±0.06
1.80±0.06
1.70:1:0.06
1.50:1:0.06
0.76:1:0.06
0.69±0.06
2.24±0.03
1.50±0.03
2.24±0.01
1.50 ± 0.01
1.50±0.01
1.50±0.01

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.40
0.40
0.70
0.70
0.73
0.70

-

932
973
976
975
727
657
773
967
735

-969

-931

.

-

.

.

1001
991
1003
976
lOll
993
1013
966
973
998
1013
965
1009
973
993
965
1008
1014
696
702
639
678
645
634
635
590
584
617
740
751
740
676
706
957
977
1006
998
u
1010
717
717
13
651
676
709
992
955
943
97l
14
1000
1003
963
959
977
993
15
1005
1005
959
977
16
966
993
993
1007
107.0
Outlet
104.3 107.5
112.3
116.0
124.3
Table 5.3. Measured time-averaged temperatures, Tavg· M1ssmg values are due to brolren
thermocouple leads. See figures 4.6 ond 4. 7 for the definition ofhMP and rMP.

6
7
8
9
10
11

220
647

.-

1010
1025
1027
1028
660

602
685
1025
661
1020
1018
1020
138.0

The difference between T.,., and Tm1n equals two times the temperature amplitude, AT, see figure 5.3.

Values for ~are presented in table 5.4.
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At (::1: 3 "C)

MP

hMP [m]

1

2.80±0.06
2.31 ±0.06
2.24±0.06
2.00±0.06
1.90±0.06
1.80±0.06
1.70 ±0.06
1.50±0.06
0.76±0.06
0.69±0.06
2.24::1:0.03
1.50± O.Q3
2.24:1:0.01
1.50::1::0.01
1.50 ±0.01
1.50:1:0.01

2

3
4
5
6

rMP [m)
(±0.01)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.40
0.40
0.70
0.70
0.78
0.70

Runt

Runl

Run3

Run4

Rua5

RuD6

RuD7

19
20
13

18
19
13

20
22
17

24
27
19

22
26

26
30
23

30
36

-

1
1
I
I
IO
I7
10
1
16

-1

-

-

-

-1

-1

-

4

I
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
I
1
7
1
1
I
8
1
I
1
1
9
9
ll
16
13
16
20
10
16
19
23
21
24
30
11
11
ll
13
14
21
16
1
1
0
12
I
1
1
18
19
19
16
13
22
27
14
1
1
I
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
15
1
1
0
l
I
1
16
1
0
1
6
7
Outlet
5
8
16
9
19
..
Table 5.4. Measured temperature amplitudes, Ar. M1ssmg values are due to broken thermocouple
leads. See figures 4. 6 and 4. 7 for the definition ofhMP and rMP.

The error in Ar bas, like that in Tav9 , been computed [Kline (1953)] from the error in Tmax and Tm1n· The
amplitudes are corrected for the transient errors as explained in appendix K. The results in table 5.4
show that amplitudes are maximum at the top and at the bottom of the bed (MPI, 2, 3, 9 and 10),
whereas for the central bed part (MP5, 6, 7 and 8) amplitudes are minimum, see also figure 5.3.
In the MAT model temperatures are assumed to vary merely in flow direction. The validity of this
assumption is evaluated by comparing temperatures on the centerline with temperatures at two distances
from the centerline: 0.4 m and 0.7 m. Results ofMP3, MP11 and MP13 in the heating/cooling zone and
MPS, MP12 and MP14 in the mid bed zone, positioned at 0 m, 0.4 m and 0.7 m from the centerline

respectively are gathered in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4. Temperature profiles in radial direction in the heating/cooling zone and in the mid bed
zone.
The error bars on the measurements correspond to positioning errors of the thermocouples by a rotation
of± 4° in a typical temperature gradient of 1000 °C/m. The average temperature drop in radial direction
is computed with the data of figure 5.4 and is in the heating/cooling zone 96 :1: 20 °C/m and in the mid
bed zone 20 :1: ll °C/m. Heat fluxes to the ambient air,

6..,, have been measured on the outside of the

insulation at different locations on the steel casing in order to verifY whether the temperature drops are
due to heat losses from the bed. Results for

6,_ are presented in table 55.
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or_(OC)

o_ (W/m

1
]

Temperature

ambient air I°CI
3102:2

20:!::2

295 :i:: 15

732:!::2

22:!::2

460:!:: 23

950:!:2

2l:i::2

551 :i:: 28

Table 5.5. Measurements of heat flux Q..., at

the steel casing of the test rig. The bed
temperature Tbed is measured with MP1, MP8
andMP/3.

The variation of temperatures in radial direction due to

6...

is analyzed in appendix M. This variation

turns out to be too small to be able to account for the radial temperature drops as large as 96 °C/m.
Probably systematic errors in the positioning of thermocouples in the heating/cooling zone make that
actual gradients are much less.
In the heating I cooling zone temperatures decrease for increasing mass flow rate, whereas in the mid
bed zone temperatures increase, see figure 5.4. These are clear trends that have already been observed in
figure 5.3 and are explained above. Note that in figure 5.4 the temperatures of MPll and MPI3 of run 5
are relatively low, probably dne to the mass fraction of natural gas being lower for run 5 than for runs 4,
6 and 7, see table 5.2.

The radial temperature differences being relatively small justifies the assumption of one-dimensional
temperature distributions in the MAT model.

5.3.1 Comparison with predictions
The computation of temperature distributions needs the prescription set of process, geometrical,
chemical and computational parameters. The process parameters are the mass flow rate, mq , inlet
temperature

Tg,in

and the inlet humidity, X~~o. The values of these parameters depend on the test run

and are given in table 5.2.
The geometrical parameters encompass&,

abed,

(see appendix J), PP and ep (see appendix G), the frontal

area of the bed and th,e height of each layer of bed material (see the figures 4.6 and 4.7). Physical
properties of the mixture of air, water vapour and carbon dioxide are calculated with the correlations of
appendix G.
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Dutch natural gas consists mainly of methane (81,30 volume-%) and nitrogen (14,35 volume-%)
[Gasunie (1988)]. Values of Ac and E in (3.10) are therefore those of methane. Table 5.6 summarizes the
values of the chemical parameters used.

Value

Reference

Ac

l.68•10u [s· )

[Cudahy (1983)]

J:

217990 [J/mol]

[Cudahy (1983)]

Reaction

constant

7

AB2o

3.8•10 [Jikg]

[Gasunie (1988))

n

0.9016 [-]

[Gasunie (1988))

4m

3.4810 H

[Gasunie (1988)]

Table 5.6. Reaction constants of Dutch natural
gas. Ac is the collisional frequency factor, E the
activation energy, AH 20 the lower combustion
value and n and m the effective carbon and
hydrogen numbers respectively (see 3.9).

To speed up convergence to quasi-steady temperatures in the bed, the computations are started with a

guessed bed temperature profile with a heating zone of l m length and a linear temperature profiles from
100 °C at the inlet and the outlet to 1000 °C in the mid bed zone. The length of the mid bed zone is
taken 1 m and its temperature 1000 °C. Since boundary conditions at the inlet of the bed remain
constant, the computed temperature profiles converge to quasi-static solutions. Stopping time of the
computations is set at 8 hours process time (approximately 11.5 hours computation time on a 80486 33

MHz computer) when temperature distributions are usually fully developed. If not, the computations are
continued for another 8 hours. The computational settings are listed in table 5.7.
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Computational parameter

Typical
value

Stopping time

Sh

At

2.2 s

Upper limit of Az

0.05m

~

lOoC/m2

....

Table 5.7. Computational settings for
the numerical algorithm. At and Az

are the lime step and distance step of
the computations and b 2 ,max the
maximum value of b 2 in boundary
condition (3.8).

Temperature distributions of gas and packed bed are computed for each of the seven runs. Timeaveraged temperature profiles are derived by averaging at each location in the packed bed. Results for
run 1 are presented in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5. Computed and measured cycle-averaged temperature profiles for run I. The cycle-averaged
bed temperature profile is the same as that ofthe gas.
In this figure time averaged temperature profiles for gas and bed coincide due to the time averaged
amount of convective heat transfer between gas and solid being zero. This follows directly from equation
(3.6) with the time averaged value of the LHS being zero and henee the temperature differenee of gas
and solid in the RHS also (note that q• = 0 ). The horizontal error bars indieate the positioning errors of
the thermocouple. Accuracy of the measured temperatures is

:!:

2 °C. Exeept for the two thermocouples
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in the bottom part of the packed bed a fair agreement is found between measured and computed time
averaged temperatures. Similar results are obtained for the other measuring conditions of run 2 through
7. Differences between measured and predicted mid bed zone temperatures vary from +19 °C (run 4) to
-15 oc (run 2). The average difference for the 7 measuring conditions is -3 oc with a standard
deviation of II °C. Measured and computed mid bed zone temperatures increased by 46 °C and 43 °C
respectively for an increase of the mass flow rate from 1.069 kgls to 2.204 kgls. This tendency is
explained aboVe.

Due to the shifting of the temperature profiles, temperatures in heating and cooling zone vary in time, as
shown in figure 5.3. Computed and measured amplitude distributions for run I are graphically compared
in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. Amplitude profiles ofgas and solid phase for run 1.
The horizontal error bars indicate the positioning errors of the thermocouples. Measured and computed
amplitudes are maximum in heating and cooling zones and zero in the mid bed zone. The measured gas
temperature amplitudes are approximately 40"/o less than the predicted ones. These differences are
analyzed in the next section. The shape of the amplitude profiles for run 2 through run 7 is similar, with
an approximately linear dependence of temperature amplitudes on the mass flow rate. This dependence
is also analyzed in the next section.

In addition, temperature profiles are computed using the E.S. model which has been described in
appendix H. Results are gathered in table 5.8 along with those of the MAT IOOdcl. The average outlet
temperature, <Tq,out>. is defined by (4.5). The average difference of predicted and measured mid bed
zone temperatures is for the E.S. model -1 °C with a standard deviation of 7 °C. For all test runs
differences between predicted time averaged temperatures of both IOOdcls are less than I% in the entire
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bed. Predicted amplitudes of gas and solid differ by no more than 5%. The results of both models are
therefore in agreement.

Measured

Computed by

MAT model

E.S. model

I

12:!: I

105:!: I

982:!:2

104

TMB
[OC]
990

l

19:!: l

I08:!: I

970:!:2

107

985

107

978

3

15:!: 1

I07:!: 1

981 :!:2

107

983

107

986

Ran#

Tg,in

[oC]

<Tg,out> TMB

Computed by

I roc!

[OC]

<Tg,out>
I

roCJ

<Tg,out> TMB

•[OC]
I05

["C)
981

4

12:!: I

113:!:1

lOll:!: 2

112

992

113

998

5

20:!: I

116:!:1

998:!:2

116

1002

116

996

6

18:!: 1

125:!: 1

1014:!: 2

124

1019

125

1013

7

21:!: I

138:!:1

1028:!: 2

137

1033

138

1026

Table 5.8. Measured temperatures and computations by the MAT model and the E.S.
model (see appendix H). Temperature T 9 , in is the gas temperature at the inlet of the
bed, <Tg,out> the cycle averaged outlet temperature (see (4.5)) and TMB the mid bed
zone temperature.

Both models can be run on a personal computer. Computational speed of the models suffices for design

purposes: On a 80486 33 .MHz computer with local bus the ratio of simulated time to computation time
is for the E.S. model 1.3 and for the new model 0.7. The lower speed of the latter is due to that the
relatively time consuming calculations of the analytical solutions for gas aod bed temperatures that
contain single, double and triple time integrals of Bessel functions (see section 3.4) that have not been
optimized by using recursion formulas for example.

5.3.3 Analysis and distussion
In this section the experimental results of section 5.3.1 and the predicted temperatures of section 5.3.2
are analyzed.
A sensitivity analysis has been applied by varying the input parameters, I, in the MAT model. These
parameters encompass the geometrical parameters s and abed, the process parameters m,aod T, the
chemistry parameters Ac aod E aod the form factor F in the heat transfer correlation of Gnielinski
[Gnielinski (1982)]. Each input parameter is varied by:!: 100/o of its nominal value, I nom· Nominal values
of the input parameters are presented in the tables 5.2, 5.6 and 5.7. Temperature profiles of gas aod bed
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are computed and the values of the output parameters, o, are derived. The output parameters are the mid
bed zone temperature, temperature gradients in heating and cooling zones and temperature fluctuation
amplitudes. The sensitivity, s, of output parameter, o, for a variation of input parameter, I, is defined as
(5.2)

with On'"" denoting the value of the output parameter 0 for I= Inom· I in (5.2) is taken as 0. 9·I,_ and
l.l·I..,•. For positive valnes of s the output o increases for increasing input parameter I and negative

values correspond to a decreasing output for increasing input. The sensitivity is investigated for the
measuring conditions of run I and run 7, see table 5.2. In the following, the experiments and the
sensitivity of a given output parameter are discussed simultaneously to facilitate the interpretatiou.
The computed sensitivities of the mid bed zone temperature TMB are presented in table 5. 9.

Sensitivity ofT,.

Input
parameter,

Run7

Run 1

I

I= 0.9 I nom I= 1.1 Inom I =0.9 Inom I

miT

0.015

0.014

0.016

0.015

,.

0.000

0.000

0.002

0.002

Ac

-0.053

..().048

-0.056

-0.051

E

1.148

1.196

l.l61

1.168

-0.084

O.Q75

-0.093

-0.084

0.048

0.044

0.053

0.049

0.060

0.064

0.068

0.062

&

·I'

I. I Inom

Table 5.9. Sensitivity analysis of the mid bed zone temperature, TMB,
for variations of the input parameters, I. mg is the mass flow rate of
the gas, 't the cycle time of the regenerator (upwards & downwards),
the collisional frequency factor, E the activation energy, c the
void fraction, abed the volumetric surface area of the bed and F the
form factor in the heat transfer correlation of Gnielinski [Gnielinski
(1982].
A,;
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If s = 1 for TMB"' 1000 oc (a typical value, see table 5.8), TMB is found to amount to 1100 oc for I =
1. 1·r_ . The results of table 5.9 demonstrate that the mid bed zone temperature mainly depends on the

activation energy E. Parameters affecting convective heat transfer (s, abed and F) have only small
influence on TMB. The activation energy E corresponds to the minimum kinetic energy Ek of the colliding
reaction species C..U.. and 0:! required to reach the so-called metastable complex state [De Lange
(1992)). After a short time the metastable state breaks up again to form the reaction products CO:! and
H20. If E is relatively high, the number of collisions with kinetic energy Ek in excess of E at temperature
Tis relatively low, as is the reaction rate. More unreacted species are then transported to other parts of
the packed bed at higher temperature. A higher concentration of reaction species at higher teruperatures
results in a higher reaction heat release and hence in higher mid bed zone temperatures.

Differences between measured and predicted mid bed zone temperatures vary from +19 oc (run 4) to
-IS °C (run 2), as described in section 5.3.2. The weighed average difference for the 7 measuring
conditions is -3 oc. The conclusion is drawn that a proper value of E has been used to model the
oxidation.
As discussed in section 3.1, temperature gradients in heating and cooling zones have the same absolute
value and are constant during flow in one direction. Measured temperature gradients are derived from
the temperature difference of MPI and MP3, divided by the distance between these measuring points
(0.56 m). In table 5.10 absolute values of measured and computed gradients for run 1 throngh to run 7
are presented.

Run#

Computed

II°C/ml

Measured

II°C/ml

1

1205

1059 ± 170

2

ll42

968± 155

3

1061

902± 145

4

1107

980± 157

5

983

-

'7

982

925 ± 148

1037

-

Table 5.10. Computed and
measured temperature gradients in
the paclred bed Missing values are
due to brolren leads of MP3.
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Errors indicated on the measured gradients are computed according to [Kline (1953)] and are partly due
to the positioning errors of the thermooouples. Computed sensitivities of gradients

~

are presented in

Oz

table 5.11.
Sensitivity of

&.J:.I iJz

Input

Run7

Run 1

parameter,
I

I ~0.9 Inom I= 1.1 Inom I =0.9 Inom I= 1.1 Inom

•v

.0.505

.0.458

.0.575

.0.483

"t

.0.008

.0.011

.0.021

0.004

A.,

0.029

0.022

0.013

0.004

ll

.0.298

.0.065

.0.072

.0.132

ll

._

.0.317

.0.337

.0.518

.0.455

0.700

0.676

0.804

0.790

F

0.888

0.884

1.002

0.999

...

Table 5.11. SensitiVIty analysis of temperature gradients m heatmg
and cooling zones, ~ I
for variations of the input parameters,

oz ,

I. For notation see the caption oftable 5.9.

The sensitivity of temperature gradients is maximum for the parameters affecting convective heat
transfer rates, abed and F. An increase of these parameters results in higher temperature gradients,
whereas an increase of the mass flow rate,

m9 ,

decreases temperature gradients. For spheres, measured

and computed temperature time-evolutions and hence temperature gradients are in agreement, as
discussed in section 5.2. For saddles, computed gradients tend to exceed the measured ones. The average
ratio of computed to measured gradients is 1.14 ± 0.18, as follows from table 5.10. The sensitivity results
oftab1e 5.11 show that the overprediction might be due to too high a value of the volumetric bed surface
area abed or to too high a value of the form factor F. The value of abed has been verified by counting the
number of particles per unit volume of bed and computing the surface area of one saddle. The value
derived in this manner for abect is 205 ± 6 m· 1, which is 10"/o less than the value used in the
computations (227 m· 1), see appendix J. As a result the predicted temperature gradients become 8% less
and about equal to the measured ones, as follows from the sensitivity on
temperature gradients for

abed

abed

and the computed bed

= 227 m· 1. The difference between measured and computed temperature

gradients is hence due to too high a value of abed in the computations rather than to an incorrect value of
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F. The error in.F is therefore probably less than :1:: 10% of its value 2.3 (Gnielinski (1982)). This value
of 2.3 is hence found appropriate for saddles.
Temperature fluctuations in the bed are the result of temperature gradients and the shifting of the
temperature profiles flow direction. The shifting oftemperature profiles happens at velocity Ushift that is
defined as the speed at which a temperature disturbance propagates downstream. An expression for
Ushift is easily derived for regions of the packed bed where no heat sources occur ( q" qP = 0 ). In

=

stable operating conditions the time averaged values of T9 and Tp are equal, as discussed above. Tirue
averaged temperature gradients ofTq and TP are therefore also equal. In addition, gradients are constant
during gas flow in one direction in the heating and cooling zones, making the gradients

urg
oz

and

equal. Elimination of T -T from the governing equations (3.5) and (3.6) and replacing
•

p

O'Ip
Oz

~by
Oz

O'Ip yields [Nijdam (1992)}

oz

ushitt

en;,

OTP
·-+-=0
iJz iJt

(5.3)

with

(1-e)-n
Yp ·cp ·Afr

(5.4)

Note that (5.3) is a wave equation. A similar expression for Ushift was derived by Levee [Levee (1985)].
Values of the ratio of c 9 and ep range from 1.2 at inlet of the bed (typical temperature IS "C) to 0.8 in
the mid bed zone (typical temperature 1000 "C), as follows from the temperature dependence of c 9 and
Cp (see appendix G). Ushift is therefore roughly constant in the bed, since the other parameters in (5.4)
are constant.
Shift velocities are also derived from measured temperatures, in the following manoer. Equation (5.3)
yields
(5.5)
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Since

m;,
and
az

~
az

are similar, values for

<n9

measured values of -

az

m;,
az

in table 5.10. Derivatives
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in the denominator of (5.5) are obtained from the

or
_P

Ot

follow from the time derivative of the governing

equation of the bed, equation (3.6), as

(m ·c

o~ =OT11 +..£._

9

at at at

9•

Az.

h·A

0'1;)

(5.6)

oz

Since h is approximately constant (fiuetnations are less than 8"/o), c 9 is the only time dependent
parameter in the RHS of (5.6). Subsdtution of

by

Ot

~.,-=-'~
OT .( 1 +
-~

ot ot

ac9

-

~

.
mq
h·abed

~

results in
Ot

. oc 9 • 01'9 )
01'9

oz

(5.7)

follows from the temperature dependence for c 9 • For the measuring conditions of all test runs the

second term between the brackets is of order 10·2. The time rates of change of T P and T g are therefore

approximately the same. Measured values of

are computed from measured temperature-time
Ot
recordings, see figure 5.3. Shift velocities are therefore computed with (5.4) using the experimental
value of s, 0.68 (see appendix I). Results are gathered in table 5.12 along with those derived with (5.5).
Run#

Measured
•rmm/sl. from (5.5)

Computed
(mm/sJ. from (5.4)

1

0.86%0.14

0.69

l

0.79%0.13

0.70

3

1.09 ±0.18

0.85

4

1.11±0.18

0.94

5

-

1.07

6

1.26%0.20

1.30

7

.

1.40

Table 5.12. Shift velocities, Ushift• computed from
measured temperature gradients and temperature
evolutions by (5.5) and from the expression (5.4) for
Ushift·
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The average of the computed shift velocities is 15 ± 16% below the measured average. The difference
between both is probably due to a systematic positioning error of the thermocouples MPI and MP3 (used
(Jr

to derive values of _ g ), as discussed above.

oz

The bed temperature amplitude is zero in the mid bed zone and maxinmm in heating and cooling zones,
as shown in figure 5.6. ATP is defined as the bed temperature amplitude. Sensitivities of ArP are

presented in table 5.13.

Sensitivity or An>
Input
parameter,

Run 1

Run7

I

I =0.9

·~~

0.567

0.512

0.486

0.485

'f

1.015

1.()()9

0.980

1.013

A.,

0.031

0.027

0.013

0.009

J:

-0.329

-0.056

-0.015

-0.120

g

Inom

I= 1.1

Inom I

0.9

Inom

I= 1.1

._

1.383

1.999

1.180

1.857

0.704

0.673

0.788

0.800

J!'

0.887

0.874

0.981

1.012

Inom

...
SensitiVIty

Table 5.13.
analys1s of the max1mum bed temperature
amplitude, ATP, for variations of the input parameters, I. For
notation see the caption oftable 5.9.

Gas temperature amplitudes exceed those of the bed, see figure 5.6. The sensitivities of the gas
temperature amplitude for variations of E, abed and F are 0.586, 0.208 and 0.266 respectively (averages
of run I and 7) and less than those of the bed from table 5.13.
Measured gas temperature amplitudes turned out to be approximately 40"/o smaller than the predicted
ones, see section 5.3.2. According to the results for s, the overprediction of amplitudes might be due to
too high a value of the void fraction E or to too high a value of volumetric surface area abed· As
described in appendix J, the experimental value ofE is 2.1 ± 1% higher than the value used in the
computations (65.9"/o) and the proper value of abed is 10 ± 3% tess than that in the computations (227
m" 1). The gas temperature amplitude is reduced by only 1%, however, if these values of E and abed are
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used. The difference between measured and computed amplitudes is therefore probably due to measuring
errors. May be the heat transfer between the thermocouple probe and the bed material is responsible for
the differences since it bas not been taken into account by the correction method of appendix K. This
heat exchange does not affect the values of time-averaged temperatures since the time-averaged amount
of heat exchange between the gas and the thermocouple is zero.
Temperature Ouctuation amplitudes indicate the amount of heat stored in or removed ftom the packing
material during a period of flow in one direction. Therefore, enhancing the amount of heat transfer in a
flow period by increasing m9 , T, abed or F results in an increase of amplitudes, as manifested by the
results for s in table 5.13. Amplitudes similarly increase for decreasing heat storage capacity of the
packed bed due to increasing void fraction and the corresponding lower bulk mass density, PI-!. of the
packed bed: I\..,=S·p9 +(1-s)·pP.

5.4 Measurement and prediction of tbe pressure drop over a packed
bed of torus saddles
In this section, pressure drop predictions are compared with measurements obtained in 7 test rons with a

heated bed and for 7 rons under isothermal conditions. Three semi-empirical pressure drop correlations
are used for the predictions.
In the design process of a regenerator the selection of the process fan is, amongst others, based upon the
predicted valne of the pressure drop over the bed. This pressure drop depends on parameters such as the
dimensions of the bed (height and cross-sectional area), the void fraction, the size and shape of the bed
particles and on temperature. The Oow field in the packed bed is complicated due to the stochastic
structure of the Oow passages [Brauer (1971), Hendriks (1993) and Schllinder (1988)]. This hampered
the development of a single pressure drop correlation that is applicable for a large variety of packing
materials [Brauer (1971) and Hendriks (1993)]. Batchelor [Batchelor (1977)] presented an interesting
derivation of the drag force on a body in an incompressible Oow field with velocity u and mass density
p9 • The ratio of the drag force and the product p9 • U 2 turned out to be a function of the Reynolds number
only, with Re based on u and a characteristic length of the body. This dependence is also observed in the
semi-empirical pressure drop correlations for packed beds of Ergun and Kast [Brauer (1971)) and
Mackowiak [Mackowiak (1991)]. The usefulness of these correlations for the design of regenerators is
now assessed by comparing measured and computed pressure drop values.
All three correlations give the pressure drop over a packed bed with length L, 6.!?, as (Brauer ( 1971) and
Mackowiak (1991)]
(5.8)
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with u denoting the superficial velocily, which follows from the mass flow rate,

m., as

The

Pg·Afr
equivalent diameter, dp,v, of a bed particle with volume Vp and outer surface area Ap, is defined by
(2.15).

Let the Reynolds number, Re, be based on the interstitial gas velocily and the hydraulic diameter of the

flow passages in the bed (see section 2.3):

1 U·dP v
Re=--·--'-

1-e

(5.9)

v9

with v9 denoting the kinematic viscosily of the gas. Coefficient 'I' is the friction factor of the packed bed.
For the packed bed oftorus saddles the empirical correlations for 'I' are
Ergun [Brauer (1971)]:

(5.10)

Kast [Brauer (1971)]:

(5.11)

Mackowiak [Mackowiak (1991)): '1'=15. 5· Re- 0 ' 255

'1'=3. 8·Re-o.on

for Re < 2100
forRe > 2100

(5.12)

Equation (5.8) is in our computations only applied to small slices of packed bed, as shown in figure 3.4,
where the thermophysical properties p9 and viscosily v9 are constant. The pressure drop over the entire
bed follows by summation of the drops over the separate slices.
The main process parameters of the test runs with a heated bed are presented in table 5.2. Table 5.3
shows the temperatures measured in the bed during the pressure drop measurements. Experimental and
computed pressure drops are gathered in table 5.14.
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Computed,
Mackowiak
1012

z

573 ± 18

651

756

1037

3

1032:1:3

899

1036

1413

4

ll8S :1: 10

1086

1245

1695

5

1300± 3

1357

1543

2086

7

2644:1:12

2340

2616

3477
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Table 5.14. Measured and computed pressure drops for corresponding
test runs oftable 5.2. The measurement ofrun 6 was incorrect.

Errors indicated are computed according to [Kline (1953)]. The Re-number ranges from 300 (mid bed

zone, run l) to 1600 (bed surface, run 7).
For the isothermal runs the entire bed is at a temperature of IS ± l °C. Ambient air is transported to the
bed at seven different flow rates. The air temperature at the inlet is 15 ± l°C. Experimental and

computed pressure drops are presented in table 5.15.

m.

Measured
lkgls)
I (:!: 0.05 kJ!/s) [Pa)
187±3
1.17

Computed,
Ergun [Pal

Computed,
Kast [Pa)

Computed,
Mackowiak [Pa)

184

203

264

1.43

302±3

271

293

375

1.71

440±3

385

410

516

1.92

591 ± 3

481

507

630

2.23

769± 3

645

670

820

2.44

966±3

767

791

960

z.n

1139±3

952

973

ll66

Table 5.15. Measured and computed pressure drops over the Isothermal bed
at a temperature of I 5 ± 1 °C. 9 is the mass flow rate ofthe gas.

m

The Re-number ranges from 800 for

m = 1.17 kgls to 1900 for m
9

9

2. 72 kgls.
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The pressure drops predicted by the correlations of Ergun, Kast and Mackowiak differ less than 15%
from the experimen1al ones. The same accuracy is obtained in the heated bed with the correlations of
Ergun and Kast. Mackowiak, however, overpredicts the pressure drop over the heated bed by more than
50%, particularly for the lowest flow rates of run I and 2, see table 5.14. For these conditions typical
Re-numbers in the mid bed zone are 300. The pressure drop measurements used by Mackowiak to
correlate the friction factor, equation (5.12), were for Re-numbers in the range from 600 to 10,000
[Mackowiak (1991)). The overprediction of the pressure drop is therefore probably due to the
extrapolation of (5.12) to Re-numbers less than 600. The correlation of Mackowiak is not useful for
predicting the pressure drop over high temperature packed beds, since in the mid bed zone Re may often
be too low because of relatively high viscosities.
The measurements are in agreement with the predictions using the Ergun and Kast correlations, as is
now demonstrated. Brauer [Brauer (1971)) investigated the sensitivity of pressure gradients, AP/L,
predicted by the Ergun correlation for variations of the void fractions. Let p(&) and p(AP/L) denote the

relative error in s and API L respectively. Braner derived for the limiting cases of low and high Reynolds
numbers the following relationships:
3-s
-AP) =p(s)·-

for Re-tO

(5.13)

AP)
3-2·&
P
( - =p(s)·--

for Re-too

(5.14)

{

L

L

1-s

1-s

lf p(s) is 3% and sis 70%, values pertaining to our measurements (see appendix J), the relative accuracy
of the pressure drop calculation is± 16% for Re-+ 0 and ± 23% for Re-+ oo . For intermediate values of
Re an accuracy of ca. 20% is expected. The differences between the experimen1al results and the
predictions are well within the accuracy range.

S.S Conclusions
Breakthrough temperature-time curves measured by Handley [Handley (l%8, 1969)] in packed beds of
lead and glass spheres have been compared with predictions of the MAT model described in chapter 3,
using the correlation of Gnielinski [Gnielinski (1982)] for the prediction of convective heat transfer
coefficients and the correction method of Jeschar [Jeschar (1990)] for internal particle conduction. The
comparison shows that computed heat transfer rates are fairly accurate. This method of convective heat
transfer computation, essential in the MAT model, is therefore seen to yield realistic results.
Experiments have been performed and analyzed in an especially designed. large-scale packed bed of
toms saddles. The dimensions of the bed (1.6 m diameter and 2.85 m height) and a proper thermal
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insulation reduces the influence of the wall to a negligible level. The one-dimensional MAT model
could therefore be used to predict temperatures and concentrations in the bed.
A sensitivity analysis with the model revealed that the mid bed zone temperatures mainly depend on the
activation energy E. The average difference for all measuring conditions of measured and computed mid
bed zone temperatures is -3 °C. The conclusion is drawn that a proper value of E (217990 J/mol) has
been used to model the oxidation of natural gas.

Because of the flow reversal the temperatures in the top and in the bottom parts of the bed are
periodically fluctuating with some amplitude, AT, around a mean value. Measured values of ~ are
approximately 40% smaller than the predicted ones. The same discrepancy is found with the E.S. model,
described in appendix H. This discrepancy can not be explained bY incorrect values of the void fraction
and the volumetric bed surface area, abed• and is more likely due to a measuring error, probably bY the
exchange of heat between the thermocouple and the bed material. This heat exchange does not affect the
value of the time-averaged temperatures.
Computed temperature gradients bY the MAT model and bY the E.S. model are in agreement but tend to
exceed the measured ones. The average ratio of computed to measured gradients is 1.14 :1:: 0.18. A
sensitivity analysis with the MAT model showed that in principle this overprediction could be due to too
high a value of abed or to too high a value of the form factor F for saddles, taken to be 2.3 as in the heat
transfer correlation of Gnielinski [Gnielinski (1982)). A new experimental value of abed has been
determined bY counting the number of particles per unit volume of bed and computing the surface area
of one saddle. The subsequent value of abed is 10% less than the value used in the computations (227
m-') that was based on data from the supplier (VFF, Germany). With this new value of abed. the
predicted temperature gradients become SOA. less and about equal to the measured ones. The difference
between measured and computed temperature gradients is hence probably due to too high a value of abed
in the computations.
The error in the value 2.3 of the form factor F is assessed being less than 0.2.
The usefulness of the correlations of Ergun [Brauer (1971)), Kast [Brauer (1971)] and Mackowiak
[Mackowiak (1991)) for the prediction of the pressure drop over a saddle bed has been evaluated bY
comparing predicted pressure drops with measurements. The measurements have been performed in an
isothermal cold bed of 15 °C and in a heated bed during actual operation. The pressure drops predicted
bY the correlations of Ergun, Kast and Mackowiak differ less than 15% from the measurements.
Mackowiak's correlation, however, overpredicts the pressure drop over the hot bed bY more than 50%.
This correlation is therefore not applicable for predicting the pressure drop over high temperature
packed beds.

Brauer showed that the pressure drops predicted by the Ergun correlation are sensitive for variations of
the void fractions. An increase of the void fraction from 70".4 (a typical value) to 73o/o reduces the
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predicted pressure drop by about 20o/o. The differences between experimental results and predictions
with the Ergun equation for Re ranging from 300 to 1900 are well within this range.

Chapter 6
An investigation of additional applications of packed

bed regenerators
6.1 Introduction
As shown in section 4.3.2, packed bed regenerators are an effective end-of-pipe measure for the removal
of volatile organic compounds from air. The industrial emission of NOx is another important air
pollution problem, see section 1.1. A 70".4 reduction of NO,.-concentrations in the combustion gases of
an industrial boiler was achieved by injecting NH3 in the combuslion chamber (J0dal (1992) and Lyon
(1977)]. The N<>x was reduced to N2 by selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) at a temperature of950
°C. Temperatures in the mid bed zone of the test rig are of approximately the same level, see section
5.3.1.
In this chapter, the applicabilily of the regenerator for the control of NO,.-emissions is investigated by
injecting of NO and NHJ at the inlet of the bed and measuring concentrations ofNOx at the outlet.
Contaminants with a high boiling point may condense in the colder bed parts near the bed entrances, as
discussed in section 4.3.2. Some of these condensed contaminants evaporate and are blown ont of the
bed wben temperatures increase after a flow reversal. Those that stay behind canse fouling of the bed. A
means to clean the bed is presented in this chapter. This method enables the nse of packed bed
regenerators for cleaning air discharges that contain high-boiling hydrocarbons.

6.2 A cleaning procedure for fouled packed beds
An effective means to remove the residuals and to prevent choking of the bed is the temporary addition
of an extra amount of natural gas to the gas mixture entering the bed. As a result the mid bed zone
expands, the lengths of the heating and cooling zones decrease and the temperatures at the top and
bottom of the bed increase.

This profile expansion is explained as follows. As discussed in section 5.3.3 the temperature of the mid
bed zone mainly depends on the chemistry of the hydrocarbons and therefore is hardly affected by the
extra amount of natural gas. Reaction heat is released in the bed directly upstream of the mid bed zone,
as explained in section 3.1. An increase of the heat release rate by the extra natural gas therefore widens
the mid bed zone without affecting its temperature. As the mid bed zone expands, the lengths of the
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heating and cooling zones reduce. Temperature gradiencs in the heating and cooling zones merely
depend on panuneters that determine the thermal performance of the bed, see appendix L, and therefore
remain the same as the concentration of natural gas is increased. As a result the temperatures in the
heating and cooling zones increase, the extent of which is controlled by the extra amount of natural gas.
In this manner temperatures in the colder bed parts can artificially be increased to a level which suffices
for the evaporation of the residuals. The addition of an extra amount of natural gas of approximately 2
g/kg has proven to be sufficient for the removal of bituminous residuals as well as for organic dust. The
cleaning of the bed takes about one day. The time interval between two cleaning procedures depends on
the amount of high boiling contaminants or dust and on their behaviour in the bed.
A drawback of the method is that the desorbed residuals are emitted to the atmosphere. This temporary
discharge of contaminants can however considerably be rednced by re-routing 90".4. of the air leaving the
regenerator back to the inlet and mixing it with 10% fresh air, which provides the necessary oxygen for
the oxidation. The flow to the stack is then rednced by 90".4., as is the amount of emitted residuals. The
method necessitates the installation of an extra duct from the outlet to the inlet of the bed and extra
valves for controlling the flows of fresh air and rerouted gas. The relatively hot rerouted gas from the
outlet heacs the cold inlet in a short time, so that the cleaning of the bed is carried out in about three
hours only. This cleaning method however requires more skill of the operator than the method described
above.

6.3 Applicability of non-catalytic packed bed regenerators for NOs
removal
As shown in section 4.3.2, packed bed regenerators are an effective end-of·pipe measure to overcome air
pollution by industrial emissions of hydrocarllons. The usefulness of packed bed regenerators for the
control of nitrogen-oxide (NOJ emissions by the selective non-catalytic reduction of NO. to harmless N2
is investigated in this section.
Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) of NO to N2 is based on a homogeneous gas phase reaction
between NO, NH3 and ~. The NH3 reacts with the NO producing N2 and HP as described by the
overall reaction equation
(A)

Some NH3 oxidizes directly to N2 following
(B)
The reduction of NO, reaction (A), competes with the oxidation ofNH3 to NO following
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(C)

Within the temperature window of 950 to 1000 °C reaction (A) is dominant as compared to reaction (C)
[Jedal (1992), Lyon (1977)] and only small amounts of NO are left over by the SNCR-process. lf the

reaction temperature is increased beyond, the amount of NO left over increases due to reaction (C)
becoming increasingly important. lfthe temperature is decreased below, the NH3 and the NO tend not to

react. The actual temperature window shifts to lower temperatures if reducing agents· such as hydrogen
or methane are added to the gas mixture [Lyon (1977)].
After entering the packed bed, the temperature of the gas mixture is increased within approximately 0.1
s from the inlet temperature to the mid bed zone temperature, typically 1000 °C. It remains for
approximately 0.2 s at this temperature level and is cooled afterwards within 0.1 s to nearly the inlet
temperature. Whether this temperature history is beneficial for the SNCR process is investigated by
adding amounts of gaseous NH3 and NO to the gas flow to the test rig. Additionally the gas is
contaminated with hydrocarbons. The composition of the gas mixture before the injection of the NH3

and NO is presented in table 6.1.

Component

C,H1

Mass fraction
737 ± 22 mglkg

col
co
H20
o2

0.219 ± 0.004 kg/kg

NO,

4.8 ± 0.1 mglkg

13.9 ± 1.5 mglkg
180 ± 20 mglkg
11.8 ± 0.4 glkg

..

Table 6.1. Compasttwn of the
contaminated gas mixture before
injection ofNHJ and NO.

The mass fraction of NOx is derived from the measured NOx-concentration, YNox, using the molar mass
of NO, MNo (0.030 kg/mol) as
(6.1)

The NH3 and NO have been injected at the suction side of the process fan, in order to guarantee a proper
mixing with the contaminated gas before entering the packed bed. The amounts NH3 and NO injected at
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the inlet are measured with rotameters, see section 4.2.5. These mass fractions ofNH3 and NO and that
of NO,. measured in the contaminated gas mixture and at the outlet of the regenerator are presented in
table6.2.

Inlet

•. lk&/s)
(± 0.05 kgfs)

Outlet

XN113

X No

XNO

[mglkg]

[mglkg]

[mglkg)

RNO

1-J

0

4.8±0.1

19.3 ±0.4

1.90

6.1 ± 0.2

64.1±2

76.0 ± 1.5

1.02 ± O.oJ

2.34

8.4±0.2

51.8 ±I

63.6 ± 1.3

0.95 ±0.02

2.34

20.0±0.4

57.8± I

87.2±1.7

0.94±0.02

2.34

4.0±0.1

Table 6.2. Mass fractions, x, ofNH3 and NO ot the inlet and at
the outlet ofthe regenerator. m. Is the mas.sjlow rate of the gas.
RNO is defined by (6.2). The mid bed zone temperature is 940 OC
for all measurements.

Measured mass fractions of NO, at the outlet are compared to their theoretical maximum. This
maximum, x;:, is attained if all NH3 would be converted to NO following reaction (C) and if the
injected NO remained unreacted. The ratio RNO is defined by

RNO defXNOx

I

outlet

x::

(6.2)

and is I at maximum. Results for RNO are presented in table 6.2.
For the first measurement, RNO is 4.0 ± O.I which exceeds the theoretical maximum. This is probably
due to the formation of NO, at the oxidation of the hydrocarbons that contain chemically bounded
nitrogen. If the concentration of NH3 at the inlet is increased compared to that of NO, values for RNO
decrease slightly and become less than I, see table 6.2. The mass fraction of NO. at the outlet, however,
increases for increasing concentrations of NO and NH3 at the inlet. The values of RNO remain close to I
indicating that the NO removal by reaction (A) is poor.

Mass fractions of CO have been measured at the inlet and at the outlet of the test rig. The mass fraction
at the inlet was 180 ± 20 mglkg, see table 6.1, and that at the outlet 8.7 ± 1.0 mglkg. Hence 95% of the
CO has been oxidized to CO:!. This is contrary to the findings of Lyon [Lyon (1977)], who stated that
NH3 inhibits the oxidation of CO. The oxidation of CO in the packed bed is probably due to the
concentration of oxygen being three orders of magnitude larger than that of CO, see table 6.I, whereas
in the combustion chamber of the test boiler of Lyon this excess of oxygen was probably less.

An investigation ofadditional applications ofpacked bed regenerators

During the measurements the mid bed zone temperature was 940 °C. This temperature merely depends
on the chemistry of the hydrocalbons in the contaminated gas, see section 5.3.3, and therefore can
hardly be changed. Due to the presence of reducing hydrocalbons the mid bed zone temperature of 940
°C is probably too high for the SNCR-process [Lyon (1977)]. The NO formation following reaction (C)
therefore takes place. Since reaction temperatures can hardly be moderated to valnes below 940 oc
where reaction (A) is important as compared to reaction (C), the usefulness of packed bed regenerators
for the control of NOx emissions is doubtful.

6.4 Conclusions
The addition of an extra amount of natural gas of approximately 2 glkg has been proven to be sufficient

for the removal of bituminous residuals as well as for organic dust. The cleaning of the bed lakes about
one day. The time interval between two cleaning procedures depends amongst other things on the
concentration of high boiling contaminants or dust and on their behaviour in the bed.
The applicability of the regenerator for the control of NO.-emissions by the Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR) of NO to N2 has been investigated by injecting of NO and NH3 at the inlet of the bed
and measuring concentrations of NO. at the outlet. The gas was additionally contaminated with
hydrocalbons. The NOx-removal was however poor. The presence of reducing hydrocalbons tends to
lower the optimmn temperature of the SNCR-process to values well below 950 °C [Lyon (1977)]. The
mid bed zone temperature of 940 oc during the measurements was therefore probably too high for the
SNCR-process. This temperature merely depends on the chemical kinetics of the contaminants, see
section 4.3.4, and can hardly be reduced to valnes appropriate for the reduction of NO•. The usefulness
ofnon-<:atalytic packed bed regenerators for this purpose is therefore doubtful.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and recommendations
Various aspects concerning the design and performance of packed bed regenerators have been discussed
in this thesis. The conclusions drawn at the end of each chapter are re-ordered and summarized below.
Recommendations for future research are made.

7.1 Conclusions
The conclusions of this study are divided into four groups: Those concerning the prediction of heat

transfer rates and temperature profiles in packed beds, those about the measured and predicted pressure
drop values, design related conclusions and conclusions related to the applicability of the regenerator for
NO. removal.
Heat tnmsport in packed beds

The convective heat transfer coefficient is an essential parameter in two-phase models for the prediction
of temperature profiles in packed beds. This heat transfer coefficient is seen to be the result of local heat
transfer phenomena at the particle surfaces and of flow phenomena in the interstices such as downwash
zones, separated zones and flow oscillations. As a result, the thermal performance of packed beds
depends strongly on the shape of the bed particles and on the flow conditions at the particle surfaces. In
heat transfer correlations from the literature, the hydranlic diameter of the flow passages and the
interstitial gas velocity are nsually employed to characterize transport processes in packed beds. These
parameters, however, do not take into account all effects of particle shape and flow characteristics on
heat transfer. Gnielinski [Gnielinski (1982)) defined a so-called form factor, F, that explicitly accounts
for these effects, although all lumped together.
A new, one dimensional model for the prediction of temperature profiles in packed bed is presented.
Analytical solutions for the temperatures of gas and bed in small slices are derived using Laplace
transformations. This so-called MAT model explicitly accounts for large temperature gradients in the
slices, transient gas temperatures at the inlet of the slices and heat sources in gas and solid phase. Heat
release by the exothermic oxidation of VOCs is attributed to the source term in the transport equation for
the gas.
The convective heat transfer coefficient, an essential parameter in the model, is computed with the heat
transfer correlation of Gnielinski [Gnielinski (1982)] and is corrected for effects of conduction inside
particles with the method of Jeschar (Jeschar (1990)).
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The solutions of the MAT model are validated. for example, by comparison of predictions with those of

the Schumann model [Schmidt (1981)]. In addition, the solulions of the MAT model are compared with
predictions of two numerical models that use finite difference schemes. Predicted temperatules of these
models are in agreement with each other and with those of the MAT model.

Predicted heat transfer coetTicients are validated by comparing breakthrough temperatme-time curves
measured by HandJey [Handley (1968, 1969)] in packed beds of lead and glass spheres with predictions
of the MAT model. For these beds, the method of heat transfer computation is seen to yield realistic
results.
The MAT model and predicted heat transfer coefficients in saddle beds are checked with experiments in

an especially designed test rig. TemperatuJes are measured in a fuU-scale packed bed (1.6 m diameter
and 2.85 m height) of torus saddles and are compared with model predictions.
The average ratio of computed and measured temperatme gradients at the top and bottom of the bed is
1.14 ± 0.18. This overprediction is probably due to the value used in the computations for the volmnetric
surface area of the saddle bed, abed, (227 m'1) which turned out to be 10"/o too high. With the correct
value of abed the predicted temperature gradients become s<-lo less and about equal to the measured ones.
The value of the form factor F for saddles in the heat transfer correlation of Gnielinski is 2.3 :1: 0.2.
The mid bed zone temperature mainly depends on the activation energy E that is used to predict reaction

rates with the Arrhenius equation. The agreement found between measured and predicted mid bed zone
temperatuJes indicates that a proper value of E (217990 J/mol) is used to model the oxidation of natural
gas.
Flow resistance of packed beds

For given mass flow rate, the flow resistance of a packed beds determines the energy consumption of the
process fan. Whether the correlations of Ergun [Brauer (1971)], Kast [Brauer (1971)] and Mackowiak
[Mackowiak (1991)] are useful for predicting the pressure drop is verified by experiments in the test rig.
Measurements have been performed in an isothermal cold bed of IS °C and in a heated bed during
operation of the test rig. Predicted pressure drop values by the correlations ofErgun [Brauer (1971)] and
Kast [Brauer (1971)] differ less than IS% from the measurements for all measuring conditions with Re
ranging from 300 to 1900. The correlation of Mackowiak [Mackowiak (1991)], however, overpredicts
the pressure drop over the heated bed by more than SOo/o. This correlation is therefore not applicable for
predicting the pressure drop over heated saddle beds.
An accuracy of pressure drop predictions better than IS% is difficult to achieve due to the high
sensitivity of predicted values for variations of the void fraction & [Brauer ( 1971 )}: An increase of & from
70"/o (pertaining to our measurements) to 73% reduces the predicted pressure drop by abont 20"/o.

Conclusions and recommendations
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The applicability of the packed bed regenerator for the control of NO,.-entissions by selective noncatalytic reduction (SNCR) of NO to N2 is investigated. Mixtures of NO and NH3 are injected at the inlet
of the regenerator and NO,-concentrations at the outlet are measured. The gas flow to the regenerator is
additionally contanlinated with hydrocarbons. The NOx-removal turns out to be poor although the mid
bed zone temperature of 940 oc is close to the theoretical optimum temperature for the SNCR process of
950 °C [Jedal (1992), Lyon (1977)). This discrepancy is probably due to the presence of reducing
hydrocarbons in the gas which tends to lower the optimum temperature for the SNCR process to values
well below 950 °C (Lyon (1977)). The mid bed zone temperature mainly depends on the activation
energy E of the contanlinants, see above, and can therefore hardly be changed to values appropriate for
the SNCR process. The usefulness of non-catalytic packed bed regenerators for NO,.-control is therefore
doubtful.

Design and performance of paeked lied regeneraton

New design features of the improved regenerator are the thermal insulation of the bed by blocks of
ceramic material, leak-tight two-way valves and a system for heating-up of the packed bed by means of
combustion gases from a burner.
Measured temperature histories and the natural gas consumption during warm-up and stand-by of the
test rig are described. The energy cost for a typical stand-by period of 8 hours is for the test rig
approximately 11 DFl (Dutch industrial price for natural gas in 1995: 0.25 DFI!m\
After each flow reversal, regenerators exhaust a certain volume of gas, the so-called puff, that did not
pass the high temperature mid bed zone and was therefore not decontanlinated. A method for the
prevention of these puffs is presented. This method reduces the amount of exhausted residuals by 50".4.
The cleaning efficiency of the regenerator with puff-cleaning is 98.1 %.
An effective means for the cleaning of fouled packed beds is the temporary addition of an extra amount
of natural gas to the gas mixture entering the bed. As a result, temperatures in the colder bed parts
increase and the residuals evaporate.

7.2 Recommendations
Verification of the value 2.3 of the form factor F for saddles by dedicated experiments is recommended.
These experiments could be performed on laboratory scale, for example by measuring breakthrough
temperature-time curves in saddle beds in a similar fashion as done by Handley [Handley (1968, 1969))
in beds of lead and glass spheres.
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There is a clear need for more insight in the influence of particle geometry on heat transfer. A first
approach could be the determination of the maximum and minimum hydraulical pore diameter for
various particle shapes and the re-interpretation of beat transfer data in view of these cbaracteristics.
Tbe MAT model predicts concentration profiles of hydrocarbons by computing their reaction rates with
the Arrhenius equation. Reaction rates are proportional to the value of the Arrhenius term, Ac. see
(3.10). The verification of this chemical parameter fell beyond tbe scope of the present study, but can be
checked by measuring hydrocarbon concentrations in cooled gas samples that are extracted from the bed
at various axial positions.
The measured NOx removal was poor, probably due to tbe presence of reducing hydrocarbons. There are,
however, other parameters that could be tbe cause which have not been studied yet in view of time. For
example, the influence of tbe residence lime of the NO-NH3 mixture in the mid bed zone on NOx
removal could be examined by variations of tbe mass flow rate and by measuring concentrations of NO
and NH3 at various axial positions inside tbe bed.

Appendices

Appendix A
Derivation of the volume averaged transport equations
Equations for the volume averaged gas and solid temperatures are derived in a similar fashion as done
by Levee [Levee (1985)], but in this appendix terms are included that account for heat release in the gas

aud solid phase.

For a point in the gas phase with temperature T9 aud velocity

09

the enthalpy transport equation reads

(A.l)

with the term

6.

representing heat release in the gas phase per unit of gas volume (Wim\ In a similar

fashion, with index s, the energy equation for a point in the solid phase with temperature Tp is
formulated

-(
- ) +Q
n ·c ·0~
- = V
· A. p
•VT
"'pot
"
p

(A.2)

A unit volume of packed bed is considered, which consists of the volumes V 9 aud v., of gas aud solid
phase respectively. The gas phase consists for a (time-dependent) portion of a core flow zone, Vt., with
temperature T9 = T., and for the remaining part of the separated zone, Vs., with temperature ~ = T,z .
The boundary conditions at the part of the solid surface in contact with the core flow zone, Atz, are:
(A.3)

(A.4)

with ii9 , denoting the unit vector perpendicular to the gas-solid interface, directed from the gas to the
solid phase. In a similar fashion, with the index 'fz' replaced by 'sz' the boundary condition for the
part of the solid surface in contact with the separated zone, A.., is formulated as
(A.S)
~="I;,z

onAsz

(A.6)
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The boundary conditions at the free boundary between the core flow zone and the separated zone, Ate,
with normal vector fi 99 directed from Vsz to Vtz read:
(A.7)
(A.8)

The volume averaged temperatures of the solid phase <Tp>•, core flow zone <Ttz>tz and separated zone

<T n>" 2 are defined by

J~·dV

1

def

<~>" = -

v.

(A.9)

v.
(A.lO)

(A.ll)

and volume averaged heat release rates in solid phase <Op > 5 , core flow zone <Q9 >!z and separated

zone <Q9 >.. by:

<Q p >"

def

1
v·

JQ ·dV
p

(A.l2)
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the separated zone, <U9 >
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follow from
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V~r;

In a similar fashion the volume averaged interstitial velocities in the core flow zone,
52

(A.l3)

g

def

I_U ·dV
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1

J

Vsz vft

9

i\·dV

(A.l5)

(A.l6)
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At Reynolds numbers between 150 and 300 [Lafiti (1989), Mattos (1985)] the separated zone starts to
oscillate and above Re 300 the interstitial flow is highly chaotic. The averaging volumes Vtz and Vsz
and surfaces Atz. Asz and Atb are therefore time dependent which hampers solving the set of equations
(A. I) through (A.l6). The problem is therefore simplified by no longer distincting between the core flow
zone and the separated zone. This implies that volume averages of the core flow zone become equal to
those of the gas phase and volume averages of the separated zone are no longer defined, since v = 0 .
ft

The new set of equations follows directly from (A.3) through (A.l6) and is therefore not presented here.

Temperatures at a point in the gas and solid phase are expressed by the sum of their respective volume
averages and the spatial deviations, i'. and i'.

~=<~>s+Tp

(A.l7)

11
'l'=<T>
+TII
'"'1
II

(A. IS)

In a similar fashion the local heat release rates are split up into
~

Qp=<Qp>.+Qp

(A.l9)
(A.20)

and the interstitial gas velocity
(A.21)

By definition, averages of the deviations within their respective volumes are zero.
Equation (A. I) is integrated over the gas volume V 9 and equation (A.2) over the solid volume V 5 • After
rewriting the result is expressed as

(A.22)

for the gas phase and
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(A.23)

for the solid pbase.
Subtraction of equation (A.22) from (AI) and (A.23) from (A.2) results in equations for the spatial
deviations in gas and solid phase respectively. Let these spatial deviations be proportional to gradients of
the volume averaged temperatures and to the diJference of the average phase temperatures (see [Levee
(1985)]):

T9 = ~·V<Tg> 9 +g 9 .-V<~>"+h9 ·(<Tp>·-<~> 9 )

(A.24)

~ =~ ·V<T9 >9 +gp ·V<~>" +hp ·(<~>"-<T9 >9 )

(A25)

The functions ~ , 91 and h 1 of the gas phase are coupled with those of the solid phase, by the
boundary conditions on the gas solid interface, Aq. and (A22) and (A.23). The method of deriving these
dependencies was presented by Levee [Levee (1985)] and is therefore not repeated here. Nevertheless, it

is noted that the accounting for heat release in (A. I) and (A.2) results in extra coupling terms in the
functions ~, 91 and h 1 of both phases.
Using (A.22) through (A25) results in the following volume averaged transport equation for the gas

pbase:

(A.26)

and for the solid pbase:

o<T >"

0

~

_

-

_

-

+U.9 ·V<T9 > 9 +U,,·V<~>"=

1
=D39 ·V <Tg > +Dss ·V <'T'-p >"+Hs ·(<'T'""g > -<'T'-p >")+--·<Q p >"
pp ·CP
2

2

9

(A.27)

9

The volume averaged temperatures of gas and solid phase in (A.26) and (A.27) are seen to be related by
the convective coupling terms,

u,·V<T >'
l.

\

, dispersion terms, D.l.) • V' < T1 >' and transfer terms,

Appendices

H, ·(<Tl>'-<T, >'),with i and j each indicating a different phase. Functions

u,, and

D,1 in (A.26)

and (A.27) read

(A.28)

2·--L---.
V

pg •Cg'

I h ·n

g A..

9

1

gs

·dA+-·J
V
9

u
·h ·dV+
9

g

V

9

(A.29)

(A.30)

(A.31)

(A.32)

(A.33)

·dA

(A.34)

(A.3S)

The coupling terms Hi read

(A.36)
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In practice, the values of these coopling terms are not known due to lack of experimental data and due to
the complexity of transport agencies in packed beds [Dixon (1986)]. If enthalpy transport by forced
convection is dominant, the physics of the transport processes in the bed can described by a single
coupling term: the lumped convective heat transfer coefficient (Handley (1969)). The coupling terms are
therefore

simplified

D.. =D.. =D.. :D.. =0.

to

u.. = <U• >• , u.. = u.. = u_= o

and

if dispersion

is

neglected:

This implies that all interactions of gas and solid temperature distributions are

accounted for by the functions H9 and Hp.
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Appendix B
Calculation of heat transfer coefficients
Convective heat transfer coefficienls in packed beds of saddles are usually predicted by correlations of
Nu versus Re and Pr such as those of Whitaker [Whitaker (1972)] and Gnielinski [Gnielinski (1982)].
That of Gnielinski is described in this appendix, along with the correction method of Jescbar (Jescbar
(1990)] to accommodate condnction inside bed particles.
The chamcteristic length scale Ltr in the Nusselt number Nu, see (2.10), is based on the surface
equivalent diameter dp,A as follows from (2.14). Nu is computed ftom the Nusselt number of a single
particle, NUsoh by multiplication ofNUsol with a so-called form factor, F [Gnielinski (1982)]

Nu=F·NU801

(B. I)

The value ofF depends on the shape of the packing materiaL Values for spheres, cylinders, raschig rings
and saddles were derived by Gnielinski by fitting predicted Nu-values to experimental resulls of others.
For saddles a value for F of 2.3 was derived using the experimental results of Taeker [Taeker (1949)]
and Shulman [Shulman (1955)). The influence of a variation of F by :1: I 0".4 on temperature predictions
is examined in section 5.3.3.

Nusal follows ftom:
(B.2)

with

Nulam =0.664·\IPr·.JRe

(B.3)

and

0. 037·Re 0 " 8 ·Pr

(B.4)
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The Reynolds number, Re, in (B.3) and (B.4) is defined by (2.18) and based on the interstitial gas
A.
velocity 1,
The convective heat transfer coefficient, h, is computed from h=Nu·-· , with
&·p. ·A.,
dp,A

Nu derived from the set of equations (B.l) through (B.4).
If conductivity of the packing material is poor, overall heat transfer rates are reduced. The resulting

apparently lower convective heat transfer coefficients [Handley (1969), Jeschar (1990)] are computed
with the correction method of Jeschar by replacing

1
5
1
-+--h 2·1C·A.p

(B.S)

for h, with A.p denoting the conductivity of the packing material and s the characteristic thickness of the
packing for conductive heat transport. For spheres s is the diameter [Jeschar (1990)]. For saddles s is
taken to be the average material thickness. The material thickness is 3 mm for the 25 mm saddles and is
4.5 mm for the 38 mm saddles. The parameter K denotes a stH:alled transient factor, which accounts for
the difference between the surface temperature of the particles and their volume averaged temperatures.
Values forK were computed for particles in a gas stream with a temperature that varied linearly with
time [Jeschar (1990)]. The result forK was 5 for spheres, 4 for cylinders and 3 for plates. Since the radii
describing the curved form of the saddles are large in comparison with the material thickness, see
appendix J, the value of 3 is adopted in the heat transfer calculations for saddles.

1

In [Gnielinslci (1982)] a subscript & below Re in the expression for NU1em was erroneously omitted.
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Appendix C
Free convection during a flow reversal
At the end of each flow period the air flow direction is reversed by switching two two-way valves.
During the switch time of these valves a closed circuit exists between the hot air in the packed bed and

the relatively cold air in the valves and ducts. Mass density differences canse some free convection of the
hot air from the packed bed upwards through the regenerator valves, see figure C. I, the amount of which
is estimated in this appendix.

g
Mid bed zone

t

Packed bed

Free convection flow
Figure C.l. Free convection ofair from the packed bed through the valve during valve switching.
Dne to the free convection the time-averaged position of the temperature profiles in the packed bed
moves slightly upwards, which results in an increase of the time-averaged temperatures in the upper bed
part by an amount oT avg with respect to the situation where free convection would be absent. Similarly,
in the lower bed part a temperature decrease is encountered. Let

.:n.l
ot

denote the rate of change of the
fc

measured temperatures in the upper and lower bed part dne to free convection. The temperature change
OTavq is estimated from
(C. I)

104
with lhsw denoting the small 'dead' time interval of the effective flow reversal (0.5 s), corresponding to
&r
the switch time of the valves1• Connecting - • with gradient
in a similar fashion as done in
Ot
Oz

section 5.3.3, see (5.3), equation (C.l)is rewritten to

Here u shift, tc denotes the shift velocity due to free convection. The driving force for free convection is a
pressure ditferen<:e across the bed, AP fc• caused by mass density differences of the air in the packed bed,
pg,bed• and in the duct, pq,duct :
(C.3)

with T 9 ,bed and Tg,duct denoting the temperature of the gas in the packed bed and duct respectively, g
the acceleration of gravity and L the bed height (2.85 m). For a mid bed zone at 1000 °C of 0.85 m
thickness, for temperatures varying linearly from 1000 °C in the center to 20 °C at the bed surface and
for an air temperature of 20 °C in valves and ducts the result for APtc is 20 Pa. This is approximately
2% of the pressure drop over the packed bed during a flow period (typically 1 kPa). The mass flow rate
of air through the packed bed by free convection and hence the shift velocity Ushift,tc are therefore
much smaller than during a flow period. Substitution of the typical valne of I mm/s for the shift velocity
Ushift during a flow period (see table 5.12) for Ushitt,fc in (C.2) consequently results in an over·
prediction of 8Tavq• Hence
l)Tavg

< -3'tsw · Ushift·~
&r

(C.4)

For a typical value of 1000 °C/m for - • , the absolute value of 8T.v11 is less than 0.5 K. The influence
Oz
of free convection on measured temperature profiles is therefore negligible.

1

Extra 'throughshoot' of air due to inertia is negligible.
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Appendix D
Solutions for the case Tg = Tp at z = 0 and t = 0
If the inlet temperature of the gas at t = 0, ao in (3.7), equals the initial bed temperature at z =0, bo in
(3.8), the dimensionless temperatures T• and T•• coefficients k and 1 and the dimensionless heat
sources

4_

and ~. are no longer defined because of denominators becoming zero in (3.14), (3.16) and

(3.17). In this case solutions for the gas and bed temperatures have to be derived directly from the

dimensionful energy equations (3.5) and (3.6).

By defining

Js =h·A

(D.l)

Is =(1-e)·P, ·cP·Afr · Az

(0.2)
(0.3)

with all ki constant, equations (3.5) and (3.6) are rewritten to

k · OT9 =kl "
·('1' "' p-Tq )+q·g

(0.4)

a~
k zat
·-=kl ·(T
-'l')+q' p
q"'"p

(0.5)

3oz

with boundary conditions

z =0:

~=a0 +a 1 ·t

(0.6)
(0.7)

Laplace transformation of (0.4) and (0.5) yields the following expressions
11
k ·oL
-=
k1 ·( L -L
3

oz

p

)
g

q9
+s

(0.8)

(0.9)
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with Lg and Lp denoting the Laplace transfonned gas and bed temperatures T9 and Tp and Tp(t=O)

described by (0.7). Equations (0.8) and (0.9) are rewritten to

k ° k ·s+ Is. k 3 OL9 ~( t=O)
qP
(k ·s+ Js)·q9
L9 + 2 3
+--2 + 2
2
Js·k2 oS
OZ
S
k 2 ·S
k1 ·~·S
0

(0.10)

Expressions for Lg and Lp are derived from (D.IO), (D.ll), (0.7) and the Laplace transfonned of(D.6).
Inverse transformation of Lg and Lp yields the following solutions for T9 and Tp:

(0.12)
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k1.
k1.. k3 -4·-·b
k/
kl· (.q +q. )) •
( Is '""]. +--·b
k/ 1 k/ 2 -kz2
g
p
-•R

-t·z 1tLm
e -t·u
' ·I [2·
oo
o

·e ' ·

2

- k 1 -·u·z ) ·du·dm+
kz·k3

k/·kl

-2·--·b
·e
k3
2
2

+;~-

-o

)

~ ·Z·t+b ·Z2 +t· (~+~
~
+b ·Z-2·-·b
- - - - -~
· b +2·--·b
+t 2~
·-·b
1
k
2
2
k
k
l
k ·k 2
k' 2
2

2

2

1

2

(0.13)

2

with I o denoting the modified Bessel function of the first kind:
(0.14)

Expressions (0.12) and (0.13) rather than (3.22) and (3.23) should be used when ao equals b 0 in (3. 7)
and (3.8). The integrals in the RHS of (0.12) and (0.13) are solved in appendix F.
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Appendix E
Derivation of solutions for the dimensionless
temperatures of gas and bed, T9 and TP
The coupled dimensionless transport equations for the gas and solid phase, (3.18) and (3.19), and the
dimensionless boundary conditions (3.20) and (3.21) are solved in this appendix. Solutions for the
dimensionless gas and bed temperatures, T9 and
are derived using Laplace transformations.

-r.
Since the dimensionless source terms 4. and 4. in (3.18) and (3.19) are DOt explicidy dependent on I;

and fl, these equations can be united to

(E. I)
Laplace transformation of (E. I) and substitution of boundary c:onclition (3.21) yields the following
expression for the Laplace transformed of T., i. :
A

(

S·L + s+1
9

Equation (E.2) is solved for
LA
g

£.

)

oL9

·-=k·~+1·~

2

~

5+ 1 ~ ~P
+-·cr + -

s

~

(E.2)

s

with the following result

{1 (
1
(ks
s

1

A
)
= -·
· (A6
s 1-q +k-2·1 - 52
g

+-·~

2

~

2}

+qAp -k+4·1) --·1
·e-~•...!!._.
s+l +
53

s+1 ) ·~+-·
1 (~q -k+2·1) +
+ --2·-·1
2
9

s

5

1 (Aq +qA -k+4·1) +-·1
2
+-·
52
g
p
53
The expression for the Laplace transformed ofT.,

(E.3)

i., is derived by Laplace transformation of (3.18) and

substitution of (E.3). This derivation is straightforward and therefore not shown here. The analytical
solutions for T9 and T0 , (3.22) and (3.23), are obtained after inverse transformation of £. and £•.
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Appendix F
Integrals of Bessel functions, :Io
The solutions for the dimensionless temperatures of gas and bed, (3.22) and (3.23), are presented in
section 3.4. These solutions contain modified Bessel function of the first kind, Io:

~ -~ •"-"
~ -(~-·l'Jr
e -~ .r o ·v.,·l'JJ=e
,2n=o (n .)

(2

(F. I)

as well as single, double and triple integrations of Io over l'l· These integrals are solved analytically in

this appendix.
The integration of (F.l) over TJ yields
(F.2)

The solution of the double integration of (F.l) is derived by integrating (F.2):
(F.3)

and by the integration of (F.3):

1i
'1

0

m

0

n -u

foe

_
~ I;" "'
·I0 (2·.Jf.U}·du·dn·dm=e 11 ·.£....
n:O

-;·L L"' L"' (n+k+l+m+J).
U.

k:O

l'Jn+k+l+m+3

l=O m:O

1

(F.4)

The computational speed of the MAT model mainly depends on the rate of convergence of the RHS of
(F.2) through (F.4)1 which is enhanced by rewriting these expressions to

_ ~ ~n "'
e 11 · .t..J - · L
n=O

1

U!

k:O

l'Jn+k+l
-~ ~ ~n ( ~
e ·.t..J - · e
(n+k+l)!
n=O U!

l'J")
L -ffi!
n

(F.5)

m=O

Convergence is taken to be reached as soon as the value of(tj1)1i! in the RHS of(F.l) through (F.4) is Jess than
lO.o. A fUrther increase of i does not influence the value of the dimensionless temperatures of gas and bed by
more than 1\\\o.

llG
~

l;" "'

ao

n+k+l+2

11
-·L L (n+k+l+2)!

e-".£.-A
n=O n!

k=O 1=0

~

l;"

~

n=o

n!

k=O 1=0 m=O

"'

.,

l;" ., (

"'

n+k+l

1'1")

(F.6)

e-"·L.=A nr.'Lk=A e"- mL=o m'.
v

v

11
e-". ~-·£..A L L -;------'----:n+k+l+m+3

(n+k+l+m+3)!
-'1

=e

l;" "'
(
llp)
·I: I'L
(m+l)· e"- l: m+n+2

"'

n=O

n'

m=O

p=O

1

(F.7)

p'

Substitution of (F. I), (F.5), (F.6) and (F.7) in (3.22) and (3.23) yields values for the dimensionless
temperatures of gas and bed at each lllbitraty dimensionless length ~ and time 1'1· Dimensionful

temperatures T9 and Tp follow from (3.14) and are known at each position in the bed slke, at each time
instant.
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Appendix G
Thermophysical properties of gas and packing material
In this appendix the expressions for the temperature dependence of the thermophysical properties of air,
water vapour, natural gas and the ceramic packing material are presented.
The thermophysical properties f (T) of dcy air, water vapour, carbon dioxide and natural gas are
expressed by polynomials of order n as follows:
n

f(T)=

La

1

·T

1

(T inK)

(G. I)

1=0

Coefficients a 1 presented below in the tables G.1 through G.4 are for atmospherical pressure, 1.013•105
Pa. Coefficients for the specific enthalpy are derived by integration of the heat capacity.

Air

s

ao
a1

0
1.026•103
4>.1383
2.722•104
-1.358•10"1
2.352•10"11
100+ 1500
Int. of(G.I)

&2

a,

a,
as

[Jikg]

c: (J/(kg•K)J

1.026•103
4>.2767
8.168•10 4
-5.433•10"7
1.176•10"10

.

I11 (kl!/(mos))
5.106•10-o
4.880.10-3
-1.032•10" 11

.

--

A. (W/(m•K))
4.724•10"3
7.586•10"5
-1.268•10-11

.

.

-

100 + 1500
250 + 1250
250+ 1250
[Gasunie
fit of data in fit of data in
Soorce
[VDI (1991)1 [VDI(l99l)l
I 0988)1
Table G.l. Phystcal propert1es ofdry a1r. H denotes the specific enthalpy, c the heat
capocity, 11 the dynamic viscosity and A. the thermal conductivity.
Temp. ranee 00
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...1
....

Water vapour

••
•s

Temp.

nm~te

IKJ

Searee

B (J/kg]
0
1.914•103
-0.3957
8.762•104
-4.950-10"7
1.038•10"10
100+ 1500

c (J/(kgo.K'J]
1.914•101
-0.7914
2.628•10"3
-1.980•10-6
5.193•10"10

-

100+ 1500
Int. of (0.1) (Gasunie
i (1988)]

I11 (kl/(mos)]
-3.571•10...
4.261•10-B
-1.471•10"12

--

350+ 1050
fit of data in
[VDI (1991)]

1(W/(m•K)J
-2.024•10"3
5.373•10"5
4.549-10-B

-

350+ 1050
fit of data in
I (VDI (1991)]

Table 0.2. Physical properties ofwater vapour. For notation see the caption oftable
0.1

...,.
.,.

Carbon dioside

•s

Temp. nm~te [K]

B (J/kg)
0
479.09
0.7621
-3.593•104
8.474•10-B
·5. 775•10"12
100+ 1500

(J/(kg•K)]
479.09
1.524
-1.078•10"3
3.389•10"7
-2.887•10"11

0

I11 (klf(mos))
4.460-to5.265•10-41
-1.178•10"11

1(W/(m•K)J
-1.004•10"'
9.252•10"5
-1.369-10-41

-

-

--

-

100+ 1500
250+ 1250
lnt of(O.l) (Gasunie
Searee
tit of data in
IVDI(l991)1
I0988>1
Table 0.3. Phystcal properttes of carbon dioxide. For notation see

--

250+ 1250
fit of data in
IVDI (1991)1

the caption of

table G. I.

...1

Natural gas

•s

.,••
Temp. nmae IKJ

Souru

B(Jikg]
0
1.997•103

-1.554
4.280-10"3
-2.8ll•I0-6
6.492•10"10
100+ 1500
Int. of (G.I)

c IJI(k!I"K)J

1.997-lo'
-3.108
1.284•10"2
-1.124•10"5
3.246-10"9

-

100+ 1500
[Gasunie
I0988)1

Table 0.4. Phystcal properties of Dutch natural
gas. For notation see the caption of table 0.1
Absolute pressures in tbe packed bed differ by no more than 2% from tbe atmospherical pressure
(l.IONOS Pa). Under these conditions tbe gas mixtures behave almost ideally. Thennophysical
properties of tbe gas mixtures are determined as follows.
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Mass densitv. The mass density, pq, of a mixture of air, water vapour, caJbon dioxide and natural gas is

derived by [Gasunie (1988)] (Tin K)

with lli denoting the moleftaction of component i, defined as the ratio of the number of moles of i to the
total number of moles; Pair= 1.293 kg/m3, PNG = 0.833 kg/m3, PNzo 0.833 kg/m3 and Pco2 = 1.977
kglm3, at 273.15 K.
Specific enthalpv. heat cqpqcitv and conductivity. The specific enthalpy, H, of a mixture of n different

gases foUows from [Gasunie (1988)]

(G.3)
with xi denoting the mass fraction of component i, defined as the number of kg of i per kg mixture.
Component i has a specific enthalpy H1 .
The heat capacity, c, and conductivity, A., of a mixture of n ideal gases is derived in a similar fashion as
the specific enthalpy, by replacing Hi in (G.3) by the expressions for c1 and A-1 respectively. These
expressions are obtained from (G.1) and the coefficients a 1 from the tables G.1 through G.4.
Viscosity. The dynamic viscosity 11 of a mixture of n gases is computed from the viscosity of the
components i, Tit. with molefraction 111 and molar mass M1 by the method of Heming-Zipperer [Gasunie
(1988)]

(G.4)
i=l

The mass density of the ceramic packing material, pP, is according to the supplier1 2400 kglm3 •
The heat capacity, ep, and conductivity, A, of the packing material were experimentally determined by
Carlowitr:

(T inK)

(G.S)

1

Vereinigte FnllkOrper Fabriken GmbH (VFF), Ransbach-Bawnbaclt, Germany.

2

Prof. Dr. Ing. 0. Carlowitz. Fachhochschule Braunschweig/Wolfenbllttel. Saldahlwner Stra~e 46-48, 38302
Wolfenbtltlel, Germany.
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A.p =0.8993+5.2113·10- 4 ·T-1.119·10- 7 ·T

{T inK)

(G.6)
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Appendix H
The model of the Energetisch Studiebureau
The one-dimensional numerical model of the Energetisch Studiebureau1 [Van der Kerken (1991)]
neglects enthalpy transport by conduction through gas and bed material with respect to convective
transport and computes transient gas and bed temperatures. In flow direction, z, the packed bed is cut
into slices with small height, !J.z. The governing equations of the E.S. model are the same as those used
in the MAT model, (3.5) and (3.6). Heat release by the exothermic oxidation of reactants is attributed to
q_ employing the Arrhenins equation (3.10) again. The boundary conditions are

'f.. ='f.., in

Z

0:

t

0: ~=~

(H. I)

0

(H.2)

Temperatures T 9 ,1n and Tp0 are the gas temperature at the end of the previous bed slice and the bed
temperature at the end of the previons time step respectively. By defining
def

h·A

13=-----(1-e}·pp ·c., ·Afr ·£\z

(H.3)

the governing equations are rewritten into
_g

oT =a:·(~ -T._)+y
oz

(H.4)

~
ot =13·(Tg -T)"

(H.5)

with a, 13 andy being functions of T9 and Tp and hence of position z and time t. The unknown gas
temperature T 9 (0,Az) at the outlet of the slice, z "' Az, at time instant t "'0 is computed using the
trapezOidal rule as

1;.(0,.:\z)=Tg(o,o)+ £\z.{oTgJ + OTgl }
2 ~o,o OZ o,Az
1

Energetisch Studiebureau, Nederrij 52, 2200 Herentals, Belgitm1

(H.6)
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with

~L

denoting the space derivative of the gas temperature at time instant t and position z.

Substitution of (H.4) in (H.6) results in
~(o,az)=T9 (o,o)+

+a; ·{ao,o -('r"(o,o)-'rg(O,O))+Yo,o +ao.Az {~(O,Az)-T9 (0,Az))+Yo,Az }<H.7)
Temperature T 9 (0,0) follows from (H. I) and temperatures Tp(O,O) and Tp(O,Az) from (H.2). Coefficient
ao,o is evaluated at temperature T 9 (0,0) and

«o,Az=«o,o+~l
·Az=ao,o+ Oal ·~~ ·Az
"&Jo o
oTg
oz o o
0,0

1

(H.S)

I

with

OT9

oz

I ~ao,o -('rp(o ,o)-T (0 ,o))
9

(H.9)

0,0

The influence of the source term Yo,o on

()T9 I is neglected in (H.9), which results in small errors of

~

...

8'1'9 1

in slices where oxidation occurs. These errors turn out to be small, however. The derivative

~~

in (H.S) is computed from the known temperature dependence of c 9 , see appendix G, and for h

~o.o
0'1;, •.•

constant in the slice. Reaction chemistry is evaluated at the gas temperature half way the slice,
Tg(O,Az/2). The sum of the source terms Yo.o and Yo.Az in the RHS of (H.7) is therefore replaced by
2"YO.Az/2, to be evaluated at the temperature T9 (0,Az/2) as given by

Tg(o, Az)=Tg(o,o)+ OTgl . Az
2

with

~I

~

... from

oz

0,0

(H.IO)

2

(H.9) again.

The set of equations (H. 7) through (H.IO) can now be expressed in the form
(H.ll)
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with function f 1 an algebraic function that is easily numerically evaluated. In a similar fashion the

following expressions are derived

~(At,O)=tJ~,(o ,o), ~(o,o), T9 (At,o))

(H.l2)

~(At,Az)=t_;(T9 (At,O), T,(At,O), TP( At,Az))

(H.IJ)

~(At ,Az)=f~(~(o ,Az), T9 (0 ,Az), T9 ( At,Az))

(H.14)

with f 2, f 3 and f 4 known functions. The resulting set of four independent equations, (H.ll) through
(H.l4), has four unknown temperatures, T9 (0,Az), T9 (At, Az), Tp(At,O), Tp(At, Az) and four known
temperatures: T 9 (0,0), T9 (At,O) (from (H.l)) and Tp(O,O), Tp(O,Az) (from (H.2)).
E.S. have adopted other integration methods in (H.6) and tested them for accuracy and computational
speed. Optimal results were obtained with the trapezoidal rule.
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Appendix I
The model of the Stuttgart University
The numerical model of the Stuttgart University' (Frauhammer (1992)] has been developed for solving
parabolic partial differentia] equations that are one-dimensional in space. The numerical treatment is
based on discretization in space and time. This appendix descn"bes the main features of the model.

This model solves equations of the form
(1.1)

y is a vector of length m of state variables (temperatures, mass fractions, etc.); B, V and Dare m x m
matrices; Q is a vector of length m. The exponent c depends on the coordinate system: c = 0 for
cartesian, 1 for cylindrical and 2 for spherical coordinates. Each coefficient may be a function of
position, z, time, t, and of the state variables. The Stuttgart model accounts for axial dispersion via the

second tenn in the RHS of (I. I). Equation (1.1) is solved for small increments in space and time. Let
z,_ 1 and z, denote the ordered edges of the increment 1. The boundary condition at z,_ 1 is
(1.2)

The boundary condition at z 1 follows by replacing index i -1 by 1 in (1.2). The initia1 condition is
;-J
-o
Y\t=to ) =y

(1.3)

Equations (1.1) through (1.3) are solved by approximating the first order spatial derivative by (1.4)

(1.4)

and the second order derivative by (1.5)
1

Universitllt Stuttgart, Lebrstuhl und Institut fllr Cbemische Verfahrenstecbnilr., Bob linger Stra~e 72, 0..70199
Stuttgart, Germany.
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(1.5)

with
(1.6)

Combining (1.1) through (1.6) yields a partial differential equation of the form

o'J -( y(t))
B·-=f

(1.7)

ot

with the components of

f(y(t))

known functions of

y , coefficients V and D and source term Q. The

solution for y at t = t 0 +At is derived from the known solution at t 0, y•, see (1.3), by integration of
(1. 7) from to to to + At. The time integration for time dependent B is outlined in [Frauhammer (1992)).

The integration procedure is now demonstrated for constant matrix B. Equation (1. 7) is rewritten into
(1.8)

The RHS of (C.8) is computed as follows:

Substitution of (1.9) in (1.8) yields y(t, +At). The solutions for y are, however, not exact due to
discretization errors in the space and time integrations. The Stuttgart model contains procedures for the
estimation of these errors which are described in [Frauhammer (1992)]. After each time step the
estimated time and space integration errors are compared to prescribed tolerances. Results of a time
integration are only accepted if these errors are below their tolerances. The next time step size At and a
new distribution of nodes z 1 are selected using the discretization errors in

y( t, + At) .

In section 3.6.3 the Stuttgart model is applied to derive solutions for Tq and Tp of the hyperbolic
equations (3.5) and (3.6). The model applies only for parabolic equations. Coefficient Din the diffusive
term in (1.1) may therefore not vanish since discretization errors in the solutions would increase in each
successive time step [Frauhammer (1992)). The numerical stability is guaranteed by the addition of a

equations are solved by the Stuttgart method
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• ·c ·Az·-=h·A·
O'rg
('!' -T ) +q· +t:·l.. ·A ·Az·-&~
m
g
g
(jz
"
g
g
g
fr
(jz2
·c p ·Afr ·Az·
(1-&)·n
l"'p

~
ot =h·A·(T9 -T )+q'
p

p

(1.10)

(1.11)

The results for the gas and bed temperatures of the previous time serve as initial conditions of the next

time step. The boundaty conditions for the gas and bed temperatures usually are

=0
-I

~I
oz

=0
Z1-1

OTg

I

oz z,

=0

(1.12)

=0

(1.13)
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Appendix J
Packing characteristics
In this appendix the bed materials used in the test rig are specified using data of the supplier1 and from
experiments in our laboratory.
The cylindrical packed bed consists of four layers of ceramic torus saddles, see section 4.2.5.
Specifications of the torus saddles according to the supplier are presented in table 1.1.

Size[mm)

Pbed (kglm~)

N (m-3)

aa-(m-t)

&

25

720

68200

197

0.704

38

620

20200

133

0.743

1-1

Table 1.1. Specifications of the torus saddles. Pbed is the
bulk mass density, N the number of particles per unit
volume of bed, abed the volumetric bed surface and s the
void fraction. Source: Betriebszahlen keramischer
Follk/Jrper ftJr R.N. V. Anlagen und Wiinnetauscher, VFF.
17.1.1990.

The saddles were frequently tamped during the filling of the bed. As a result a relatively dense packing
structure was created. The delivered quantity of6.6 m3 saddles was reduced to a bed volume of 5.7 m3•
The packing characteristics of table J.l are corrected for this enhanced compactness by multiplication of
Pbed, Nand abed with the settling ratio 6.6/5.7. The corrected void fraction follows from the value of
table J.l as 1-(1-&)·6.6/5.7.
The specifications of the 25 mm saddles have also been determined experimentally in our laboratory. A
cylindrical vessel of 0.280 m diameter and 0.295 m height has been filled completely with the 25 mm
saddles and the number of saddles in the cylinder was counted. Subsequently water was added. The
am01mt of water that could be poured into the cylinder until it runs over has been measured (accuracy±
0.1 1). The experiment was carried out twice: for a relatively open bed structure created by filling the
cylinder gently and for a relatively dense bed that was tamped frequently during the filling. The number
1

Vereinigte FQJlkilrper Fabriken GmbH (VFF), Ransbach-Baumbacll, Germany.
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ofsaddlesinthecylinderwas 13S0±20and 1500±20andvolumesofwaterwere 13.1 ±O.lland 12.4
:1: 0.1 l respectively. In addition, the mass of 100 dJy saddles bas been measured: 0.92 :1: 0.01 kg.
Subsequent resuhs for Pt>ea. sand N are presented in table J.2.

Bed

, _ (kglm':J

• (m.,)

s (·]

Open

681 :1: 12

74-IO" :1: 10"

0.72:1:0.01

Dense

764:1:13

83•Io' :1: 103

0.68:1:0.01

Table J.2. Measured values ofthe mass density, l'bed·
number of particles per unit volume, N, and of the
voidfraction, e,for the 25 mm saddles.

The void fractions measured in this way are in fair agreement with the values of table J.1, although the
measured value of N is 6 to 9% higher and Pt>ed is 5 to 8% less for the 'open' and tamped bed
respectively.
The volumetric surface area

abed

follows from the surface area of one saddle, Ap, as a_.= N•AP • The

surface Ap of a saddle with average dimensions bas been computed using the AutoCad AME-module.
Characteristic dimensions of the saddle are defined in figure J.l.

s

H

Figure J.l. Schematic ofa saddle and characteristic dimensions.
The characleristic lengths H, wands, see figure J.l, differ from saddle to saddle. The average value and

the standard deviation of these lengths have been derived for a batch of 20 saddles. Measuring accuracy
was :1: 0.1 mm. The resolts for H, Wand s are 36.1 ::1: 0.6 mm, 20.4 ::1: 0.5 mm and 3.4 ::1: 0.2 mm
respectively. The value subsequently computed for Ap is 2468 :1: 60 mm2 • Using N of table J.l and its
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corrected vaJue (78566) the following volumetric surface areas bave been derived: for the 'open' bed 183
m-1 and for the 'dense' bed 205 :l: 6 m-1-

:l: 5

The saddles in table J.l seem to have a larger volume and surface area than those of the saddles used in
the 'dense' and 'open' beds. The volume of one saddle, (1~)/N. derived from the data of table J.l is

4340 mm3• The experimental data of table J.2 produce 12% lower results: 3784 :l: 145 mm3 and 3855 :l:
130 mm3 • The surface area of one saddle derived from the values of abed and N from table 1.1 is 2889
mm2• The computed area of 2468 :l: 60 mm2 is 15% lower. These diJferentes correspond to the lower
measured mass densities. The vaJue corrected of abed for the 25 mm saddles, 227 m-1, is 11 :l: 3% higher
than the computed vaJue 205 m-1, while the number of particles per tmit of volume is also higher (6 :l:
2%).
The temperature computations bave been performed first with the corrected vaJues of table J.l and bave
been re-evaluated afterwards with the experimental vaJues.

ll4
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Appendix K
Differences between the gas temperature and the
thermocouple junction temperature
Steady state differences between the gas temperature and the thermocouple junction temperatures exist
as a result of conduction and radiation balancing convection. For transient gas temperatures, the
thermocouple lags behind any change in gas temperature due to its thermal capacity resulting in socalled transient errors. In this appendix the correction method for transient errors is presented.
The deviation due to conduction in the probe, Ec, is derived from the enthalpy balance of the
thermocouple tip, taken to be a hemisphere, as

-A, tc ·(dtc

E =T -"I;; =

c

g

c

2-d. 2)· ~c
1

2·h·dtc 2

!:1

uz

(K.l)

Here T tc denotes the temperature of the thermocouple. Heat is conducted away from the tip through the
stainless steel probe. Outer diameter of the probe, dtc. is 6 mm and the inner diameter, d1. is 4.8 rnrn.
Conductivity of the probe, Ate. is 50 W/(m•K). The temperature gradient in the thermocouple probe,

o'I;;c , is derived from the measured radial temperature drop in the bed of% :1: 20°C/m over a length of

oz

0.8 rn, as discussed in section 5.3.1. The value of h is computed employing the correlation of Gnielinski
(Gnielinski (1982)]. For the prevailing measuring conditions h is approximately 120 W/(m2•K). The
result of Ec is 8 :1: 2 °C.
Transient errors, ET, in heating and cooling zones are estimated from [Herzfeld (1962)]

E -T
T-

with

ttc

g -

'I;;c -t
o'I;;c
tc · Ot

(K.2)

the so-called characteristic time, defined by

h

(K.3)
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Here Pte is the mass density of the thermocouple and Ctc its heat capacity. The value of ttc of the 6 mm
diameter probes has experimentally been determined in quiescent air, resulting in a value t~:" of 230 s.
Values for ttc for the measurements in the packed bed are derived from t~:" by
(K.4)

with the convective heat transfer coefficient for the calibration experiment with natural convection, h exp,
being 13 W/(m2•K).
Temperature histories, as that of figure 5.3 show that Ttc changes linearly with time between two flow
reversals. The time-derivative ofTtc in the RHS of (K.2) is therefore approximated by

o'fcc I
l

at

= 2 . AT

(K.5)

"t

with AT the measured amplitude (see table 4.4) and

"t

the cycle time of the regenerator (90 s). The

amplitude of the actual gas temperatures in the bed, AT,con is derived by substitution of (K.4) and (K.5)
in (K.2). Subsequent values derived for AT,corlAT range from 1.7 to 2.3. Hence, due to the thermal
capacity of the thermocouple probe measured temperature amplitude fluctuations are about 50"/o smaller
than the actual gas temperature amplitudes in the packed bed.
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Appendix L
The dependence of temperature gradients on the mass
flow rate
In this appendix the dependence of axial temperature gradients in the bed on the gas mass flow rate is
investigated
The one-dimensional energy equation for the gas without heat release reads

a~
(
)
Ihq ·cq ·Az·-=h·a
OZ . bed ·Ar r ·Az· Tp -Tg

(L.l)

In fust approximation temperature Tp is taken constant in Az. Tbis simplification is justified for merely
assessing the dependence on the mass flow rate. For the accurate prediction of temperature distributions,
on the other hand, bed temperature gradients should be accounted for as in the MAT model presented in
section 3. 3.
Equation (L.l) is easily solved for the temperature difference of gas and solid at outlet of the slice,
T., ... -Tp, divided by the difference at inlet [Schliinder (1988)1

~,out-~
Tg,in

e-NTU

(1...2)

-~

with NTU denoting the 'number of transfer units' [Schlilnder (1988)]
NTU

h·abed·Atr·Az
Ih9 ·Cg

(1...3)

The NTU is a well known parameter for assessing thermal performance that is used for brevity without
being essential for the result. The influence of the mass flow rate ritg on the temperature gradients

follows by rewriting the number of transfer units to

·Az
Re·Pr

&

(1...4)
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with llbed, & and Pr constant in Az. Nu and Re are defined by (2.10) and (2.18), with the characteristic
ril
velocity in Re based on the interstitial gas velocity, - - • - . Equations (L.4) and (2.18) yield the

&·P. ·A,r
dependence ofNTU on ri1 9 since it is known that [Gnielinski (1982), Whitaker (1972)]

NuocRe"'

(L.S)

Values for a. are obtained from the literature and are always less than 1 (for example a.= O.S for low Re
[Gnielinski (1982), Whitaker (1972)] and 0.67 [Whitaker (1972)] to 0.9 [Gnielinski (1982)] for high
Re). 'The number of transfer units decreases for increasing mass flow rate, since
(L.6)
The temperature difference Tq,out • T9 , 1n and corresponding gradients therefore decrease, see (L.2), in
the bed zones where no oxidation occurs for increasing mass flow rate.
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Appendix M
Heat losses
The measured temperature drop from the centerline of the bed to the iosulation is in the heating/cooling
zone 96 :1: 20°C/m and in the mid bed zone 20 ± 11 °C/m as described in section 5.3.1. Wbether these
temperature drops are due to heat losses through the insulation is investigated in this appendix.
Heat losses from the insulation to the atmosphere,

6..,, have been measured at different locations on the

steel casing in a way shown in figure M.l. Each location corresponds to a different temperature level in
the packed bed.

0.3m
Figure M.l. Schematic of the mounting ofa heat flux sensor on the steel casing.
Results for

6_

are presented in table 5.5. The measurements have been performed in stationaty

6,... , see figure M.l, therefore follow from 6..,

operation. Values of the heat flux in the packed bed,

1.1

correcting for the difference in perimeter via the factor - . A mass flow rate
0.8
through the bed with radius R. Let

A.:, r

and

A.: ,z

m9

by

of gas is passing

denote the effective conductivity of the gas in radial

and axial direction respectively. These parameters encompass conduction and enthalpy transport by
turbulence (Borldnlc (1991)]. If axial conduction of heat in the gas phase,

9
&·!!._
oz ("-·•.• ·&1'
oz ) ,

is

negligible, the stationary energy equation for the gas in a part of the bed where no heat is released by
oxidation can be written as (Borkinlc (1991)]
9 )
oT9
1 o ( A. e · roT
-rit-9 ·2 c9 ·--£·-·-·
·-h·a

1t·R

oz

r

or

g,r

or

bed

· ( T -T9 ) ::::0
"

(M.l)
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The following boundary conditions hold

r=O:

r=R:
Let us consider the worsted case of

(M.2)

-

(

A.e

6,,..

OTq)

·

g,r ·-;;;;

(M.3)

=Qins

r=R

being entirely extracted from a cylindrical shell at the edge of

the bed, with Rc < r < R The bed is divided in two parts: a cylindrical bed part at uniform temperature
bounded by radius Rc and a cylindrical wall region with Rc < r < R which suffers from heat loss Q'"• .
The axial temperature gradient in the central bed part,

~

a;jc

, follows from (M.l) with

~

0 as

iJr

(M.4)
This is a stripped version of equation (3.5). The calculation of the two-dimensional temperature profiles
in the wall region is more complicated [Schliinder (1988)]. In the wall region therefore only mean cup
temperatures are considered The mean cup temperature of the gas in the wall region, T9 ,tc, is defined
by

(M.5)
and that of the bed by

(M.6)

The average gradient in the wall region. 81'.. ,.,

I·

iJz •

2
follows by applying the operator -2 --2. rR r·dr
R

JR.,

on (M.l) and by substitution of(M.5) and (M.6) with the result
(M.7)
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The ratio of the mean cup temperature gradient in the wall zone, 13T..,.,

oz

region.

I,

to the gmdient in the central

v

OTII! , is therefore given by
a;je

(MS)

The RHS is computed with the following values:
2

6,.. = 766 ± 39 W/m2, R = 0.8 m, abed= 227 m'1, s =

2

0.659 (see appendix J) and h = 10 W/(m •K), which is the computed average of the measuring
conditions. The difference between temperatures of gas and solid depends on the flow direction. In the
upper bed half this difference is positive for downward flow and negative for upward flow. The absolute
value of the difference is about 40 °C for the central region, which is a computed average for the
measuring conditions and is about the same in the wall region. The value of Rc is taken to be 0.7 m,
corresponding to a wall region of 0.1 m thickness.
The result for the ratio of 13T•. ..,
OZ

lv

to

~9~

a;jc

is 1.01 for downward flow and 0.99 for upward flow. The

influence of the measured heat losses is therefore assessed at a 1% variation of axial temperature
gmdients. Corresponding differences between
are determined from

T.,.., I.

and

T.l.

at a distance L from the inlet of the bed

r(a;jc
O'r.l I) .

dz. For a heating/cooling zone of 1 m length (a typical

OT•. ..,
()z

•

value) and an axial gradient of 1000 "Cim (see table 4.10), the I% difference of axial gmdients
corresponds at L I m to a maximum temperature difference between wall region and central region of
IO °C. The measured radial temperature drop of 96 ± 20 "C/m in the heating/cooling zone and 20 ± 11
"Cim in the mid bed zone correspond to temperature differences of 77 ± 16 °C and 16 ± 9 °C
respectively. Hence, the measured temperature drops exceed the theoretical estimates, particularly in the
heating/cooling zone.
Similar results are obtained in a totally different manner by using the boundary condition (M.3) at r
to predict the temperature drop near the insulation,

~~

&l..

. The effective conductivity,

A.:,r,

= R

in the

LHS of (M.3) is assessed from literature data of a packed bed of ceramic hollow cylinders [VDI (I991)],
since data for torus saddles have not been found. The ratio of length to diameter of the cylinders is 4 and
that of inner diameter to outer diameter is 0.8. The result for A.:,r is 45 W/(m•K), which is derived at a
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oc (a typical value in the heatingfcooling zone) and m.

=

1.5 kgfs (which is

the computed average of the measuring conditions). Substitution of this result and using the measured
value Q""' = 766:1:39 W/m2 in condition (M.3) yields a temperature gradient
Based on the radial temperature profiles shown in figure 5. 4, variations of
.

enough to justifY the comparison of

~

&l..

iJTJ

&l..

of -17 ± 1 °C/m.

ll'Ig are probably small
~

with the measured gradients of -96 :1: 20 °C/m in the

heatingfcooling zone -20 ± 11 OC/m in the mid bed zone. Again, the measured temperature drop in the
heatingfcooling zone exceeds the theoretical estimate by a considerable factor, whereas in the mid bed
zone measured and predicted values are in fair agreement.
The foregoing theoretical estimates based on measurements of the heat losses show that the positioning
of thermocouples in the heatingfcooling zone probably differs slightly from the positions given in figure
4.6 causing some small but systematic errors in the measured temperature profiles.
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Summary
Packed bed regenerators are a relatively energy efficient end-d-pipe measure for the purification of large
air discharges (SOOO to 100,000 m3/h) that are contaminated with relatively low concentrations (0 to 10
g/m3) of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). This study analyses the thermal behaviour of packed bed
regenerators, their design and applicability.
The thermal performance of packed beds depends strongly on the shape of the bed particles and the flow

conditions at the particle surfaces. Predicted heat transfer rates by correlations from the literature are
compared and differences are analyzed.
A new, one dimensional two-phase model for the prediction of temperature profiles in packed beds is
presented. This SIXalled MAT model is based on analytical solutions for gas and bed temperatures and
explicitly accounts for large bed temperature gradients, transient gas temperatureS and heat sources.
Heat transfer rates are computed by the model using the heat transfer correlation of Gnielinsld
[Gnielinsld (1982)] in co~ion with method of Jeschar [Jeschar (1990)] that corrects for effects of
conduction inside bed particles.
The analytical solutions for the gas and bed temperatures are validated, for example, by comparing with
predictions of two other models that use finite difference schemes. These models were developed at the
Stuttgart University [Frauharnmer (1992)) and at the Energetisch Studiebureau [Van der Kerken

(1991 )]. The predictions of the three models are found to be in agreement.
Predicted values of the heat transfer coefficient in the MAT model, an essential parameter, are validated
by comparison ofbreakthrough temperature-time curves with measurements by Handley [Handley (1968,
1969)) in packed beds of lead and glass spheres.
Accuracy of the model and the predicted heat transfer coefficients are checked for a packed bed of
saddles in an especially designed test rig with a full-scale cylindrical bed (1.6 m diameter and 2.85 m
height). Measured and predicted temperatures are found to be in agreement if for the saddles a form
factor with the value 2.3 is used in the heat transfer correlation of Gnielinsld.
The parameters that were known with relatively low accuracy and have large influence on thermal
performance of the bed have been assessed with the aid of a sensitivity analysis and have been
determined more precisely with additional experiments.
Measured pressure drop values in the saddle bed are compared with predictions by correlations from the
literature. The correlation of Mackowiak [Mackowiak ( 1991 )] overpredicts the pressure drop but other
correlations yield satisfactory predictions.
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The design of a packed bed regenerator has been optimized with the aid of the MAT model. New design
features are the thermal insulation of the bed and improved two-way valves. A new system for heating
up the packed bed is introduced and examined from measured temperature histories in the bed.
A method is presented for optimizing the cleaning efficiency of packed bed regenerators. This method is
shown to be effective by measuring concentrations of hydrocarbons to and from the regenerator.
Tbe applicability of the regenerator for the control of NO,-emissions is experimentally investigated. Tbe
results are analyzed compared with tbe findings of Lyon [Lyon (1977)).
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Samenvatting
De gepakt bed regenerator is een relatief energiezuinige nageschakelde techniek voor de reiniging van

grote lucbtstromen (SOOO tot 100,000 m3/b) die zijn vervuild met relatief lage concentraties (0 tot 10
glm1 vlucbtige organiscbe stoffen. Dit onderzoek analyseert bet tbermisch gedrag van gepakt bed
regeneratoren. bet ontwerp en de toepasbaarbeid.
Het tbermiscbe gedrag van gepakte bedden wordt in grote mate bepaald door de vorm van de
wllicbamen en door stromingsverscbijnselen aan bet oppervlak van deze wllicbamen. Warmte
transport snelbeden berekend met bebulp van correlaties uit de literatuur worden vergeleken en
verscbillen worden geanalyseerd.
Een nieuw, een dimensionaal mndel voor de berekening van temperatuurprofielen in gepakte bedden is
gepresenteerd. Dit zogenoemde MAT mndel is gebaseerd op analytiscbe oplossingen voor de gas- en bed
temperaturen en boudt rekening met grote bed temperatuurgradi<lnten, tijdafbankelijke gas temperaturen
en warmtebronnen. Het mndel berekent convectief warmtetransport met behulp van de correlatie van
Gnielinski [Gnielinski (1982)] en de correctie methode van Jeschar [Jeschar (1990)] voor
warmtegeleidingseffecten in de vullicbamen.
De analytiscbe oplossingen voor de gas- en bed temperaturen zijn gevalideerd, onder andere door
vergelij'king met de resultaten van twee andere modellen die gebruik maken van eindige differentie
schema's. Deze modellen werden ontwikkeld aan de Universiteit van Stuttgart [Fraubammer (1992)] en
door bet Energetisch Stndiebureau (Vander Kerken (1992)]. De resultaten van de drie modellen blijken
in overeenstemming te zijn.
De berekende warmteoverdrachlseo<lffici<lnt, een essenti<lle parameter in bet MAT model, is als volgt

gevalideerd. Berekende gas temperatuur responsies aan de uitlaat van gepakte bedden bestaande uit lood
en glas bollen zijn vergeleken met metingen van Handley [Handley (1968,1969)], die zijn verricht nadat
aan de inlaat een temperatuursprong was opgelegd.
De nauwkeurigbeid van bet model en de berekende warmteoverdrachlseo<lffici<lnten voor zadels zijn

gevalideerd met behulp van een speciaal ontworpen meetopstelling met een grootschalig cilindrisch bed
(diameter 1.6 m en hoogte 2.85 m). Gemeten en berekende temperaturen zijn in overeenstemming
wanneer voor de zadels een vorm factor met de waarde 2.3 wordt toegepast in de warmteoverdrachts
correlatie van Gnielinski.
De parameters die van grote invloed zijn op warmtetransport doch waarvan de waarde met relatief !age
nauwkeurigbeid bekend is, zijn bepaald met behulp van een gevoeligheidsanalyse. De waarde van deze
parameters is nauwkeuriger bepaald door additionele experimenten.
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Gemeten waarden van de drukval over bet gepakte bed zijn vergeleken met berekeningen met behulp
van correlaties uit de literatuur. De correlatie van Mackowiak [Mackowiak (1991)] Ievert te grote
waarden voor de drukval op, andere correlaties voldoen wei.

Het ontwerp van een gepakt bed regenerator is geoptimaliseerd met behulp van bet MAT model. Nieuwe
ontwerp aspecten zijn de thenniscbe isolatie van bet bed en verbeterde twee--weg kleppen. Een nieuw
systeem voor de opwarming van bet bed is gelntroduceerd en is gevalideerd door middel van gemeten
temperatuur-tijd CUIVen tijdens de opwarrning.
Een methode voor maximalisatie van bet reinigingsrendement van gepakt bed regeneratoren is
gepresenteerd. De doelmatigbeid van deze methode is aangetoond door koolwaterstof concentraties naar
en van de regenerator te meten.
De toepasbaarheid van regeneratoren voor de atbraak van NO. is experimenteel onderzocht. De

resultaten zijn geanalyseerd en vergeleken met die van Lyon [Lyon (1977)].
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STELLINGEN

bchorende bij het procfschrift

Behavioor and optimization of pa.;ked bed regenerators

I.

Het gcb111ik van een vormfactor bij

l;lc

berekening van het warmtetransport in g~pakte bcddcn is niet aan

te raden. omdat dc7.c vonnfactor de fysiscllc aspcctc:n van de transport processen vcrhult (di t
procfschril\, hoofd:stuk 2).

2.

Een brakteristieke lengtcschMI en een karaktcristicke snelheid aileen :lljn ontoereikcnd voor de
be$Chrijving van hct wanntctransport in gepakte bcdden (dit procfschrift, hoofdstulc 2).

3.

De maximum temperaluur in ecn gcpakt bed wordt vrijwel uitsluitend bepaald door de chemic v~n de

reactanten en mmwclijh door het thcrmische gcdrag van hct bed (dil procfschrift, hoofdstuk 5).
4,

De nauwkeurigllcid van dtukval bcrckcningcn van gepakte bcddcn is zelden bctcr d.<u1 ± 20% als gt--volg
van de grote gcvoclighcid voor foutcn in de waarde van de gasfractie (dit pmefschrift, hoolilsiUk :5).

5.

6ij

l;lc

bc=paling van de nood7~ak en de elfectivitcit van milieumaatrcgclcn dient tcvcns de hoevcdhcid

f~icle

6.

brandsto!fcn mc:cgcwogen te worden, die nodig is om hct gcwenste etrccc tc hereikcn.

De steeds groterc milicubclasting, die on~.e wclvaart mct zich mccbrcngt wordt pas ocn bcdreiging voor
tockonlstige gcncratics, als cr 1lu gecn geld wordt gereservccrd om de diverse 'milicuolfers· op tc
ruimen.

7.

tlct .afsluiten van milieu convcnanten tusscn ovcrhcid en industric lcidt slocllts tot onnodige venraging
van de: invoering van milicurnaatregclcn.

8.

Oc recente file lcngte r~ords op 2',01\· en fecstdage11 toncn aan, dat duurdcrc brandstof nict lcidt tot

minder autogebmik,

9,

De in de jaarlijksc CAO-ondcrhandclingen afgedwongen loonstijging in de ene bcdrijfst.ak wordl bctaald
door de wcrkncmers in de andere branches, waardoor hel netto rcsuha.at voor allen uiteindelijk nul of
negatief is.

I0.

Sinds de komst van ·gratis' commcrcil!lc televisie7.cndcr5 betaalt de

kijk~r

!evens omrocpbijdragc aan de

kassa in de supcrmarkt.
II.

De ontwikkeUng van steeds snellcrc computers werkt gclnllkzucht van de ~fiwarc program!!lcurs in de

hand.

12.

Fu11damentalismc en c:dremismc :>:ijn voorbchoudcnlll:ln diegencn. die niel in staat zijn

13.

Om de K.anaallunncl financiecl rendabclte maken zou dc:t.e kunnen wordc11 aangeslotcn op de

Lt

rclativcn;n.

Bctuwelijn door middcl va11 een ondcrgrQndse carpoolstrook voor trcincn. Dit garandccrt minimaal drie

passagicrs per wa,gon.

Jellc Nijdam
Geldrop. juli I 99:5

